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_BUSINESS CARDS._ __WANTS._
bibcock.
MAKER & JOBBER,

e.

p.

MODEL

Wntrla find Chronometer markers’ Tools,
iTlathrrmilicnl, Optical and B’hiloeo;rh«cnl 2 umCi aenents, School
Apparatus, Arc.,

66 MHrket Street, Printers

PORTLAND,

Jal

G rooms; suitable
A<iOOI)
small family without children. Address

seplMtl

O’Donnell

d!y

Sylvester,

&

Counsellors at
84 MIDDLE

Law,

STREET,
MA IMF

Wanted,

200 laborers Wanted,
Boston, Concord and Montreal Railroad
near the Fabyan House, Carroll, N. H.
Apply
to
T. & R. SHANNAHAN
d3t*
eeplG
the

S~S

MIDDLE

(Boyd Block,)

K O B R
se!4d3w»

4. II. ROOFER,
U V* IIO LSTKRHUR
Vos. 31 and 33 Tree St,
ot

Parlor

Suite, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,
Patent Bed Lounpe, En>
ttzueled Chairs, &c.
kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

Ichoiioagb

ZSTA ] 1
■xsed and matted

seUdlw*

176 Middle Street.
Barn BI.9CK.
dtf

F EERY

&

Office.

Girls Wanted.
COOK aud Chamber Girl, a short distance from
A thecily.
Apply at No. 33 High Street,
dtf

sell_

Wanted,

of experience to take charge of a crew
of men, or any branch of business where lie
can make himself generally useful to his employers.
Has had twelve years’ experience in taking charge
of crews ot men. Best of references given.a man

BY

Situated in Bartlett, N. H., on the
line of the P. & <>. R. R., consisting
of 300 acres—100 acres intervale,
balance in pasture and timber
•
_lands. The buildings consist of a
one st< ry house and barn 40x60. There are about
3000 cords of bard and soft wood. Will exchange
for property in Portland—personal property or good
negotiable paper. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams Block, Second Block
East ot City Hall.
se7dtf
Hi'al rotate ior SaHe.
riXHE n story house, No. ig Hanover street, eight
X rooms, ail in perfect order. Sebago. house
warmed by furnace. Price S3000. Apply to b. G.
PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate, Williams*
au28dtf
Block, second building cast of City Hall.

THE

Agents

FOSS,

Wanted.

street,
by
fee
Also a good double lot, corner Congress and
Ellsworth street. The owners ot the above property
being about to remove from Pori laud, will sell on
very casv terms. The house will be to let, it not
sold
by October 1st. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
Real Estate Agent.
•
sepl3d3w*

Valuable Real Estate for

where gas is used, tor the
PATENT HAS RTTR\ RR.
very liberal terms to Agents. Enquire of
C. L. MARSTOW,
123 Exchange Sired.
and town

every city
IN sale
of llioKLLTS

GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
and Wholesale Healers in

brick house, No. 24 Brown street, 13

tk2 rooms. Also a fine double lot of
Min^
ugjJr land on Congress street, between
gif i» aLSL^Sa,
Neal and Cailton
60
122
^

RIGHT MAN with from seven to ten thousand dollars that can make himself useful on
the books or as a salesman can purchase an interest
in a good, safe, legitimate and established wholesale
business in this city Address Box 599 with real
name, business capacity, &c.
Portland Sept, 3, 1875.
se4dlm*

Sale in

aug31dlm

DAVID

PRODUCE,
Moulton Street, Lead of long Wl>arf

LI, 1875.

BOARD.

POKT1.MD, ME.
EBES

PEBEY.

K.

'■

G. A. CLARK, ML

74

FREE

can

rooms

Brown

St.

selldtt

few Summer Boarders will be taken by the day

A

CLARK,

Gen. C. P. Mattocks, Col. A.

V*efreleum, Grain and other Charters,
Negotiated. Fieight Engagements made
for all parts of the world.
▼Bariae I awn ranee effected in reliable.

TO LET.

HOTEL TO LEASE.
THE NEW

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Offices*

108 WALNIIl STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

febBdty

PORTLAND

MACH SNJEWORKS
fiogineers, iron Founders, Boiler
Kufef'ra a,id Rliiebsmitiui.

House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the passenger station ol the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any ot her Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to tlie western part of the city and
suburbs. Address
AUG. P. FULLER.
ju24dcodll
Portland, Me.

THE

lioom To Let.
FURNISHED CHAMBER, at 118 Spring
ONEStreet.seltdlw

OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES,

Tturbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

A icon’s

PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Stationary Engine, 60

ooree

order.

apltJ_
WILLIAM

SCHUMACHER,

impair,

bargain,

a

TO

part

O’

lurniture

to
Apply
*
‘L. J. ADDITON,
sep3tf

premises.

the

on

wanted.

if

aim

carpets

wuuiu ten

&.ET J

Boom in the Second

GEERIISG

Primers’ Lxchange. with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
OF to B. THURSTON Sc
CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
0C12
_rltf

BLOCK.

respectfully inform the public tuat I have taken
business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
uo21if
haR held for so many years,
I
the

A ZjAHGtJS

assortment
—

of

—

Furnished House to be Let,
on State street.
Very desirable. Inquire of S.W. Robinson, or Byron I). Verrill. at

SITUATED

Middle street.

205

aug23!t

TO

LET.

STORY in THOMPSON BLOCK, 42
feet wide nearly 100 feet in depth,
newly fitted
up with counting room and tables. The best lighted
room in the city.
Suitable for jobbing or manufacturing, or will be let lor either, with plenty of storage room, over SHEFBERII A- ti«»’S Wholesale Fancy Goods Store, Nos. 121—123 Middle Street,
below the Post Office. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 32J Emery street, on the Spring Street

SECOND

horse

car

YACH

ilt f

F.

F©s* Ssale

M

Rope Strapped)
—

TTinfi

AT

fiHN’S

to

18 CENTER ST.

Sheaves in great variety,with
Bushings. Trices on application.

Iron
er

KOOMS

—

T. ATTnUTTV
16 &

to
Cotton

or

without Holi-

aug7_

deod3m

apr24

or en

Board,

THE

300 feet square.

unfurnished. No. 4
St., second door from Free Street.
dtf
or

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now
occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
JallUtf
JOHN SMITH.

ABOUT

_ST.

chamber in second story on the corner of
Cross and Middle Sts. Apply to
HENRY DEERING,
rcySltfNo. 65 Exchange St.

THE

A New Sabbath School Song Book
By H. 8. & W. O. Perkins.
Price 35 Cents.
$30 per Hundred.
“Rest in Thee.” ‘‘What Je?us may sav,”'‘Wandering Child,” “What are these,” Watchman awake !”
are specimens of the titles of the beautiful new hymns,
to, sweet new melodies.

!! THE HIGH "SCHOOL CHOIR !!

L. O. Emerson and W. S. Tildes.
Price Si.00. $0 00 Per Dozen
The HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR is similar in general design to the very popular "Hour of Singing,"
which lias been aim >st imivcr-aily used in High
Schools. The present work is in no way inferior to
its predecessor, and is entirely fresh and new.

By

The

Soil 5?

Monarch.

Price 75 Cents. $7 50 Per Dozen
Palmer, assisted by L. O. Emerson.
Do not think of teaching a Singing School without
using this attractive, popular and useful book.
Specimen copies sent, pjst-pai J, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
Y.
CHAS. H. DiTSOjN & CO-, 711 Broadway,
(1&m2w
aug25

By

To Let.
UOOD rents at Woodford’s Corner.
Possession
given immediately. Inquire of
J- H. REED,
a'■ i111 -vv*11
f_Woodford’s Corner.

4

To

orT

sale.
ANY QUANTITY OF
Spruce Piling, Spars and Hackmatac Knees, by
SmoSTOJI & LADD,

®OQ

iny8dtf

Brick House for Sale.
residence, 15 Winter street. House of brick,

MY 2J stories, contains 12 finished

leodti

_

BBSCKS FOIt SAJUE.
400,000 Bricks
Delivered in any part of the
city in quautitiep to
suit purchasciB by

F. W. CLARK
1028 Congress Street.

pel1___jitf

STATE FAIR—1875.
ARTIES desiring to rent and locate spaces for
Tents, Side show?, Refreshment Stands, &c.,
&e., will apply to
«2E»KUE water house,
at the I*,chip House, until the lime of ExW. T. WINGATE.
hibition.

I

>

solidId

lVotice
requiring work don

plet,»e apply 10
‘Home" of W.C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-mak’na, copying, embrewoc‘2#tf
ing anc lancy-work u wools, Ac., &c.

FERSONS

rooms

wth open

kitchen, wood house, etc., attached, good
cellar, Sebago water, large brick cistern, furnace, gas
throughout, healthy location, good sewerage, wide
lot and pleasantly situated with plenty of sunshine.
summer

Will be sold at

bargain

1 am about to remove to
CHARLES M. liAWKES.

a

another city.

as

JOHN C. PROCTOR.
Enquire
August 11th, 1875.
of

dtt

For Sale or to Let,
in “Hull Block,” Carroll st., two houses
in “Hull Block,” Pine st., Ncs. 138 and 142.
These houses have recently been painted inside, keys
at office.
MATTOCKS & FOX,
aulldtf
183 Middle Street.

HOUSE

GAS

CONSUMERS.
THE ELLIS PATEXT

ulator and Shade

Combined
decried to be the best Gas Light ever produced—
quite as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressure vaiies, and needs to be constantly watched,
as all know, besides the great aunoyauce from the
heat caused by the style of the shade ami chimney.
By our Shade the light, is deflected, and being sg constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards, after
being properly adjusted is always regulated, with an
actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in the consumption of gas over any oilier burner.

C.L.

MARSTON,

PROPRIETOR FOR MAINE,
1‘1S Exchange Slrccl.
AGF.NT "WANTED.

^

LET.

A* P* FULLER,
Manufacturer of

VARNISHES

Portland. Also oflices in third
gas and water. Possession given

National
Bank ot

July

1st.

Apply

at

Jul0_^_(Uf_
To Bi ll!.
for Gentlemen and wives or
single Gentlemen, at No. 215 Cumberland St.

PLEASANT

rooms

u?°o
Ju3<m

he bad at next door in

BU^NBNC, AND WOOL

Maine

oil-;.
FORE

208

THE

RIVA1L

is now ready to take private parties to
Kkmuiond or Plrnannl (loves,
deep
Sta Fishing, or to any of the Pleasure
/\\ Kcsorls
in Casco Bay. \\ ill accommodate
-SLfeV
’"""“ sixteen
people comfoitably. Has Croquet
and other amusements aboard. Is also titted with
Dishes for Chowder or Cunner Fry.
A thoroughly competent mail provided to lake
charge ol the yacht. Apply lor terms lo
A
A,

GEO. W. RICH & CO/S

STORE,

STREET.

j;1l>.dtf

TO LYCEDM k LECTUHE COMMITTEES
LIZZIE EASTON FULLER,
?owm°re engagements for the winter
mi,!!.nak?a
l«
•>«
domestic and dramatic
§‘ve

Popular

in referring to Prof. T.
S Sbr ,,ak"s PWure
John G. Whit tier and other*
hefno ’.’.oH ‘‘U'lon.
management of aim Lyceum
n,,'ib:I t,:umldressher
at the

F 1 v
Not
Bureau

HmaflPire™’’I»m?y
Mame,or
Biteon&
tk.
BitBon
« Co.

iu

50

25

125

75

20

siun,

will be
As many
every race,

iue

PORTLAND,
Season of Five Mglits,

a

Commencing
ALSO-

—

Wednesday

and Saturday

Afternoons,

When will be presented

uistance

THE IMPERIAL

fifty yards.

four must enter, and three start in
except for three years old.
Races maybe postponed on account of bad weather.
Entries close at 9 o’clock p. m., Monday, Sept. 20,
and must be
addressed to Samnel Wasson,
Secretary, at the Preble House, Poitland.
Entry fees, 10 per cent, of purse, one-half to be
sent with the entry, to be forfeited if the horse does
not start, and the other half to be paid before starting in the race.

SPECTACLE,

BLACK CROOK,
Messrs. HOWARD & CARLE.
under whose pereoral direction it will be given, prom-

ise that the varied features of this
Bewildering,Bright and Beautiful
ATTRACTION

COPARTNERSHIP.

be oi the most unique and charming character.

will

Delicious Music!

Dissolution of Copartaership.

Superb Dresses!

COPARTNERSHIP

heretofore existing
THEtween G. W. Simonton,under
J. Henderson, A.
Watts and D.

beW.
the firm name of
Henderson,
G. W. Simonton & Co., was by mutual consent dissolved on tbo first day of September. G. W. Simonton will continue the bu-iness at the old stand.
G. W. Simonton and Dunbar Henderson are authorized to collect all bills due to the old firm, and will
pay all demands against it.

G. W. SIMONTON,
JAMFS HENDERSON,
ARTfMUS W. WATTS,
DUNBAR HENDERSON.

CcsiJy Properties!

And Grand

Marches*

Everything Entirely New.
Prices of admission—Reserved seats 75 cents; Parquette 50 cents; Gallery 35 cents. Box office will be
open for the sale of reserved seats from 10 a. m.
m.

T. CHARLES HOWARD,
Director*

sel8d6t

Ticket Department cf Maine \
State Fair, Sept. 13, 1875.
J
The Days of Exhibition will be

Boston,

STREET.

jne24

•Sept. 21st, 22d, 23d and 21th, 1875,
EXHIBITION
From 8

DSew

19given,
JJ’OIi

Mt. Cutler
care of Oliver

sep7deod2m

o’clock A. M. until 3 P.
Each Day, at

CITY_HALL.

OF

—

MEN.

YOUNQ_

CHARLES R. WELLS, President.
HENRY L. HILL, Secretary*

PRICES OF AimiSSIONr.
To the Grounds, for single aJinis-

sioai^

_

ESTABLISHED IIY 1884.
Admission lower balcony graud
The most extensive, thorough and complete instistand
45 cts.
tution of the kind in the world. Eight thousand
Tickets for Hall and Grounds good ouly
of
graduates this college now in successful business
for dates issued.
in the piiucipal cities and towns of the United
EXHIBITORS’
TICKETS.
States.
!
Exhibitors’ tickets will be furnished to parties
entitled to same on application to S. WASSON,
Secretary, at the Preble House, until Monday, Sept.
20th, after that date at his office at City Hall.
Passes for grooms and help will he issued to parties

right kind of Education for Young Men.

The

Magnificent granite building with elegantly fitted
and furnished apartments for the application of and
carrying out of our novel and systematic methods of

BUSINESS

TRAINING.

Young men who contemplate a business life, and
parents having sons to educate, are particularly requested to send for documents relating to the college,
which give full information as to terms, conditions ol
Address.

PEACES OF ADMISSION.
Exhibitors, Help and Grooms will bo admitted at
the South Gate.
Carriages and Foot passengers at the Centro Gate.
Foot passengers ouly at the North Gate.
Under no circumstances will money be
taken at the gales or door.
Tickets for Sale at Ira Stockhridge’s Music Store,
Exchange Street, Fred T. Meaher & Co.’s Apothecary Store, corner Proble & Congress Street, near
Preble House, Portland, and at the Ticket office at
Park and Hall.

153

H. S. OSGOOD,
Manager Ticket Department.

sepl3dtd

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
d3w*

au31

entitled to same, on application to A. B. WINSLOW, at the Ticket Department at the Park, on
Monday, Sept. 20th, at 9 a m. and after.

TRIALS OF SPEED

MIMS TO MT. DESERT
-VIA-

Steamer

Presainpscot Park,

ALLaddressing
Wl3diw*

It. OI liSON,

588 Congress Street,

Lewiston,

CHARLES

CAPT.

DEERiNO.

PORTLAND,

September 21st—24th,
For 12 Purses offered by the

$200 purse for Green Horses,.125
2.4U Class,.150
$250
5 years old Class,.100
$150
SECOND DAY.
$200 purse, 3 minutes Class.125
2.33 Class,.175
$300
4 year old Class,.100
$150
THIRD DAY.
$200 purse, 2.50 Class,.125
238
$250
150
3 year olds, 2 in 3.100
$150
LAST DAY.
$200 nurse, 2.45 purse.
125

ang9_

25
25
20

Boston & Maine R.B.

20

25

85
30

40
20

CHEAP EXCURSIONS.

50
75
30

25
25
20

50

25

eight or more horses start “distance” will
hundred and fifty yards.
As many as four must enter, and three start in
Wlien
one

every race, except for three year olds.
haces may be postponed on account of bad weather.
Entries close at 9 o’clock P.
M.,Monday, Sept. 20th,
and must be addressed to SAMUEL WASSON,
Secretary, at East Surry, until Sept. 13; after that
day at the Preble House, Portland.
Entry fees, 10 per cent of purse, one-half to be sent
with entry, to be forfeited it the horse does not start,
and the other halt to be paid before starting In the

Ample accommodations furnished by the Horse
Railroad Co., to carry visitors to and front the
grounds.

dtt

50
75
30

Champion belt (fur Stallions.)
$500 purse, free tor all,.300 125

be

Excursion Tickets to Southwest Harbor anil Return, $?.50; to Bar Harbor and Return, $4.00. Tickets good until Oct. 4tb.
Tickets anil State Rooms lor sale at Companys’
office, Railroad Wharf, foot ot State Street.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent.

aug28dlaw4wS&w2t34

PORTLAND
TO

—

FOR

?

■

Passengers
necting

at

can

leave Portland at O.OOa. m„

con-

Alton Bay, with the magnilicent Steamer

Woirnt
*i0Il "

Washington,
Center

and

Harbor,

making

a

delightful trip of sixty miles over the entire length of
the beautiful l^nke W'iimi piNeogce with its
three hundred and sixty-five island, and returning,
leave Alton Bay at 4.00 p. in., arriving at Portland
at 8.00

n. m.

Excellent, dinners served on board the steamer at
reasonable rates.
Tickets for the Hound Trip-good until
October lNt,$300.
Take train leaving Portland at 9.00 a. in.
d. T. FUKBEU. Gen. Sup’t.
S. II. STEVENS. Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf

aug21_

THE

PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO.,
Chartered by

nn

of

act of the

Maine IS75,

—

FOR THE

KjegiNlature

—

Safe-keeping of Valuables and

the Rental

of Safes,
—

Fire-proof

IK ITS—

ami

Burglar-proof

■V^-ETXsITiS.

Exchange

WHOLESALE AN5> RETAIL
We have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD «fc Co.,
tlieir entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
by the May field Slate Co Boleagents for Portland
aud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.
We Ii'O'e on hond ti e largest nud brut nsniot euylioitsr inthcslate. BVIIjDAIUP I3«N I R«€TOH8 wil fi.nl it to
their advantage la cull and examine ©nr

srrtim

goods.

NUTTER BROS. & CO.

coppered. Well
sails, ringing, chains, an-

Drig Torrent,

33(1 tons,

louud in
chors &c. Could be sent to sea immediately. For further information apply
1
to J. S. WINSLOW & Co.
aulbtf

Street, Portland.

DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS
John Mussey, H. J.
Libby, F. K. Swan, Jacob McLellan, William E. Gould,
II. Brown, William
G. Davis, Willirim
Hammond, W. 11. Anderson,
rrank Noyes. L. D. M. Sweat, A. W. Coombs, P< rtAbner Coburn, Skowhegan; An^on P. Morrill,
Iveadfield; Joseph Dane, Kemmbunk.
1.. I*. *1. HWEAf, President,
A. W. COOMIfM, •ecreiary.
lE^'For circulars or information addre
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland.

Bhilip

Jantl;

jnel4

29 Jlarbst Square Pcrtland Me*
eodtf
aiU7_

dtf

FOB SALE,

Steam Engine and Boiler
fJIHE ENGINE

an upright
of about six horse
powei, and an Upright Tubular Boiler of about
double the power of ihe engiue. Apply to WILLIAM
36 Union street or W. H. PEN-

A

LuWELL,

NELL & CO., 38 Uniox street.

necessarily

tor

publication
commu-

or reserve

ment says he shall take it.

That is redeem-

ing it and fulfills the promise.”
The utter absurdity of this statement is
patent, hut the fact that it was made before
and endorsed by a large assemblage of presumably intelligent men is one calculated to
excite alarm in every thoughtful mind.
It
shows that the simplest form of repudiation,
the denial that the legal tender notes of the
country constitute a debt and the consequent
refusal to redeem them, is held to by a large
section of the Democratic party.
The platform of the Ohio Democracy does not advocate such undisguised dishonesty as this,
though it really pa's forward the same docAgainst this doctrine of dishonesty the Republican parly offers the only efficient oppoSit

inn.

To tnlrfi

most

ntinrifnlila

ninnr

resumption of specie payments iu 1879.
Every vote for a Republican candidate is a
vote for resumption. The Republican position in regard to the debt is certainly the
honest one. At the time when the legal
tenders were issued no doubt was entertained

that they constituted a debt.
The government had no money to pay for material of
war and services of fighting men, and so
issued its notes. To make them more acceptable it declared them legal tender. Bat
were

still

notes,

and

jue28dtf.

had

they

not been

understood as such would not have been
taken. Now the Democratic party comes
forward and proposes to wipe out this debt
by openly repudiating it.
This open dishonesty of the Democracy is
having its natural effect. Those Republicans
in Ohio and elsewhere who have been mistad
by the selfishness of financial theorists, who
have been taught to believe that the present
business stagnation is due to want of curThe
rency, see now where inflation tends.
proposal of the Democracy shows them that
inflation means eventual repudiation; and to
that, as- honest men, they firmly object.
have

been

retrace

their

misled,
steps.

Within two weeks the campaign in Ohio
has assumed an entirely new phrase. It has
become a straight fight between hard and
soft money. The Republicans have ceased
to quibble and have taken a stand for resumption. rfhe credit for this change is due in a
great measure to Gen. Woodford of New
York, who believed, despite the doubts ot
Ohio leaders, that the Republican masses of
were

In favor of

hard

money.

distinctly made

In

issye.
His addresses Uavo ev«ry where been received
with enthusiasm, and are piinled and circulated as campaign documents. He follows in
tae pathway of Sam Cary, and utterly demolishes the sophisms of that reckless demagogue. Gen. Woodford’s course is that
which will be followed by the party and the
Kepublican position can be well summed up
he has

the

in these words of his:
Hence I arraign the Democratic party and
the Democratic leaders in Ohio—alike those
who plead for more greenbacks and those who,
with less audacity, but infinitely more cowardice, stand idly by while the national credit is
stoned to death, themselves consenting thereto,
I arraign party aud leaders alike as seeking to
undo the nation’s plighted faith, as seeking
not merely to delay specie resumption, but
What test
practically to make it impossible.
I apply to others, by that test I am willing to
be judged. If, in any contest iu this land, the
Kepublican candidate is an inflationist, and his
Democratic opponent is in favor of sound currency redeemable In coin, I pray that that Kepublican may be defeated and that Democrat
elected. If, in any state, the Kepublican party
is for inflation and the Democrats for honest
payment of the debt, hill and bond alike, I
pray that in such state the party which there
stauds for honest money may be victorious.

The Nation iu its business review of the
week says that the rise in gold was due to a
combination of causes. Iu the first place, the
amount of gold in the New York market has
been so reduced that it is within the power of
speculators-to control it, acd this power they
have acquired. Their original purpose was
undoub'edly to hold the market and dictate
to borrowers such terms as they would pay,
or to sell them what was wanted, if they got
tired of paying high rates each day for use, at
au advance on the cost of the
gold. Such a
purpose wa3 generally understood by bankers, and, before it was developed, foreign exchange became weak, as hankers naturally
pressed their bills for gold, <aiul buyers, rath’
er than buy bills,
held their gold to lend.
While this was the condition of the market,
news came fhat the Democratic Slate
Convention of Pennsylvania had, following the
footsteps of the same party in Ohio, declared
iu favor of the continued use of irredeemable

Naturally, this attack on the
public eredit created alarm, and there were
free buyers of gold among people who had no
interest in or sympathy with the original
speculation. Should the States of Pennsylvania and Ohio be carried by the Democrats

paper-money.

with such declarations on the currency question, an irreparable injury will be dealt the

CENTRE HARBOR AND RETURN

For Saits
or

50 c(s.

Each person in carriage to pay
the rcgnlar admission fee.
Fora two Horse Vehicle and driver 75 cts.
Each person besides the driver to
pav the regular admission fee.
For Horse and driver
75 cis.
:£5 cts.
Single admission to Hall
Admission to Spectators’ seats
lO cts.
Admission upper balcony grand
stand
50 cts.

cording

Vaults Cleaned.

not

Declaring fjr Repudiation.
remained for the Democracy of
Pennsylvania, through tlxe chairman ot the
committee appointed to draft resolutions at
their state convention, to declare openly for
repudiation. Mr. Hughes emphatically denied that the legal tenders are a debt, saying
‘‘they are not promises to pay. They are real
money. I offer my friend a $10 note for a
debt I owe him, and the law of the 'govern-

speeches

Canada, tohaving
the

orders promptly attended to by calling at

indispensable,

hut, as a guaranty ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

that state

at

THIS

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.

_

of

M

Park.

From S A. NI. nntillO P. M.,

Containing a complete list of all the towns in tbo
United States, the Territories and the Dominion of

dlSAru

HOURS,

Presumpscot

Conn.,

Newspaper
Advertising.

fee7

all cases

They perceive that they
hastening to

ou

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday,

Marblized Slate Mantles.

a population greater than 5.000 aclast census, together with the names of
the newspapers having the largest local circulation in
each of t he places named. Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
giving greatest value in proportion to prices charged
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Canada priming over 5,000copies each issue. Also, all the
Religious, Agricultural, Sciemitic and Mechanical,
Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commor
! cial. Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
Fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists, together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
ra’es. showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, and everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.
Address
P. KUU'KIJ, A- CO.,
48 £*atlt Row, New York.

We do not read anonymous letters and communicallons. The name and address of the writer arc in

and are

d6m

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

journal.

they

Ingenious Accessories
Fnseiuaiing Dances!

until 10 p.

Every regular atlacbc of the Press is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent onr

the Democrats are divided on the question.
But the Republicans are committed to the

THE OHIGINAL

SAMUEL WASSON, Sec’y.

SEPT. 18,1875

trine.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20tli,

as

sep8d&wtd36

iuclu.

STF.VE.nS,

For

race.

block.

T.O WINSLOW.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

"

And Doale? in

MAC HI AERY,

story, with steam,

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

KOBE

25
25

75
CONDITIONS.
All these purses are for trotting utile heats, best 3
Id 5, in harness, under the Knits of the National
Association, as enacted Feb. 4, 1874.
Rule 2, 3, 6, 7, 17, 26, 32, 33 and 36 particularly will

SPERM, I^A-IXXX,

desirable offlres in the Merchant!
THEBank
building, recently occupied bv

YACiHT

50
75
30

FIRST DAY.

augolcllra

THE

I»3

emus, or more nurses
one hundred and

ISih

eeptl_
Ml) sic hallT

CONDITIONS.
All these purses are for trotting mile heats, best 3
in 5. in harness, under the the national rules.
Rule 2, 3. 6, 7,17, 20, 32, 33 and 36 particularly
^
will he enforced.
>v ueu

l lih to

'IAS. T. FTTRBFR, Ocd. Sup't.
'it’ii. Agent, Portland.
dtf

S. 0.

CONSOLIDATED STATE FAIR.

AUD

BRICK HOUSE No. 71 Banforth Street,
containing all tile modern imnrovements. Enat No. 10, CENTRAL WMAKE.
quire
inelCdtf

~T0~BE

25
40
20

CHARLES R. WELLS, President,

To Lot.

can

$200 purse, *2 50 Class.125
$250 purse, 2.38 Class...150
$150 purse, 3 year olds, 2 n 3.100
IiAST DAY.
$200 purse, 2.45 Class.125
Belt
(for Stallions).........
Champion
$500 purse, free for all.300

entrance, etc.

»

Commercial 8t. Hilfoke’i WNil.

a12

Suet.

Front Room*.
FTR^VMHKD
520 1-2 €0\ORi;.^ STREET.

H. R.

f

MATTOCKS Sz FOX,
183 Middle St.

is

To Be Let.

JUST PUBLISHED.

20
85
30

$4.00 ! !
Tickets goed from

THIRD DAY.

ALLEN,

let, furnished

25
25
20

—AT-

To Let.
or

50
75
30

Fare for t«ie lUuuil
Trip—Portland to
ISoston and
Return, including nduii»*ion
to the Races, cu y

•SITE.

§200

£© Let.

lot and buildings formerly occupied by Stewart & Melclier. on West Commercial St.
An
excellent chance to start a manufactory.
The mam
building is three stories high, 00x75, with counting
room and room for engine and boiler.
A spadous
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is near-

»

fy2»_dtf_
(Iron

or

Gas Burner, Reg-

T~A T-i A R

C.

FIRST BAY.
S200 purse for green Horses.. .125
2
for
40
Class.150
$250 purse
$150 purse for 5 year old Class.100
SECOND DAY
purse, 3 minute class.125
300 purse, 2 90 clan*.175
$150 purse, 4 year oi l Class.100

—

_LET.

S market Street,

'I ho Rncen at Mystic Park, near
Bouton,
comciciicc
Sept.
M(h, and continue
through ihe week.

MercantileTraming

FBEB’K. FOX.

OC Tons, thoroughly equipped and furnished.
AO Has superior accommodations. Will be let
by the day or week to responsible parties. Apply to
IVo.

MYSTIC* PARK.

PORTLAND,
Sept. 31st, 22(1, 23(1 & 24th, 1875.

jan20d&wtf

route._

TO

TIIE—

GREAT STALLION RACE

Pn<r-r.fnpn

aug12

Story ot the

PAINTER, NICE
Schumacher Brothers,

Office at

Address the. Kiihseriher tlirmioh
9SB for Information.

ly

To Let.
and pleasant rooms to let, at 217 Comberland street, without board,
sepldttMItS. ALONZO BUTLER.

ERE§C©
S

iecb

at

—TO

SATURDAY MORNING,

Iu has

—

PBESUMPSCOT PARK,

sel6d3w*

rilHE brick dwelling bouse, with the large lot of
lnnd connected therewith, situated at the corJL
ner of Free and South streets, and now numbered 27
South street.
Also tbe three-storied brick store. No. 183 Fore
street, now occupied by Joseph Coolidge.
Also tbe lot of land on tbe northwest side of Fore
street, being the lot between land owned by the
heirs of Isaac lllsey and brick store o^'iied and occupied by Jerome B. Fickett.
Als > the large lot ot laud in the rear of the last
mentioned lot, and also in rear of the brick stores
Nos. J87,185 and 183 Fore street.
Also the wooden store with the lot on passage way
leading from Central whaif to Moulton street, being
tbe store and lot now occupied by Bryant & Burns,
Pumn and Bl-ck Makers.
Also stores and lot on the southeast side of Fore
street, occupied by A. Huntington and by J. H.
Bond & Co.
Also the three-story brick‘dwelling house, occupied
by tbe subscriber. No. 77 State street, with land and
stable, *fcc. The lot is say 80 feet on State street,
e.Dd extends back say 150 feet.
Also four house lots ou Anderson street, and two
house lots on Oxford street.
All the abose will bo sold on favorable terms.
Two-thirds of purchase money can remain on mortgage at 7 per cent interest per annum.

To Let.
AN UPPER RENT, No. 335, corner of Congress
and Quincy streets, nicely frescoed and in per-

INJECTOR

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,

power, built to

A

at

my22tf

TWO

BROKERS.

REE’S

FOR SALE

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wile can
be accommodated with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myl9dti

Commission & Forwarding Merchants

FOR

Dresser, Esq.,
W. Bradbury. ju23tl

Board.

H. L. GREGG & CO.,

11

ESTATE

A. L.

_

■v?)tf

Brick Houso No.

Deering Street, Portland, belonging to tbe
estate of the late Capt. William Ross,
NATHAN CLEAVES, Executor.
Sept. 1, 1875.se2dtf

To Let with Board
furnished or unfirnished rooms.
02 FREE STREET.

~

AGENTS

Libby, Esq.,

C. F.

WATER PLEASANT

KAS'CFACIDEEES

®FOR

SAEE-Tlic

THE

speak

will

—AT—

THE

or week at Norton’s Hotel, East Baldwin.
This
house is delteutfully located on the line of the P. &
O. R. K. and only 25 miles from Portland.

Bradbury,

PIPING,
SHIP

commodious house and lot No. 68 Brackett
street. The lot contains 7475 square feet—tlio
house has fifteen rooms. The owner ol this property having no use for it will sell on very favorable
terms. Apply to WM. H. JELiKIS, Real Estate
selld3w*
Agent, Calioon Biock.

G. R. NORTON.
References:—ST C, Strout, Esq., Hon. Bion

FEDERAL STREET',

AND

front

large closet

Summer Boarders.

5 Ba»r« Hast of Teesple St.,

GAS

cor-

a pleasant
room and

attached.

D,

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.
*10dtf

103

or

Green,
chamber unfurnished with side

STREET,

Opposite head of

W. €.

two boarders
be accommodated with
ONE
at 416 Cumberland street,
pleasant
of
also to let with board

ner

TOKRRY
selldtf.

House and Lot lor Sale.

—-

Board.

MAYHEW C. FOSS.

^“Agents for Chi pm an & Ayer’s “Surprise
f^ast.” the best yeast iD tbc world.
T^V fi r.my 17dtf

Peering.

A two story double house and one
and a halt story store with about
35,000 feet of land at Morrill’s Corner.
For particulars inquire of

COllfi B\

AT

country,

Seduction of Fare

Exchange !!

or

ffical Estate for Sale.

Partner Wanted.

—

this

BOSTOIV & Mill RAILROAD.

OF SPEED

TRIALS

|

LrfNL-'X

Temperance in

Cnm.MJT STREET CISVKCII,
Monday Evceing,Sept. SO,at 7 1-S o’clock.
Let all lovers of the cause be on hand if
they desire a rich treat.
Ter Order of v* ommitttee.
sol8
<j2t

Box office open daily from 9 a. m to 4 p. m. for the
sale ol tickets.
Doors open at 7; commence at 8
IADIES’ PERFV'IKU MATINEES
every Wednesday and Saturday, at the usual
popular prices. Doors open at 1£; commence at 2£.
dtf
se2

miXE very desirable Cottage on Thomas street, i
JL near Spring street, is ottered for sale. It contains nine beautifully finished rooms, and all the
modern improvements for comfort, elegance and
health. The lot consists of 5000 square feet of nicely
graded and cultivated land. Inquire of IlENRY T.
CARTER, 188 Fore street,
sepl4tf

W. A. EVANS.
se9d2w*Tliomnwton. fflnine.

one of
turers on

Songs, Dances, Daiijo Solos, Duetts, &e.

Collage for Sale.

Post Office address,

H. HOWE & SON.

Civil Enginms and Architects.

Argas

A fcitnation

FI\HF.
part
a
Hotel, recently occupied by M. Hogan, will be
let in its present condition: or will he divided to
This room being thirty-live feet
suit.
square;
will make two excellent stores fronting on Congress
Street. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Edate, Williams* Block, s coud oast of City

Farm lor Sale

House Furuace Wauttd,

<>ct5-’69T T&Stl

wvvz

^

SECOND HAND Portable Furnace that is in
A 1 order. Please state price, make and size
number
Address
FURNACE.

or

i’lo’io, IVtaile, Superintendence, etc., for every decn;»u. n of building.
dec28tf

hanutaotup.ee

C O,,
Ciucinuaii, Ohio.
&

A

IMSKTfcAND, MAINE.

CHAS.

applicants
Address

STREET,

or
men.

Rare chance to good
answered if stamp is enclosed.

business.

and

PRESS.

who

was

speakiDg, lie

had the gallantry not
They waked up the Emperor,
already sleeping the sleep of the

to oppose her.

who

was

just, and extorted from

public credit, and, indirectly, corporate and
private credit all through the country. Europe fortunately has not yet taken the alarm,
probably regarding the action of these two
state conventions as exceptional, and not reflecting the sentiments of a majority of the
people of this country. It requires no prophet to foresee the result of Democratic
victory
in these two States next month, particularly
in view ot the influence they
may have on
the National Convention which

will make

Presidential nominations.

__

sovereigns at the time on the throne. Besides
the Emperor, reigned the Empress.
When
everything was peacefully decided, the Emperor, who was then ill, went to bed, like TiBut the
tus, content with his day’s work.
Empress was more wakeiul. In her turn she
held a council. She took possession of every
one.
She was really eloquent in talking of
the national d'gnity; she said that the Emperor’s good heart would ruin both France aud
the dynasty. Besides, all the
newspapers and
all the deputies were for war. It would
not
do to swim against the current.
They would
gain the Ilhiue with one battle; they would
chastise Germany, aud return
triumphal with

Europe

secured for

a

century

Every body was convinced; the Duke of Gramont alone, perhaps, having doubts of all
these fine things. But as it was a woman
•

_

CurrcntJNotes.
It has been discovered that rattlesnakes
will extirpate the potato bug.
The remedy
will commend itself to those who have
thought of bringing the Democrats into pow-

er, in order to correct abuses in the

Republiparty.—Providence Journal.
Harper's Weekly remarks of the New
York Republican platform“But there is
no uncandid shrinking from a
pledge of hearty support to every public officer who is fighting with robbers and fraud. If Governor
Tilden will be equally just and frank in his
recognition of the fact that a Republican attorney general began the war upon tne canal
ring, and that a Republican legislature proposed the constitutional amendments which
can

prevent in future the extra allowances which
have been the great leaks in the treasury of
the state, he will show a spirit as generous as
his political opponents. We reneat what we
said last week, that a public robwer is a public
enemy, and pursuit of him is a duty in which
party feeling should be subordinated to the
general welfare. In every important and effective step of reform Governor Tilden may
count on the hearty support of the Republicans.”
The Columbus (Ga.) Times is frank enough
to admit that “the South has not lost the hope
of restoring the ancien regime." And the
methods by which this hope is expected to
find fruition are begining to unfold themselves, too.

Governor Allen takes great pride and satisfaction in saying that in the whole course of
his life he ha." done nothing which he now
regrets, and said nothing that he would
take back, t We may therefore Justly conclude
fl.n«

r,*:il V.

1

Sl.

f„ 11

:_t_*

by him

in 1863: “Lincoln has shed
enough blood to float the Great Eastern, and
how much nearer the etid does he get? His
The Administration
cry is still for blood.
stands on
every day, with its eyes distip-toe
tended and its arm stretched forth, calling
for more blood and more money. And their
preachers—those Chicago priests who went
to Detroit to get Lincoln to bite at the forbidden Iruit, to commit the first act, the initial sin by the publication of an act emancipating the slaves.’’—Ohio State Journal.
uttered

The pledges of the Democracy are false as
dicer’s oaths. The Louisiana Bourbons are
now concocting a plot to break the Wheeler
compromise and get the next Democratic
House of Representatives to reorganize the
McEnery Government.
The Dcmociats of Ohio are becoming
known as the foul weather party. Every day
of sunshine helps the crops along, and makes
it more difficult to point a moral on the suffetings of the poor farmer. With good crops,
there will be no more complaint of bad times
in the rural districts.

control of their property.

It is

understood

that the substitutions were made at the initance of foreign owners, who have had su perabundant opportunities in the appalling mismanagement of this large corporation, to realize the hardships of taxation without representation.
Whether it will be possible, under the most
'judicious administration, to invest with any
actual value a stock which has been buried
under such a mass of fuuded debt that the ingenuity of nomenclature has been taxed to find
appropriate titles for its various classes of
bonds, is a debatable question But the introduction of Mr. Welsh of Philadelphia, and
John B. Brown of Portland, Me.,.into the
Board is a hopeful augury. Both are gentlemen of high reputation, and Mr. Brown will be
recognized by all New England readers as a
merchant eminent alike for enterprise and uprightness. His acceptance of the position is a
guarantee that he will devote himself to the
work before him with singleness of purpose
and the same unerring sagac ty which has
marked bis prosperous and honorable business
Mr. Jewett aud his colleagues will find
career.
in their new coadjutor an agreeable associate, a
wise counselor aud an expert in the successful
conduct of corporate affairs.
iue farm

Jervis

lumvd),

Buffalo,

to

an

passes

iu«

way

through

irjtu

a

rori

region
large

abounding with tanneries, and does a
carrying business for the trade, it is very desirable that its freight department shonld be in
competent hands. It will especially interest

that class of our readers to learn of the accession to its governing force of a practical and
energetic man, who comprehends in virtue of
his own large experience in mercantile concerns, the importance of punctuality and dispatch in the transportation of merchandise.—
Shoe and Leather Reporter.

Recent Publications.
Personal Kebiniscences by O’Feeffe, Kelly
asdTaylob. The Eeighth of the Brie a-Brac
Series. New York: Scribner, Armstrong, & Co.
For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
The eighth of the Bric-a-Brac is scarcely as
entertaining as the volumes which went before.
The editor tells ns that the biographies and autobiographies of actors are in general dull and

ledious.

The poorest of them however contain
good things,and Mr. Stoddard has a quick
eye for these. The present volume contains the
some

anecdotal substance of three notable books:
Recollections of the Life of John O’Keeffe'
written by Himself; Reminiscences of Michael
Kelly, of the King’s Theatre; and Records of
My Life, by John Taylor.
O’Keeffe was an Irishman, born in Dublin in
1747. He was designed for a painter, but early
became interested in the -drama.
He drifted
to London, and at the age of eighteen brought
out a comedy in five acts, entitled “The GenLovers.” It does not appear to have met
with much success, but a subsequent venture
‘Tony Lumpkin in Town,” a sort of sequel to

erous

Goldsmith’s, “She Stoops

to Conquer.” was
received with more favor and brought the author some money, and considerable reputation.
This success determined his career, and up to
his death in 1833, he wrote no less than sixtyeight plays, the best known of which is the
five-act comedy of “Wild Oats.” Of course
in his experience he picked up many enter’
tabling stories of theatrical life. Some of them
may be mentioned. Knipe, who was fond of
good living, fonnd himself in the supper scene
in “High Life Below Stairs,” with a good roast
fowl and a bottle of wine before him. He
stuck his lork into the fowl—it was a piece of
painted timber. He filled his glass, and found
the contents anything but wine. “Ha!” said
he with a frown at the economical property.
man, “instead of our bottle and our bird, here
is a fine subject forj a landscape painter,
wood and
water."
Vandermeer was
at
one
time
in
Dublin
with
engaged
Sparkes, a capital comedian, and particularly
correct in keeping to the words of his author.

bparkes
stuck out.

long, bushy gray eyebrows, that
One night he’was doing Justice

had

Gripus in Dryden’s “Amphitryon.” Vander.
meer, always inclined to pranks, played Mercury, aud had, in the course of the business, to
take Justice by the ear, and give him a shaking. Instead of that he laid bold of Sparkes’s
eyebrows, and kept pulling them, while the
poor Justice roared out in Dryden’s exact
"'Will you never leave lugging me by
the ears?”
Michael Kelley was horn in Dublin in 1762
lie early devoted himself to music, and at the
age of nineteen made his debut in Florence.
Iu 1787 he established himself in England,
where his career was like that of the profession
He was considered a good singer,
and his musical compositions were greatly in
demand. He died iu 1825. In the course of
h's life he met and learned to know intimately
many men of whom the world will not easily

generally.

of hearing. Among these wa3 Mozart.
Kelly describes Mozart as a remarkably small
man, very thin and pale, with a profusion of
tiue fair hair, of which he was rather vain.
He was fond of pnneb,
billiards, and dancing,
and doubtless would be
regarded with soma
suspicion did he live in Maine to-day. Kelley
consulted him in regard to studying counterpoint, but the great composer dissuaded him,
tire

I
the essence of music.
melodist to a lire racer, aud
counterpointists to hack post-horses. lie advised, let well alone, and remember the proverb, Who knows most knows least.” Kelley
met Paesiello, the music teacher of Catherine
of Russ’a. Paesiello told him that one time he

“Melody
compare a good

saying,

AtiKlIII. IN ADVANCE

Hulbien, anil otlicr princes and painters, its
genuineness in this caso is open to doubt.
With Sheridan Kelley bad some
entertaining
adventures, as did all who knew him, except
his creditors. Kelley had the ill fortune once
to be arrested as security for one of
Sheridan’s
debts, but the dramatist soon procured his
surety’s release and managed tolxrrow £200
of the creditor beforo he could get out of the
room.
Sheridan's quickness at raising money
was equalled by his
quickness with the penThe fifth act of his play of “I’izarro” was
written by him in the green-room daring
the

of

the other
acts on the
From all accounts
he was the laziest man that ever breathed. He
took it into bis head one day that a good way
progress

stage the first

night.

to excite popular sympathy would be to write
article for the papers, villifying his character and containing atrocious calumnies about
him, and then to write a reply showing the
falseness and groundless nature of the attack.
So he wrote one of the most vituperative articles about himself that mortal ever penned,
and it was pnhlished. But he never could

an

persuade

himself to take the trouble to write
line in his own vindication; and the libels
which he invented against himself remain to
this bout wholly uncontradicted.

one

Of John Taylor, the third of the men whose
memoirs Mr. Stoddard has served up to us,
little is known. He had a great aversion to

dates,

and has not even told ns when he was
He was educated an oculist, but in
1780 began to turn his attention toward literary
pursuits, particularly towaid tho public press.
What journals be was connected with, and In
what capacity, we are left to conjecture.
We ouly know that he was one of the owners
of “The Sun”, with William Jerdan. He
died in 1S32. His memoirs are made up of
amusing injidents he had seen or amusing
stories he had beard. Of the stories the one
fold of Jack Spencer, a kinsman of the Duchbom.

of

ess

is

Marlborougb,

and an eccentric character,
One of Spencer’s wbimsi-..
to take "a hackney coacb with

good example.

a

cal freaks

was

iu a uaia evening, auu oruer me
them down iu a gloomy part of the
strand at the side of the new church. He bad
previously opened the door opposite to that
where the coachman waited, aud as Spencer
and bis friends quitted the coach on one side
they went round and entered at the other.
The coachman was at fiist surprisedjthat more
issued from the carriage than he had taken in.
As they continued to go round and come out,
■.-nee uiuuu.s

man

to set

he became dreadfully alarmed, and at length
his terror was so great that he ran from the
coach, and rushed into the first public house,
telling the people there he must have taken in
a legion of devils; for,he added, with
every sign
of horror, that he had only taken four in, but
had counted eighteen out, and that more were

coming when he left the coach. It is said that
be once contrived to jollect a party of hunchbacked men to dine with him, some of whom

indignantly quitted

The Erie Railway.
The recent changes in the Erie Railway direction give promise of a vigorous effort fn the
part of the despoiled shareholders to regain

words,

Aksene Houssaye, in his latest letter from
Paris to the Tribune, gives a new account of
the declaration of war against Prussia in 1870.
He says that after the more or less
pacific
explanation of the last interview at Ems with
Count Benedetti there was a council at night
at the Tuileries, at which peace was
peremptorily decided upon by the Emperor, who was
the most prudent of the party, because he
hated bloodshed, aud who did not think a gory
baptism was necessary to the consecration of
the Prince Imperial. But there were two

the peace of

him the declaration

of war.

with

Worthy Associate of the National Division
Sons of Ternpeiaace of North America,
the most eloquent and interesting lec-

Most

introducing

the United States

of

CARWSELI,,
Cnnaila,

of

UNDER TBE UASLIGHT,

For Bent.
new

EDWARD

Kept, 13,1875,

with entire new scenery and mechanical effects.
The Thralling ISailiontl *ifuc!
The Great Fast River Pier Scene!

au28tt

ROOM in the

Proprietors.

TEEMS $8.00 TElt

Til 10

Temperance Meeting.

-nil until further notice, the Sturtlin;; Sensation
Drama entitled

Hall.scplhltt

in Portland and three to travel
TWOin SALESMEN
Maine. A cash salary paid. No peddling

All

a.oar<.
first, class Real Estate Security, In Portland,
or vicinity—lien is collected, taxes paid, etc., on

and Pearl streets.

A TENEMENT in the Western part of city, for
X\. a family of iliree. Address
seplTdSt8*. O. Box 73L

comm i-si on

ON

Jlwmiiiy

to

Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, dealer m Real Estate. Office 370J
Congress street, Williams* Block, between Myrtle

Wanted.

CHARLES 1L KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT
*80

Apply boseUdtf

ON
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is

struck on the ear by a Russian MarshalIn return he gave the Marshal a sound drubbing, and was complained of to the empress.
Catherine dismissed the complaint and rebuked
the officer, saying, It is in my power, Sir, to
was

make fifty marshals, but not one Paesiello.”
As the same story Is told of Henry VIH and

the table. Another whimsical party which he assembled at bis house
consisted merely of a number of persons all of
wborn stuttered; but this meeting at first
threatened serious consequences, for each supposed that he was mocked by the other, and it
was with great difficulty that their host restored
peace, by acknowledging the ludicrous purpose of his invitation.
Annals ova Fortress. By E. Viollet-Le Due.
Translated by Benjamin Bucknell. Boston: J. K.
Osgood & Co. For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
Viollet-le Due’s “Story of a House”, printed
in this country last year, has made the eminent

French

engineer familiar as an author to
Americans. His “Annals of a Fortress” will
be likely to widen his acquaintance in this
country. It is in effect a work on the science
ot

fortification, adapted to unprofessional peoThe history of military defenses from the

ple.

old times of half-barbarous tribes down to
the present is given. The fortress described is
an imaginary one, but is
supposed to be situated ou the Cousin, an affluent of the Saoce.
The characteristics of the country are described
when it

was a wild region, inhabited
by a simple people using the bow and arrow and stone
hatchets, who were driven away or subdued by

fair-haired people who came with horses and
These fair-haired people built an
oppidum for their protection, which was be'
seiged and captured. The captors still preservthe oppidum, but greatly improved it and instituted a new system of military service to
defend it. Bat it was beseiged again, this
time by the Romans under one of Caesar's lieutenants, by whom it wns captured. Then by
Caesar’s orders a permanent camp was established, and scon became the site of a GalloRoman town, the Cite Juliana, fortified in the
most skillful manner by Philostratus.
About
the year 500 it was besieged by the Franks, and
reduced afier a long and terrible struggle.when
a

chariots.

the conquerors destroyed all the defensive
works. But in the twelfth century the name
of the place having meantime become St. Ju-

lien,

abbey

an

e.astln

of

built there, and the feudal
This castle was after
the Duke of Burgundy, and

was

KocbC-pout.

besieged by
heroically defended by a handful of men,
and relieved by the King ot France, who
possessed himself of the Duchy of Burgundy

a

time

was

and added it to his crown. In the time of Louis

XI, the venerable castle was put in condition to
repel the attack with the new weapon of warfare, fire artillery. The fifth siege was near
the close of the fifteenth century, the town
having revolted, but King Louis reduced it after pleuty of hard fighting. In the early part
of the seventeenth century, the site of La
Roclipont is fortified in the most.thorough manner by Errad de Bar-le-Duc, engineer to the
most Christian King of France and of Navarre.
Henry IV., and shortly after stood its sixth
siege. M. de Vauban next tried his hand at
these fortifications. By him they werej greatly
extended and improved, and in the time of the

Napoleonic

war sustained a long siege, conducted with all the skill and vigor then available.
In the Franco-German war the fortress was not

attacked,

but the author says that although it
is as strong as Vauban left it, it could not
have held out forty eight hours against the
German artillery. The remainder of the hook
gives a plan of defence adapted to the present

times, represented to bo the scheme of a
wounded officer, a native of the place who
passed his last days devising a plan to make the
fortress impregnable.
The Story is rendered entertaining by much
incident and description, and the different
stages of the fortress

are

illhstrated by fine

drawings, so that the theme is rendered intelligible to those without even the slightest
knowledge of engineering. The volume is
elegantly gotten up, and the translator has
aimed to preserve the archaic style of the
original French.
Kingsbury Sketches. By John H. Kingsbury,
New York: G. W. Carleton & Co. For sale
by
Bailey & Noyes.
This volume purports to he “a truthful and
succinct account of the doings and misdoings
of the inhabitants of Pine
Grove; their private
trials and public tribulations.” It must be

confessed that Pine Grove from the showing of
the author, is a very stupid place, that its inhabitants are

chiefly fools, and that their tribulations, public and private, are anything but
entertaining. The work is a desperate but unsuccessful allpmnl

al

fun

TO,,.

1-

three funny illustrations.
JonmtY Ludlow. New York: G. W. Carleton &
Co. For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
or

‘■Johnny Ludlow”
force.

is a work of considerable

The

story is pleasantly and realistically told, the descriptions are graphic, and the
interest is strong and sustained. The author is
evidently an acute observer who understands
tho delineation of character, description of incident, and management of situation. Withal
he has both humor and pathos in a high degree. The book though apparently meant for
a boy’s library, has in it much that will attract

advanced

.readers.

Rooks Received.
Forireu. By E. Viollet-Le-Duc.
Translated by Benjamin Bucknell, Architect.
Cloth, 3S3 hp., illustrated, price $3. Boston: J.
B. Osgood & Co. Portland:
Bailey & Noyes.

Annul* of A

Kingttbury Rkstohn.

A Truthful and Succinct
tbe Doings and Misdoings of the Inhabitants of Pine
Grove; Their Private Trials and
Public Tribulations.
By John H. Kingsbury:
Cloth, 29(1 pp. New York: G. W. Carleton & Co.
Account of

321 pp. New York.
G. W. Carleton & Oo. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.

Johnny Ludlow. Cloth,
Tho

new

“Encyclopaedia Britannica”

de-

votes two pages to “aDgels” and twenty to
“apes,” and that is about the way they average
iu the human

family.

#

ficw.s and Other Items.

Magaziiie Notices
is an unusually
Harper'sHayazina for October
It opens with

attractive Number.
idyll of country life, contributed

a

beautiful

Jean Ingelow, and gracefully illustrated with six pictures by Sol. Eyting, Jun. A richly illustrated
article, entitled The Laud of Lakes, describes
Minnesota—its resources, natural scenery, and

by

Entries

follows his father’s
example and enters the army. He was graduated recently at a military school, and has

specimens
hogsheads made of polished

exposition

seum, profusely illustrated, and giving especial
attention to the inlluence of the Museum in
the progress of Art Education.
The most important paper in the number is
President Woolsey’s contribution to the First

black walnut, and
with plate glass heads. The animals never enjoyed such elegant quarters while they were

living.
The present librarian of the University of
Virginia, Charlottesville, Va., denies that
Edgar Allen Poo was ever expelled from that
institution, as is generally asserted in biographies of the poet. He says further that Poe during his college course received prizes for proficiency in the ancient languages.
A Frenchman in Illinois who recently attempted to make a short cut homo by crossing
a cornfield, got lost therein, and a severe storm
coming on he could not find his way out till the
next morning, when ou ascending a knoll, he
discovered that he had passed the night within

Century series, entitled The Experiment of the
Union with its Preparations. Besides its value
as a historical review of our political growth as
a nation, it is also timely through its suggestions as to our immediate situation.
Of a lighter character, though by no means
trivial, is the Hon. S. S. Cox’s paper on Legislative Humors, full of racy sketches and anecdotes. Another of Castelar’s philosophic papers is given in this number. The field is already ripe in this country for the suggestions
and eloquent appealjof Ellis Gray’s paper on
The Mission of Music. It is an intensely prac-

a

tical discussion of the prospects of popular muJulian Hawsical educatiou in America.
thorne’s thoroughly healthful; and yet almost
rinnfinnnil

has many valuable relics of his illustrious rela-

tive, among wh'ch is the private seal of George
Washington, which will be on exhibition at
Philadelphia during the Centennial.
Col. IX R. Anthony of Leavenworth, Kan.,

Of short stories this number has an unusual
variety. Charles D. Deshler recounts acharacterisfc story of Southern life, for whioh Mr.
Et tinge has made two excellent illustrations.
William Maekay, one of the most brilliant contributors lo Punch, in The Popular Idol, tells

has arrived in Rochester on a visit to his
friends. The Col. regards^ his recovery from
his wound as only a question of time, though
great care will be required in the future. He

downright humorous story of his romaulic
adventures in I relaud. Mrs. Frank M’Cartby
contributes A Pair of Scales; and Louise Chana

proposes to make a brief stay in Rochester and
New York, and then return to Leavenworth
and resume the editorial charge of his paper,
The salaries of the different mouarchs of
Europe are given by a Germ in statistician as

dler, Bertha’s Expeiiment.
Besides Jean lugelow’s poem, there are also
poetical contributions b.v J. W. Dc Forest, A.
H Lou -. F. W. B'inrdtilon. Nelly M. HutchTae Editosun, L. W. Backus, and A. F.
rial Departments admirably cover tbeir respective fields.
1
Speeches of Pope Pius IX, published by
t.li Harpers and fur sale by Loriug, Short &

follows:—Alrxaucer If, $9,152,000 or $25,000 a
day; Abdul Aziz, $9,090,000, or $24,700 a day;
Francis Joseph, $4,000,000, or 310,050 a day;
Frederick William II, $3,000,000 or $8,210 a

day; Victor Emmanuel, $2,400,000, $6,040 a
day; Victoria, $2,200,000, or $6,270 a day; LeoIn addition to
pold, $600,000, or 31,643 a day
this salary, each of these individuals is furor

Harmon,

Mr. Gladstone renews his attacks ou
Bom -, taking for his text certain discourses on
the venerable Pontiff embraced in two volumes
published a' Rome. Mr. Gladstone’s criticisms
are stv re aud not seldom ill-natured, and the
review is s arcely up to the standard of his

nished with a do* u or more firs -class houses
to live in w'thout any charge of rent.
Clarence W. Bowen, writing to the Independent of a recent interview with Thomas Car-

mruversial writings. Ii is of interowever is in a measure supplementing the

v ous e

est

few minutes walk of his own door.
Sergeant Bushrod D. Washington ofWatseIII., of the 1st Illinois artillery, is a great

ka,
grandson o^Lawrsnce Washington, brother of
the first President of the United States, and

ifR

hero beiog cow ready to be launched into the
wonderful experiences of college life.

pit

lyle, iu which he was first sauobed and then
invited to a walk, tells the following incident:
‘•Here we ;pproached a street crossing. When

anchor’s t acts ou V>tic.icism.
The Maine Gemaologist and Biographer is a
qn trier y j lunuil published by the Geueaoiogicai
aud Biographical Society of this State.
It s op- is imited to Maine families, and

Mr. Carlyle suddenly stopped,
and, stooping down, kicked something out of
the mud, at the risk of being run ever by one of
With his
the many carriages in the street.
bare hands he brushed the mud rlf and placed
the white substauce in a clean spot cn the curb

half way

upon those cit'Z-ns of Mauie who are interested in i's special work it relies
for support. That it will receive substantial support
admits ot little doubt, for the interest in family history is daily glowing wider and deeper in
Main as in the other states of the Union. We
all eutertaiu a laudable curiosity as to our an-

over

stoce.
‘That,’ said he, in a tone as sweet and
in words as beautiful a 11 ever heard, ‘is only a
Yet I was taught by my mothcrust of bread.
to was’e, and, above all, beead, more
precious than gold, the substance that is the
same to the body that the mind ii t* the soul.
I am sure the little sparrows or a hungry dog
get nourishment from that bit of bread.”

er never

cestors, and some of us not a little justifiable
pride. Tb-se centennial days have served to
quicken our interest.
The first numberof the Genealogist is neatly
printed and presents an attractive table of contents. The aims of the society which the journal repr-seuts are fully set forth, and a paper
is given lo the importance of family history.

w^l

BY TELEGRAPH.

An

•

son

become by promotion an officer in a regiment
of infi.ntry.
Among the novel features of the Cincinnati
of pork packed in
aie

cie. Mr. Conway contributes a second paper on.
the art treasures of the South Kensington Mu-

ia

nurses of Andrsw
and it appears that he

colored

closed,

had 73 of them.
Marshal McMahon’s

cluding IK Girardiu, De Cassagnac, About,
and Veuillot, whese portraits illustrate the arti.

fiortli

for the

Johnson are now

its principal cities, St. Paul and Minneapolis.
Junius Henri Browne Rives some graphic
pictures of prominent Parisian Journalists—in-

irloollt' rnmnnfio nmrnl

reinforcements this winter.

as

interesting article on the mutations in surnames, treating of some of the most common

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Maine names, is given. The list of Berwick
tax-nayers in 1772 is printed, and interesting
n^tes are given o William Allen of Norridgewock, George Chapman of Gilead. Mrs.
Polly Rawson of Paris, Gen. Sewall, and

Suicide in Lewiston.
Lewiston, Sept. 17.—James Maxwell, formerly of Topsham, aged 64, hung himself here
Death of

Aug

an

Druggist.

a

Augusta, Sept. 17—Henry L. Puller, one of
leading druggists, died to-day of Bright’s
disease of the kidneys

the

Pepperell family. The Genealogist is
at Augusta, and single copies will be
sent on receipt of lorty cents. Subscriptions
are solicited, and genealogical and biographical

our

printed

MASSACHUSETTS.

sketches of Maine families, notes and queries,
obituary notices of prominent citizens, and

Large

everything coming

within tbe legitimate scope
of the journal, are requested. All communications should be addressed to William B. Lapham, Augusta, Maine.

Jordan

Fire in Boston.

& Mnr.li>. Store

$130)000

on

on

St. Nicholas for October closes the second volof this charming magazine, aud brings to
its readers some thirty interesting articles, the

on

Stock and

Fire—Iios.

$10)000

Building.

ume

o’clock this
afternoon fire was discovered in the fifth story
ot the immense wholesale dry goods house of
Jordan, Marsh & Co fronting on Summer St.,
having star' d in a mysterious manner among
The fire brigade
a quantity o' cotton batting.
ol the firm attempted to quench the flames, but
the pumps failed and a quarter of an hour
elapsed before the department was called. In
the meantime tbe flames filled the upper story
and tbe situation had become so serious that
three a’arms were : onnded. In about an hour,
by extreme effort, the flames were controlled,
though the entire building, containing about
$1,000,000 worth of property, was flooded. Elevators fell duriDg the fire and threateued to
ignite the lower stor es, but this was fortunate-

Boston, Sept. 17.—About

majority of them beautifully illustrated. The
frontispiece is a fine wood cut by Granville
Perkins, representing a battle at sea between
the American frigate “Essex,” and an English ship “PbcBbe,” during tbe war of 1812,
which contest is also described in the opening
article. The latter is devoted to a very clear
and interesting review of the cruise of Captain

David Porter's vessel, on hoard of which our
late Rear-Admiral Farragut first distingnisbed
himself tor his bravery when a boy of twelve.

Ella Rodman Church contributes an article
eutitled Some Qaeer Animals, and describing
the Dragou, Harpy, Basilisk, Phoenix, Roc,
aud other similar mythological creatures.

Following

close upon this is

Stores in the immediate neighborhood were
closed upon the breaking out of the Are and all
possible assistarce rendered by the clerical
force.
The loss on the stock under the circumstances cannot be correctly estimated, but a careful
Ou this
estimate places it at about $150,000.
there is an insurance ot over $400,000, distributed among 75 companies. The following companies have insurance for $45,000 on tbe building and stock:
Howe, Citizens, National, Irviog and Safeguard of New York; Phoenix of
Hartford; Newport Pire and Marine, and Virginia of Richmond. Damage to building about
$10,000; fully covered by insurance. Tbe retail
branch of the firm ou Washington street being
separated by a court way, was not iujnred.
though some excitement prevailed among customers and it was speedily closed.
Bv-Centenaial of Ike Bloody Brook

very natural,
as
well as amusing, story by Sarah Winter
Kellogg, under the title of How It Went—a
very suggestive one when applied, as we discover it to be, to the manner in which a winters earnings glided from the hands and
pockets of two merry youngsters. We also
tied among the stories a quaint little fable by
Mrs. Diaz, another amusing episode in the fortunes of Lucretia P. Hale’s comical Peterkiu
family, a d the capital .story of Jeuny Paine’s

Hat, by Mrs. Branch.
Descriptive articles, also,are not lacking, and
if the young reader prefer solid information to
fiction, he will find something to his taste in

II a.sucre.

Spbingfield, Sept. 17.—The two hundredth
anniversary of (he Bloody Brook Massacre was
celebrated at Sou'h Deerfield to day, at least
3500 people being present. Tbe day was pleas-

the well illustrated descriptions of The FrigateBird, and of a hunt for horses on the Western
plaius. Lord Couwallis’s Day, too, is an interesting account of a somewhat novel ceiebra.
tion in a Massacnusetts village of an anniversary of that general’s famous surrender. The
poetry of the number is furnished by “H. H.,

and all the exercises weut off very successfully.Tbe chief features of the celebration were
an address by D-. Ge i.B Luring of Jalem, and
a poem by Prof. Everett of
Harvard College.
Geo. Sheldon of Deeifield delivered the opening address, and ii ode by E. W. B. Canning
was sung.
The Pie-ideutof the day was Hon.
Geo. T Davis of Portland Me., formerly a
resident of Greenfield, Mass., one ot the survivors of those who participat. 1 iu the erection
ant

Edgar Fawcett, Fanny Percival, Mary A.
La libury. and Mrs. Camay, author of Little
Drops of Water, and Deal Geutly with tbe
Erring.
»

Tin close of the two serials will no doubt be
som w hat unwelcome to tbe readers of tbe
migaziue, t, whom The Young Surveyor and
he bight Cousins must have come to seem
like real personages. Put .lie satisfactory and
plea ant ending of each story will do.bnuch to
lessen t -e sense of loss at psrLing
company
wick those ol1 friends.
The first page of Scribner'»
Monthly for Octooer has a design by John
X.

accoinpiuyiug tile ballad
Georg Parsons Lai irop.
well-known

Western

dedicated fur y years a to. Col. J. B Parsous
of Northampton, was chief marshal. Oue of

the relics shown at the celebration was a sword
belonging to Edward Smith of Newburyport,
whose ancestor, Thus. Smith of Newbury, used
it on tbe field of the massacre.

NEW VOKK.
Meeting of Ihe

&

Major Powell, the

explorer, gives

Bond. Called in.

Washington, gppt. 17.—Secretary Bristow
cails iu the billowing numbered hoods of 1874,
the principal and accrued interest payable at
the Treasury iu Washington, ou aud after
December 17: Coupon bouds, 850. Nos. 2501
to 3300 both inclusive; $100, Nos. 7001 to 10,000 inclusive; §500, Nos. 10.101 to 15,300 inclasiAe; $1000, Nos. 30.801 to 50,700 both inclusive.
Total $400,000.
Various mailers.
The two paymasters recently appointed have
been ordered to report for duty as follows:
J.
A Broadhead, Departmeut of California;
of
Texas.
McArthur,
Department
Major
Benjamin B. Halleek, accused of the larceny
of $47,000 from the United States Treasury,
was before the police court to-day and waived
examination. Bail was required ill $40,009, iu
default of which he was remanded.
Theo. W. Brown, also accused of the. same
larceny, was to day held for the action of the
the graud jury. Bail was fixed at $40,000. He
made no attempt to procure it and was sent to

Bulow;” Edmund Clarence

Stedman concludes
what fie has to say
about Minor Victorian
Poets, prior to the publication of this series in
book form by Osgood. Some
Eccen-

Vegetable
described by Byron D. Halsted

Mr. Frank R. Stockton

are

noticeable)

condenses,

“with va-

riations.” the story of Perriot, Warrior and
Statesman; Mrs. Walker tells about the Wintbrop-Drury Affair; Dr. Holland continues
his Story of Seven oaks: Jules Verne’s Mysterious Island appears in^ condensed form, but
occupies more space ihau usual; aud there is a
Plea for Slippers by an auouymous writer.
The poets of the number besides Mr. Lathrop
are Susan Coolridge, R. K., Mary L. Ritter
William Motherwell (a posthumous poem by
the author of “Jeanie Morrison”), H. H.,
Kate Carlisle, Mary E. Bradley, George A.
Baker, Jr,, and R. W. G.
Dr. Holland, in Topics of the Times, discus’
ses Church
Debts, Offensive People, A Word
for the

Women,

The Slow Times.

prison.

THE TUKF.
mystic Park
Boston, Sent. 17.—The races at Mystic Park
to day embraced two concluding heats of the
2.34 class which was commenced yesterday.

The Old

Cabinet is concerned with How Badly Wo Do
It; Home and Society, Culture and Progress.
The World’s
Work, and Bric-a-Bras have
their usual

variety.

Mr. S usher, the
largest man ever born in
Tennessee, died ,n
Greenville, in ,bar slate,
He «as
last Friday
butl9Jtataof
and
age

had lie not been bert by ail ,.taok
of rbeullja.
Msm, would have been niu* feet high.
HU
boot was 18 inches long, and one of
his hands
was about the size of four
ordinary ones.
He
could e^it on a chair aud pick up
anything three
feet from him. H s heal measured about 14

inches,

and his chest
His cofliu was 8£ feet

feet deep.

Lee, Shepard

WASHINGTON.

In the present article he tells the tragic fate of the small baud who left the main
party during the former expedition. Major
Powell introduces a curious tudian story in the
course of his narrative.
Mr. Francis Gr»y
Fairfield prints a remarkable study of Poe, under the title of “A Mad Man of Letters.”
L. L. L. writes “Recollections of Liszt and Von
azine.

are

Dillingham.
—

in this
number au account of “Ao Overland trip to
the Grand Canon” of the Colorado, the descent
of wmcb he b -s already described in that Mag-

tricities

Creditors of

New York, Sept, 17
The creditors of Lee,
Sheyard & Dillingham had a meeting to day.
A statement wa submitted showiog their liabilities to
$85 258.55 and their assets $93,
011.82, including the st«'Ck on hand, wrich is
put in at $58,428.80, and $24,092.91 of accounts
The statement was resupposed to be good
ferred to the committee.

LaFatge,
A.,
of “Jessamine,’ by

(the illustrations of this paper

two

ly prevented.

a

|
j

The following is the summary:
Two thirty four class; purse $1500,$750 to 1st,
$350 to 2d, $450 to|3d, $150Jto 4th; mile heats
best 3 iu 5 to harness.
Harry Hamilton, Albany, ns.
ch. g. Unknowu,
111
Wm. S. Tilton, Togus, Me., b.
g. Slasher,
2 2 2
J. Trout, Boston, ns. b. s. Sir
4 3 3
William Wallace,
T. S. Foster. Providence, R. I,,
5 4 4
ns. b. m Bessie,
W. H. Rupert, Jr., Boston, ns.
5 3 dist
blk. m. Lady Kt/ox,
Times 2 32,2.264 2 274-

feet in circumfert uee. i
and

long, 68 inches wide,

New York State Democratic Convention.

HARD

A

MONEY

Syracuse, Sept. 17.—The Democratic

State
Convention met at <J 20 a. m.
Reports from
committees were read.
The committee on
resolutions reported the following:
The Democratic party of New York renew
their pledge of fidelity to the principles adopted
and affirmed unanimously by the delegates representing the Democrats of the United States
together assembled in tlieir latest national convention. aud since reapproved aud endorsed by
Democratic majorities in fifteen states, comprising more than half of the total population
of the Union:
“The public credit must be sacredly maintained aud we denounce repudiation in every
form aud guise.” (Applause.)
“A speedy return to specie payment is demanded alike by the highest considerations of
commercial morality and honest.” (Applause.
To these autheutie declarations of Democrat
ic priuciples aud policy the times give proof.
The present depression of business is caused by
the unhealthy stimulus of excessive depreciated and irredeemable currency; by etiorm »us
and ill-adjusted municipal, state, aud federal
taxation, and by extravagance, waste aud
peculation in the administration of public affairs. The remeny for this evil is not to ho
ioond iu the renewal of any of its causes. In
the face of the fact that the recent fall of
prices has .followed reported inflations, any at
tempt to increase the currency would be worse
than ineffectual to Revive prosperity lor it
would interrupt the healing processes of industry. It would be worse thau futile to restore
confidence, for it would,create distrust aud new
uncertainties in business, paralyze the begintoo scanty
labor of its H-vm-aui;
rob l«WOi
ning Ul
of CUlCipiian,
enterprise. UIU
UIUJ4
employment, and, while stifling the progress of
inflict
lasting dishonor
administrative reforms,
on the credit, tbe intelligence and the character
of tbe country. (Applause.)
Tbe Democratic party of New York also reaflirtn the principles set forth iu their platform
adopted last year at Syracuse, endorsed by 50,000 Democratic majority at the election following, in a poll of uearl.v 800,000 votes, aud vindicated before all the people of this Republic by
the illustrious administration of Governor
Samuel J. Tilden. (Great applause.)
First—Gold and silver tbe only legal tender.
No currencv inconvertible with cniu.
Second—Steady steps towards specie payments, no step backward.
Third—Hones; payment of the puolic debt iu
Sacred preservation of the public faith.
coin.
Fourth— Revenue reform. Federal taxation
for revenue ouly. No government partnership
with protected monopolies
(Applause).
To limit and localize
Filth—Home rule.
most jea'ously the few powers intrusted to public servauts, municipal, state aud federal. No
centralization.
Sixth—Equal and exact justice to all men.
No partial legislation. No partial taxation.
No gag laws. (ApSeventh—A free press.
plause )
Eighth—Free men. A uniform excise law.
No sumptuary law.
Ninth—Official accountability, euforced by
better civil and criminal remedies. No private
use of public funds by public officers.
Tenth—Corporatious chartered by the state
always supervisable by the state in tbe interests of the people.
Eleveuth—The party in power responsible
lor all legislation when in power.
Twelfth—Tlie Presidency a public trust not
a
No third term. (Apprivate perquisite.

plause.)
Thirteenth—Economy in the public expense,
that labor may be lightly burdened.
Th- Democrats of New York, in convention
assembled, pledge their notqinees and their
Representatives in the Senate and Assembly
to

follow where

an

honpst

magistrate has dared

chief
lead,
reforming the
great canals so long des-

a-..'.._

...

—

-■»

fearless

in

adopted.

Lucius Robinson was nominated for Comptroller bv acclamation.
R. A. Parmenter.
Cbas. S. Fairchild and W. H. Sawyer were
proposed for Attorney General, nut subsequently Parmenter’s and Sawyer’s names were withdrawn, and Fairchild’s nomination made unanimous.
Ghas. N. Ross was nominated lor state
tre isurer and John D. Van Buren for state en-

gineer.

Christopher
merchant,

H. Walerath of Madison co inty,
has been nominated for canal

commissioner
Rodney 0. Crowley of Cattaraugus was nominated for state prison inspector.
A resolution
eulogistic of Senator Kernan was adopted, and
with cheers for the ticket the convention at
1.30 adjourned sine die.
Nebraska Democratic Convention—Hard
money Resolutions.
Omaiia, Neb., Sept. 17.—The Democratic
state cooventioo, held at Fremont yesterday,
was the
largest ever held in the state and
composed the most influential meu of the party. The following resolutions were adopted

unanimously:

First—Resolved that the Democratic party of
tois state is in favor ot retrenchment and reform in the administration of all departments
of the government, both state and national,
Second—Resolved that we are In favor of a
sound currency coin or its equivalent, steps towards specie payments and no step backwards.
Third—Resolved that we deprecate all attempts to commit the Democratic party to a
system of paper money based upon an unconstitutional exercise|of federal power as a crime
against the common welfare and a wanton violation of a cardinal article of the Democratic
creed
Hon. J. B. Scofield of Otoe was elected permanent president. But one name was presented,for Judge of the Supreme Court, E. W.
Thomas of Brownsville.

THE INDIANS.
Secretary Delano Ref are the Red Cloud
Commission.
Washington, Sept. 17 —Secretary Delano
was before the
Red Cloud Commission today
and stated he h id informed the President that
he wished the Iuterior Department relieved of
the Indian bureau.
Nothing important was
elicited. The president of the boaid asked the
Secretary whether he desired to propound anv
questions concerning the statements in Prof,
•-•iarsh’s pamphlet.
The Secretary said he had
no desire to do so and would leave th'S
investigation so far as he was concerned to the documents.
Toe Secretary also said he did uot
remember that the board of Iudiao enmmissioners
had ever differed with him in the allowance of accounts on the ground that they
were tainted with fraud
He would not fail
while he was Secretary to take all proper steps
to punish all wrongs committed.
The Secreta
ry was asked whether any member of the
board of Indian commissioners expressed a de
sire for the removal of Mr. Smith as commissioner o; Indian affairs aud replied that a
former member of the board, Win. Welsh, hul
This was iu the tall
expressed such a desire
ot 1873. Mr. Welsh said that if the
Secretary
should remove Smith he would escape trouble
and avoid a congressional investigation.
Secretary informed Welsh that he could not afford to remove an officer in whom he had confidence. The Secretary turther said to Wel-h
that if he would make charges against Smith
he (the Secretary) would appoint a commission
to be uatued by Welsh to investigate them or
appoint Welsh himseif as such commission.
If the report should sustain the truth of these
charges the Secretary promised that he would
aek the President to remove Smith. Welsh,
however, did not acquiesce iu the proposition.
Subsequently Welsh was suggested to him as a
proper person to be commissioner of lndiau
affairs, but the Secretary objected to Welsh
owing to his indiscretion and want of adapta
tion to th6 place.
Prof. Marsh said he had no questions to ask
of the Secretary.
The commission concluded the examination
of witnesses today and will now
proceed to the
preparation of their report.

Storm

Galveston Inundated*
Property.

Cardinal McCloskey.
Rome, Sept. 17.—The Pone had a consistory
to-day aud conferred upon Cardinal McCloskey
the ring and title of Sauta Maria Sophia
Minerva.
More Cardinal*.
Rome, Sept. 17.—In the papal consistory today the Pope after delivering an allocution announced that Monsique Autiso, Mattee Pacia
liandi, Simeorei, Viteleschi aud the Archbishop of Renues, whose names he reserved in
peclore at the consistory of last May, have been
He also appointed several
created Cardinals.
Archbishops aud Bishops. The consistory concluded with the ceremony of conferring ibe
Cardiriug an > title ou Cardiual McCloskey.
nal Gasford Graspellini, who was born at
Palermo iu 1796, and elevated to the cardinalate in 1856, died to-day.

Foreign

On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
was lower at 112 (a) 1 12} seller September: 1
09J g
1 093 seder October. Corn easier at 60}c seller September ; 59}e seller October. Oats }c lower.
Pork is
easier at 21 90 bid cash; 21 CO seller October. Lard
higher at 13 45 bid seller for October.
—<5 011(1 bids
1.1,1. H
111 hum k..oil
ion
Receipts—«,uuu
flour,111,OUO bush wheat, 120,oou :*u»h corn, 85,000 bush oats. 21,000 bush barley,
3,000 bush of rve.
Shipments—3.000 bbls flour, 28,000 bush wheat, 36.000 bush eornf3i,000 busu oats,15,000 oust, barlev, 790
busb rye.

Notes.

A letter m tne-unnuou nines contains the
reasons for tbe probable correctness of the re-

port of the future marriage of Alfonso, King
of Spain, to the daughter of the Duke of

Montpensier,

Bulgaria

Turkish forces in

on

a war

are

footing.
conference tf the Bouapariist

party at Arnesburg has been abandoned,
account of the popular excitement

on

It is rumored that tbe Catlist general Saballs
has entered France.
The Pall Mall Gazette publishes a special
from Berlin which says tbe Ultramontane majority iu tbe Bavarian Diet are prepariag to
censure the government by vote
They will
ask ihe Kiug to change bis ministers because
they do not possess tbe confidence of the peo-

Milwaukee, September

17.—Flour is dull and
nominal. Wheat is quiet and weak; No 1 Milwaukee at l 19: No 2 Milwaukee at 1 134; seller October
at 1 11. Corn is dull and nominal; no 2 at GO (aj 604c.
Oats are steady and in fair demand; No 2 seller for
September at 37c. Barley higher; No 2 Spring seller
September at 1 14 @ 1 15; seller October at 1 08; No 3
do ai 81c. Rye is scarce and firm; No 1 at 97c. Provisions quiet and steady; .Mess Pork 21 874.
Lard
13
134.

ple.

he race for the Doncastar Cap was won bv
Franleiu. There was a dead beat tor second

place.

of his most influential
partisans are urging Don Carlos to conclude
peace.
Madame Perfsa Tietjens sailed in the Adriatic for New York yesterday.
The families of

some

day.
During

discussion Thursday evening
Loug Island City, Overseer of the Poor, James
Monaghan,knocked down Alderman McLaughlin and tbe :atter than shot Monaghan, perhaps
fatally. Both were arrested.
About 400 feet of the track of the St. Louis*
narrow gauge railroad went into the Mississippi river Thursday night, is consequence of the
caving of the bank about a mile above the levee
north of St. Louis.
The ship Skediac, wrecked at Cape Tormentine, was condemned Thursday. The cargo
was rescued.
A boy was arrested in New York Tburday
with a valise full of brewery internal revenue
stamps amounting te over $400,000.
Tbe first fast mail train arrived at Cincinnati
from New Yoik Thursday sight.
John E. Gale and A. PI. Adams «f Haverhill
were struck by a tram in Boston Thursday
night aud badly injured.

Shipments for two days -2000 bbls
wheat, 400 bush corn, 0,000 do oats,

45 seller all the year.
Receipts—4.000 bbls flour, (36,000 bush
bush corn, 16,000 bush oats, 6,000 bush
busb rye, 453 bogs, 1000 cattle.

Gerdeman,

3 P. M.—The amount ot bullion withdrawn from
the Bank of England on balance to-day was 50,000

the ex-Oatholic

a lecture
at
lit, t,h« A.) ns a nf

priest, delivered
Mauayuuk, Pa., Thursday night,
whinh hu

fnllnarod

trt

pounds.

tVia

Liverpool, September 17—12.30 P. M.-Cotton
is quieter; Middling up'ands at 615-lGd; do Orleans
at 7 5-16d; sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 for speculation and export; sales of the week 54,000 bales, of
which 12,000 were lor export and 3000 for speculation.

a mob of 1000 persons, who broke in*o
the car where he was and would have injured
him seriously but for the police.
Tbe Episcopal convention at Chicago adopt
ed the report of the committee ou Dr. DeKoren’s letter; also a resolution directing the delegates to the next genoral convention to vote
against conferring on standing committees
power to reject those elected biBhops, because
such committees might consider them unsound
in the faith.
Geo. H. Wilson, a crippled fisherman of
Bristol, R. I„ was found drowned yesterday.
Nearly 15,000 barrels of potatoes were shipped from New York to Havana the past week
where they are selling at $22 gold per barrel
against a cost in New York of $1.50.
Another Charley Ross has been found in

depot by

MARRIED.
In this city, Sept. 16, by Rev. Geo. W. BicknelJ,
Wm. E. Follett and Miss Nora A. Edds, both ot Portland.
in Btdilefbrd, sept. 11 John W. Arnold of Brunswick, Ga. and Florence A. Getchell of Blddeford.
In Augusta Sept. 14, Joseph Clark ot Boston and
Miss Florence M. t'ibbctts ot Augusta.
In Montville, Sept. 2. Charles Palmer of Winslow
and Miss Ellen E. Mehuren of Montville.
In Phillips. Sept. 12, Kayraond C. Ross of
Phillips
aud Miss Xarissa Ricker ot Avon.
DIED.

Ypsilanti, Michigan.

Republicans of Boston last night elected

a

full Rice

delegation to the state convention.
Schoolship St. Mary in getting under way at
Norwich yesterday, missed her stays acd went
ashoie on Eastern Point opposite the Pequot

In this city, Sept. 16, Mrs. Elizabeth T.. wife ot
Charles Pliilbrook, of Genesse. III., aged 57 years.
[Michigan and Illinois papers please copy.
In this city, Sept. 15, Mr. Chas. H. Fernald, aged

[Funeral services Saturday afternoon, at 2J o’clock.
Burial at convenience of the family.
In this city. Sept, 17, Ljdia A. Lang, aged 58 years
4 months —widow of the late Capt. Wm. Lang.
[Funeral services Sunday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at No. 16£ Salem street.
Relatives and friends are

_______________

FINANCIAL AND COM MERCIAL
Wholesale Market*.

invited to attend.

Friday, September 17.—The general market Is
unchanged. Sugars are firm at lljc lor granulated
and 10|c for Coffee. The flour market is still ttrm
with no change in prices. The reports in regard to
damaged wheat in the west are so different that it
is impossible to tell the exast state of aflairi.

In Leeds. Aug. 20. N. B. Bicknell, of Boston, formerly of Turner, aged 67 years
In Lewiston, Sept. 8, Mrs. Olive Turner, aged 60

years.
In Portsmouth, Sept. 16, at the residence of Wm.
II. Noyes. Mrs. Sarah, widow of the late Samuel
Lamb of Westbrook, aged 72 years.
[Funeral set vices Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at the residence of Wm. H. Neal,
Saccarappa. Kola-

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
Tue & Co.

Moravian

.Quebec.Liverpool ...Sept
Liverpoo.Sept
Amerique.New York..Havre.Sept
Utopia.New York. Glasgow.Sept
City of Chester.New York. Liverpool_Sept
Atlas.Bo-ton....

Columbus.New York. .Havana.
Sept
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpool.Sept
Leo.New York. .Na.-sau. &c. Sept
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg....Sept
Ontario.New York. .Rio Janeiro. .Sept
City ot New York..New York Liverpool ...Sept
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg_Sept
Carondelet.New York.. Hayti, <&c... .Sept,
Henry Chauncy... New York. .Jamaica, &c.S$pt
Atlas.New York.. Jamaica, &c..Sept

Boston Stock last.
[Sales at the Brokers' Board, Sept, 17.

...

2 Boston & Maine Railroad.112$
174 Eastern Railroad.
38
0
Second Call.
74 Eastern Railroad ...... 38$
45 Boston & Maine Railroad...*.112

Providence Print Cloth* market.
Providence. September 17—The printing cloths
market quiet; sales on basis of 51@5}c for best standx

Ethiopia.New

York. .Glasgow.Sept
Celtic. New York .Liverpool.Sept
Accapulco.New York.. Aspinwall.. .Sept

Mimosa.New York..Rio Janeiro. .Sept
Etna.New York Port Prince. .Sept

64’s.

New York Stock and HIoncy market,
Nr.w York, September 17.—Evening.—'The financial nlank of ihe Demociatic platform met with
general approval in financial circles to-day, arid wa3
regaided as an important step in restoring confidence
in the future. The elect of this action was to lower
the price of gold and cause a more confident tone on
the Stock Exchange. Exports of dry goods for the
week, $2,233,037; amount marketed 2,409,550. Money
closed at 2} per cent, on call
Foreign Exchange was

New York, Sept. 17.—A special from Houston, Texas, dated yesterday, says there has
been a feariul gale at Galveston since yesterday
morning. The city is partially under water,
which is several leet deep in the principal
streets.
Several wrecks are reported.
The
Ocean House on Gulf Beach is entirely surrounded with water, and the outhouses gone.
The City Hospital is filled with water, aud
much .damage is already sustained by
citizens,
who are terribly frignteued.
The storm is
prououueed the heaviest since 18(>7.
Thirty
workmen on the breakwater being built by the

government, were cutoff and are lost.
The
Santa Fee railroad bridge across the bay was
swept away, aud the Houston railroad bridge
is under water, twenty feet of this end being
washed awav.
The water at Virginia Point has backed up
for three miles on the mam land, is still rising.
The gale is increasing and the barometer is still
falling. The bay is so full of water that if the
wind changes to the north the whole island
is lost and no lives can be saved.
The shipping in the harbor was h lviug a fearful lime at
last accounts.
The latest news, at five o’clock this afternoon
announces the safety of the ship channel

idliKMRt’iro

18
18
18
18
18
21
22
23
23
23
23
23
23
25
25
25
25
25
25
29

Almacac.September 18*

Sun rises..,..,. ....5.42
Sun s«ts. .6 05

|I High
Moon

MARINE

water
rises......

1.15 PM
7.35 PM

NEWS.

j
j

dredging party._

vi i:ti.oitotoMi in
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

War

Dep’t,

TWENTY-FOUR

Office Chief Signal

Officer, Washington. Id. C.,
September 18, (1 A.

)

>

M.)J

__

Thursday night.

Island.,,^107}
int.•*....103$
grants.'lou

Domestic Markets.
New York, Sept. 17—h,veuing.~Cotton market
is quiet ami easier at £c decline; sales 976
bale-; Middling uplands at 14c; forward deliveries advanced
3-32
Flour—receipts 7913 bbls; Minnesota is
steady, other grades dull and 5@ 10c lower; sales
9600 bbls .Superfine Western and Stale at 4 80 (a) 5
50;
extra Western ami State at 5 65 @ 5 90; choice at 5 95
($& 6 30; White Wheat Western extra at 6 35 @ 7 40;

extra Ohio at 5 60 (a) 7 10; extra St Louis at 5 80 (a)
8 50; including 1700 bbls of shipping extra at 5 70
@
5 85; the market closing quiet; Southern Hour at 5 70
(ffi 8 50. Rye tiour is quiet and drooping at 4 40 (a)
5 70. Corn meal is dull ami lower at 3 5o (a) 4 45._
Wheat—receipts 164,426 bush; the market is 1
lower with a limited export and li- me trade muuiry; sales 120,600 b)sh;l*U8 @ 1 12 lor No 3 Spring1 19 (eg 1 25 tor No 2 Chicago; 1 25 (w 1 26 tor No 2
Northwestern; 1 29 for old No 2 Milwaukee; 133(a)
1 36 for No 1 Spring;1 23 @ 1 42 for new and old Winter Red Western;! 25 (a} 1 45 fordo Amber Western ;
1 3r (a) I 53 for White Western; 1 35 for new Amber
Michigan; 1 45 for new White do. live i« dull. Barley dull; 6-rowed State 125. Barley Malt is unchanged. Corn—receipts 195,538 bush; the market is
heav> and I 'a 2c lower; sale* 96.0u0 bush; 73
75c
for steamer Western Mixed; 754 @ 76c lor sail do;
70 (aj 73c for heated and unsound do; 764 (jg 78> for
high Mixed and Yellow Western, Oats—receipts of
50,725 usb; the market opened firm and closed
h avy and lower; sales 58.000 bush; -11 ia 58c for new
Mixed and White, including Sta.e; 50 Cw, 58 tor Mixed Chicago: 54 @ 55c for WhiteWestern; 50 @ 57c for

to*2c

old Mixed Western;57 @ 58c for old White Western;

75 cents.

Two doses will relieve you.

F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents,

W.

PORT TOWNSEND, O-Ar 7lh, barque Antioch,

Hiv

Snn

PORT

Prnnpiwn

BLAKELY,

O

—

Sid

Sill, slilp

Sumner R

Mead, Dixon,-.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 16tb, ship Canada, HeniNewcastle, NSW.
TYBEK. (JA-Ar 16tb, brig Gambia, Tupper, from
NB.
John,
St
Sid 16lb, brig Eva N Johnson, for St John. NB.
SATILLA MILLS— Sid lllb, sell Almeda Wiley,
Wiley, New Vork.
CHARLESTON—Ar 15th, sell I) B Doane, Chandler, Bangor; A Hay ford. Sbute. Providence.
Ar 161li. seb T A Keene, f oin Waldoboro.
WILMINGTON—Ar 16tl), brig Silas N Martin
Brown, Navasra.
Cld IGtb, seb Light Boat, Wood, Boston.
Kl'-H MOND—Old 14th, brig Amelia Emma, Field,
Montevideo
Sid 14th, sell Albert Daley. Moore. New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 13tli, sciis D Talbot, Ames. Rnckport; M uetta, from New York; Fairfield. Weeks,
man.

I. Q. Q. F.

Ballimore.

ALEXANDRIA—Sid 14th,

sch

members of Maine Lodge No. 1,1, O. O. F.
are requested to be present at the
meeting MONDAY
EVENING, Sept. 20th, as business of importance
will come before them.
Per order,
A. S. WAY, Secretary.
sel8
su2t
All

Eva May. Andrews

Portland.

GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 13ib, sch J E Bayle

from Piitston.
Ar 15rh. sch

Elizabeth DeHart. Low. New York.
sells Castle Jamewvn,
BALTIMORE—Cld
Jameson. Boston; Josie A Dcvcrenx, Higgins,Salem;
Etta M Barter, Barter. New York.
Cid IGtb, seb Sargent S Day, McDonald, St Lucia.
Sid 15ib. s« n Henry Wbitnev. for Nassau, NP.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar loth, sch Jnsiali Whitehouse, Farnum, Bath; E H Herrimau, nerriman.

.15th.

Bangor.
Cid 15th, brig Suwauee, Foster,Portland; sch L W
Wheeler, Lewis, Boston.

Bluipiy

Apply

Eaton

Family School For Boys,
—AT—

i\05tR10«uiKW0€K, MAINE.

HOUSE.

For Circular Address II. F, Eatou, Priu.

augl9-t/'

A CARD.
On and after September 8tli,
ilittO. iiLAIitjlj

Ju2dtf

Portland Earthen fare

to

CJ. II. FARLEY,
No. 4 Exchango Street, or at the School, No. 97
«l3w*
aug31Franklin Street.

of Jones & Willey,

satisiactory prices

iiUllNilAU,

be ready to receive pupils in Vocal Mu«lc.
Orders to be left at NTO( KIIISflDRE% 150
will

lanutactory,

Exchange

sci>bdlm

Street,

E8TABLI91IED A. D. 1795.

Bowdoin

iTsWASEY,

LAMSON

SacceNHors to B.

Dodge,

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealt*8 in
Earthen ware. Plain and Fancy Flower
Pots, ■anting Yanen, new Pattern of
Banket Voided Flower Pot.Bracket Pots,
with floral desig h, common glazed, decorated

glazed

and Green

House

Pots.

Delivered
All at the lowest manufacturers*
free of charge to any part of the City and Vicinity.
Also, wholesale and retail, the best qualities of
Rockingham Teapot* and Stone Ware, at their

prices.

FACTORY ON BRATTLE *TEET,
Leading off Portland, next to Green Wt.
Ail orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended
to.
aug26deodlm

j

be held at Adams’ Hall,

“boys7- school.
ill.

€. timilULIAS
Family School for Boys,
WEST

the Year

expenses.

Interest accouut.
Leases, rents, etc.

Send for Circular to

$1,281,681 25
569,138 47
86,881 50

$156,379

M. C. MITCHELL, Principal.
Jpclj(]tf

FRANK

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

Terms

FOR

$15 for

a course

of

sons.

tyRefers by permission
Ju22

BANKERS, PORTLAND.

STOCK

BLACKSTONE,

Teacher of the Piano Forte.

apr3__dlwt2awtf

BANK

A.

G 1-2 DOW STREET,

43

Applications for Bonds may be made to the undernea, to any Bankers and Brokers in the state, and
Messrs. RICHARDSON, HILL & tiO., Boston.

TlSBIIBVj

Martha-s Vineyard,

Ending Dec. 31, 1974.
Operating

admission

THURSDAY,

on

September 23rd, beginning at 8 A. M, The Fall term
will commence on the same day.
J. L. CHAMBERLAIN, President.
Brunswick ,Sept. 1st, 1875,
sep4d&wtd36

PRICE 95 AUD ACCRUED 1ST.
Statement of the Treasurer for

College.

The SECOND EXAMINATION for
will

Maine Central 7 per cent. Consols.

TO

—

Twenty Lev

Hermans Kotzscbmar.

to

Utt

REDUCE Jj*

RATES
—

Boston, New York. Chicago, St. Louis,
San Francisco, and all points West,

SALE!

via all the Rail and Steamboat Lines.

FIRST NATIONAL.
CASCO NATIONAL.
CILVIBEKLANO NATIONAL.

Portland & Rochester Tickets
—

H. M. PATSOJV & CO.,
32 Exchange Street.

TO

—

Worcester, Springfield. Hartford,
Haven, New
York, Philadelphia,
Washington at

a

IVew
and

reductiou.

MAINE CENTRAL TICKETS
Lewiston,August a and Bangor less

than

regular fare.

BOSTON BOAT TICKETS.

ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,
No. (i‘) Exchange Street,

Jy3

Portland.
dtt

_

BURNHAM’S

pay

Photograph

Gallery,

REFRIGERATORS !
In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

-in-

Tne

ITIARKET SQUARE.

CARD.

bining

largest and best assortment in tbe State,
all tbe latest Improvements, tailed

com-

Club Tickets at very Low Kates Sold.

To Whom It Ulay Concern.
I would
announce that owing to having
my entire time occupied in perfecting and keeping
in older my extensive arrangements for
supplying
Salt water for Street Sprinkling purposes, I have
been unable to obtain any c-ubscrition
and
whatever,
it the work is satisfactoryly done, shall
depend
wholly upon the generosity of those who are benefited thereby to pay the same as they did last season.
Those who are dissatisfied with the work or who do
not intend to contribute the usual price, will
please
notify me at once, that the services may be discontinued. 1 would further announce, that it has been
to
make
two collections. This long and
customary
tedious job, 1 shall endeavor to avoid, and shall ask
all who pay $10 or less, to pay it when called
upon
after the middle of the season. It must be born in
mind that the work is carred on at an
expense of
$ 10 per day for three months, without the income ot
a dollar.
Those who pay can rest assured that the
work will be faithfully performed to the end. If
would further ask a little indulgence, should
any
accident
to the macninery causing a delay—
hence a little duet.
W. H. HAlL,
Ju7StfsnG7 Pearl Street.

Ask for

BOTTLE

Exchange and Federal Sreet; C. L. Holt, 653 Congress St,; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr Keen,
Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J. W
Perkins & Co., General Agents,
oclOeodtf

the

J. F. MERRILL,

THOM AS II. PERKINN,

NORWICH, CONN.,
General Agent for New England.

jnl.vl

eodm

n O NT

HAY

$3.00

section belt. w0 «?n
Fora
LEA THE eg I.IVKD tor 8

Quality

Belts for

a
I

Russia
AO.

First

£A cents. Extra Lengths to order.

—MAN U FACT U It tens

OF—

Ladies’ Belts,
Shawl Straps,
Kook Straps.
Worsted Shawl Straps to Order.
LeatFiex*
Fanoy
Work of' all kinds.
Carucr Market A Fore Street,
Over J.

G. B

,

TEWKSBURY’S,

LAM S 0
PORTRAIT

it to

341 Middle St.

line of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical
Appliances for deformities, Electric Batteries,
Elastic Hose and Belts, Trusses, Supporters, Crutches, &o., &Cm% ou h^nd ami made to oide-.

SWA* &; KAKRJ1TT

41

aoo Tviicidio

u

Repairing promptly attended to by
SC'IILOTTEKBEUK & CO.,

501 Congress St., Portland, Me
aoor above Brown.
apr27-sneodt!

J.

SchloUedieek’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.

N.

McCOY

&

Paint.

CO-,

DM Nj,i;jnt{ Ml., I’nrilatitl,
ROl»Vr.{R4 A»D PAINTERS

remedy for removingTan,Pimples.
Freckles and Eruptions from tbe
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imnarling to it
a marble i’URlrv.
sure

jy24__

Moth, Blotches,

DEPMTlTED

PltlCE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Bought

Prepared only by

A. H. SCH1.OTTER BECK &
I Co., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street.
One
door
above
Brown.
ma27sndtf
Portland. Me.
|

at

the

*>«. HiCWLNELL’S Sl'KIiP,

Ili£h<’»t llarkel K>Uc«,
by

ee2_____isO_
W OOD AMIES
SALE BY THE CAK LOAD.

reiadlw*

{

**^J*^®

For sale in lots

or car

loaus at Cargo Prices.

a£*S? Egging* ''a"‘P **
LINO’S STABLE,

Silver Street.

To investors,
ITHAVING change 1 my residence

from Portland
C'lmi>»l Mum. N«‘W
shall continue to giw sped»1 intention to
Western Inve8r.ni.iit* will) unproved futilities ft*r
securing safe an<l profitable uses for money enirin*i.<i to me. Carefully seleettd »**n an
twelve
per cent. Peal Katato Mo/iitajte* ami Deeds of l ru*t
turnish.ll. Collection* and remittance* prompily
attended to. Corresponded c in i eo. \ l.lre** as
C'H A KLES M. Ill W K hS.
above.

r^*-

1°

1

s-MTuThaV Stf

Apply

to

bkkmm mi.i.Hiii

He.linJWilU

etKftf
llel2_
Splendid Family Jlorsefor Sale.
’*bo,,t MOfl. afraid of
VE?3t.t.yE^m
roa.ier ^v Vravin 1J1,'*, w'Ul<>llt hitching, good
a

tkl(i'11'i

dtf

II.
BARROWS,
J Exchange Place. Koston.

JflOR

1 & 11-4 Inch
FIRST QUALITY
FLOOHI%C,

Carriage and

RHLROIR iSO.MJS
—

S.

Flooring.

Dry

DEI UING,
JIO Commercial Street, S'ooi of
Centre St

The best and cheapest Snow A- Onvis Pairat
Mlidie ••!•)© 11 iil*aiin lor Shingle. Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the gallon
or applied
by

INSTRUMENTS.

Southern Pine
300 M.

J. W

Fireproof Hoofing

n

41

_setGdtf

Portland Municipal 6’s.
Portland Aid of Railroad 6’s.
And other Uood Securities, by

A full

IVT

Photographer,

Manufacturing Company

apr-’Udtf_
Bonds lor Sale.

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.

DAVIS,

Real Estate and Loan Agency,
BROWN’S BLOCK0v-z*

©RAIMGE.

pipes. Also contractors for constructing
sewers, digging wells, ecim-nting cellars, etc
l’it,".
Works. Comer Fox and Cove Sts., I’ rlland Me
Send all orders to
J. L. SMITH
U. S. Hotel.

au7snd&w:’,m_73

[kP*Sold by all Druggists ior tbe cure of Bowel or
Summer Complaints, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera
Morbus. Colic, &o is purely vegetable, without a
particle ot cptate, highly aromatic, a powerful tonic,
pleasant to the taste, and guaranteed to give immediate relict Prepared only by Edward Sutton, of
Providence, R. I.
jyl!3sn3a

G. R.

ol cement

angulsn

Manufacturers of and Dealers

Rial Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10
per
interest free of Taxes. Investment* in Heal
Estate in Portland and Vicinity, if
Ju.lictourty
are
the
best and safest modes of employing
made,
capital, r iRsr class securities always on hand. Interest and principal collected without
charge. Guaranteesi»erfect title ami ample security in all it»
Real Estate Loans.
Real Estate Investments and Improvements made on commission
and ou shares.
Bankable paper bought and sold.
cent,

2poodly

on

Sy ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET.

$30,000
To Loan on First Class mortgiigc,
in Portland and Vicinity
in Mums to Suit.

jne2r»cod3m

Pierce

PORTLAND, MAINE.

my26’74dtf

BROAD & CO.

persons interested in drainage will find
ALLtheir
the
advantage to call

Inhalation.
A great amount of suffering may be
prevented
by the use of l)r. Morse’s Medicated Inhalations.
In Throat Disease it will give lelief in a lew
minutes. It is a sure preventive of
Dipbtheritis, a
disease which has caused so much
ami bereavement
It renders breathing easy.
It arrests
the progress of disease iu the lungs, removes tubercles by absorption, prolongs lile aud keeps the patient comfortable in hopeless ca*es, and effects cures
in curable cases,
C. MORSE, M. D..
Free St.. Portland Me.

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Eane of Management, Durability, DryueMM and Purity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICR.
Wnolesa-'* and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper than any other. Can get a better article by
buying of manufacturer orageut. Don’t tail ot being convinced of this fact before buying.
NuleMroom corner of Cro»<« ami Fore Sin.,
under Commercial House. Manufactory Rear of
No. JO Oroaa Street.

CRUSHER,

Manufactured by the Babcock M’Pg Uo.> Chi*
cauo, Uheiuiral Fire Engine* and Hook
adder Truck, for Cities and Towrr,
and
and Wtaiionary Tanks for Factories. Sena
ior circulars.

Dr.

who had used it but that recommended it to others.
We are prepared to guarantee every bottle. Please
call aud inquire about it. Trial size 10 cents. For
sale by A, S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G. Loring,

THE PEERLESS.

BURNHAM.

Every Store, Factory and Dwelling
should keep the
BABCOCK FIRE EXTINGUISHER.

Stop that Cough.
Morris’s Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Horecure a cough in one halt the time necessary to euro it with any other medicine. There is
positively no pulmonary disease that it will not cure
or greatly alleviate. For all cases of
hoarseness,loss of
voice, coughs, croup, bronchitis, asthma, and whooping cough it has no equal. We never knew a person

P.

eodly

happen

houud will

U.

J.

dec!5

respectfully

A safe anil

Navigation.

and

WILLEY

ADAMS

school.

The School will be opened
MONDAY. NEPTEHUER Gih,
and continue through the fall and winter, where will
be
taught Arithmetic, Geometry Trigonometry

eodtf

it they will call at Howell «& Morse’s, 20 Market
Square, and see my Refrigerator in full opperation
before buying, it will be to their advantage, as the
proof of the merits I claim for it are all there and
speak for themselves.
myUsndtfJ. F WEHBILL.

One

daw

"navigation^

Booim and Mhora, and at prices LOWER than any
other maker tor the same quality of vrorkniau.-hip.
Repairing done in the neatest manner at

To the public or those wanting a Retrigerator.
I
have not time myself and do not employ a*ents to
run round and drum up Customers, but sells
my
puces,

Street.

Congress

au30

Mr. Willey has resumed busineBJ os above, and is
ready to serve bis old customers, and would be
pleased to meet many new ones.
Mr. Willey pays personal attention to the maiiu-

co.,

ana will

$15.00.

Reference—Mr. Kotzschmar, Mr. Ira Stockbridge.

CARD

Miiuuiauuujr.'

810

No. 16 Temple Street,

READ, READ, READ.
In the past winter I had a'very bad cold and one
bottle of WA
COMPOUND NVKIP OF
JLFIVIjJWORT cured me.
It works the quickest
and best of any Medicine I ever tried.
WM. G. READ, 7 Chapel Street.
Portland, August 6, 1875.

SURGICAL

Residence

Fashionable Boot and Shoe Maker

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

A

Teacher of the Piano Forte I
TERMS

Net earnings.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

at

MISS ANNIE E. CREELV,

$1,937,701 22
Gross comings... 2,094,080 55

**#5__TT&S&weowly

A

maimer

effort, iflr. WALTER K FOBJES graduate
of the Boston University School of Oratory, will receive a limited number of pupils to instruct in the
ri^ht use of voice. In Portland every Saturday.
Address P. O, Box 830.stl4deodlw

—

darner Myrtle and Cumberland MM.
ma22sntf

firmer. A leading banking Irm raised the rates to
PORT OF PORTLAND,
481} for sixty days; 485} tor demand. The rates for
actual business were 480} and 481; for long 484}, and
]
Friday, 8cpt. 17.
485 for demand. Customs receipts $409,000.
ARRIVED.
Gold opened at 116}, advanced to 116}, fell to 115},
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastrecovered to 116} the r^tae paid for borrowing were
1-64 pe. cent per diem, and 6, 3, 4 and 2 per cent
port and St John. NB.
Sch Isis. Bullock. Boston for Bangor.
per annum; loans were also made flat. The AssistSch St Leon, Perkins, Boston for Penobscot.
ant Treasurer paid ont $30,000 on interest, $14,000 in
Sch Briliant. Earn urn. Boston for Bangor.
redemption of bonds. The gross clearances of tbe
Sch Forest Queen. Wallace Bath.
Gold Exchange Bank wore $38,141,000. GovernSch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland—lime to C A B
ments were steady. State bonds dull. In Railroad
Morse & Co.
bonds the largest transactions were in. Harlem couSeb Independence, Merrill. Bristol.
pons, firsts, aud Union Pacific sinking funds, which
Sch M E Torrey. Torn v, cruise.—120 bbls mackerel
sold at 114 and 92 respectively. The Stock market
Sch Goldsmith Maid. Spurling, cruise,—300 bbls.
opened strong, and prices advanced } to | per cent,
Sch Walton, Corbelt. of and Irorn Richmond, Me,
as compared with tbe closing prices of last evening,
for
Wilmington, NC. Reports, while entering the
Pacific Mail rising te 36$.
harbor Thursday evening, split mainsail and anchorme ioiiowiug were tun closing quotations of Goved off Portland Light
Friday morning, parted one
ernment securities:
chain, and the oth»*r had to be slipped to save the
United States coupon 6’s, 1881, coup.. 1233
vessel dragging ashore. Her flag was set for assistUnited States 5-20’s 1864, emip... 118}
ance, but none reaching her, she was run on the flats
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.119}
near the dry dock, and from thence was taken by a
United States 5-20’s, 18€5, new ex-coup.-.118|
tug and placed alongside the wharf.
United States 5 20’s, 1M67
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.121
CLEARED.
United States new Tb.117}
Isaac
Barque Ocean Poail, Henley, Matanzas
Uuited States 10-40 coupon.... inj
Emery.
Curreucv 6’s ex.
Seh Grace Cushing, Hamilton, New York—Orlando
123|
The loJlowmg are tho closing quotations ol
Nickerson.
stocks:
Sch Bonetta, (Br) Clark, Cornwallis, NS
John
Western Unic* Telegraph Co—ex div.79}
Porteous.
Pacific
Sch Nonpareil, Simmons. Bluehill—master.
N V Centra] and Hudson R.consolidated,ex-dv. .104}
Launch—The new ship Alice D Cooper, which is
Erie....
Erie preterred..
to be launched at high water to-day, from Randall's
Michigan Central.... .. 57
yard at Cape Elizabeth, registers 1400 tons and is to
Union Pacific Stock...
be commanded by Capt Humphrey ot Yarmouth.
70}
ijttke Shore... 52}
She is owned by the builder, the master, and others,
Illinois Central, ex-div.
aud
goes to Bath to load deals for Liverpool.
97}
Chicago & Northwestern. 38§
ME7IORA1VDA.
Chicago & Northwestern preferred...*.. 53
St.?Paul Railroad. 34}
Sch Sea Lntk, Pike, at Lubeo from Boston, reports
St Paul preferred. 62
having been struck by a squall when o!t Mt Desert,
Wabash.
5} aud lost foresail, split jib, and had deck washed.
Chicago & Rock
Seh K.va L Leonard, McIntyre, from Mobile for
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph...
20}
New York, with lumber, which put into Key West
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail15th ins? in distress, was leaking badlv and had six
road securities:
feet water in her hold; also, lost foresail aud jib in a
Central Pacific bonds
hurricane 13th.
Union Pacific do.
,..102i
Union Pacific land
DOITS EXT l€J PORTS.

Sinking Funds.yi?
Missouri Pacific..
"dnl
mianuc o* x acmc, preierreu..
io|

no person in this w orld that is
suffering with Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint and its effects, such as Indigestion, Costiveness, Sick Headache, Sour Stomach,
Heartburn, Palj itatron of the Heart, Depressed
Spirits, Biliousness, &c., can take Green’s August
Flower without getting relief and cure. If you
doubt this, go to your druggist and get a sample
bottle for 10 cents anil try it. Regular size

c. way &

DEPARTURE OF HTEA^niPS.
Name.
From
For
J)ate.

Foreign Fx ports.
MATANZAS. Bark Oteal Pearl—
ebooks and
1056
heads,
prs heading.
CORNWALLIS, NS. Br Schr Bonetta-730 bbls
flour.

ard and extra 64

Is lour Life Worth Ten Cents?
Sickness prevails everywhere, and everybody complains ot some disease during the5r lite. When sick,
the object is to get well. Now we say plainly that

47 years.

House.

Portland

order to impart healthful energy,
stimulant,
should be medicated. The reason that Hostetter’s
Stomach Bitters are so wonderfully efficacious as a
restorative and preventive is that their alcoholic basis of Pure Old Rye is mingled with vegetable tonics
and alteratives which are the moot potent known to
medical botanists. Tbeir immediate or stimulative
effect is to rouse the dormant energies, and their subsequent operation is to permanently invigorate,
through the medium of restored digestion and secretion, the various organs ot the body.

European Ikarkcts.
London. September 17—12.30 I*. M.—American geuriies—United States 5-20 bonds, 18G5, old, 1C64;
United States do 1867, U7g; U. S. 10-40’s. 1<>5; Erie
Railway 17$; do pref. 37. 1.30 p. m. Erie,'17$,

LAWYERS and others who have

to

Cor. Brown & Congress Sts.
eodlw
gel4

the

eodtf

CLERGYMEN,
say should also be able to say it in
something
without apparent
attractive effective

an

be foun l at

Arm

Mama.

eod&wGm

Wip2_

L. D. STROUT’S,

Formerly of the

of

Van. .V»

B MtDVLATlO*.
^k^B Adilnu,

HIHIXKI

information,
1’ortlaad,

Cultivation of Voice.

Lino

JAMES JL.

collateral

■

BbkV

Orders left at 144 1-2 Exch ange St.

Wholesale Prices
may

■

MISS EMMA L. EATON,

Cashmeres!
AT

the kind
struetionin

Retercnce—II. KOTZSCHMAR.

-OK—

Black

®

TEACHER OF PIANO FORTE.

FROST,

Pull

I

B

,

__

A

in

a

17.-Cotton is in fair
inquiry; Midiung uplands 13gc.

ticipate.

or

Mermens

dark Prints at the low price of

seplg-lw

of

B^B Thorough in-

au7

tinier Falmouth Hotel*

aeuniiaung
stimulants of commerce, so that the temporary invigor ation is purchased at a fearful cost to health.
re-action

anti all the
Coup I.ETI

For further
L. A. Urajr, A.M

oflered iu this city.

OPPOSITE

me

uy

cicneeu u,-n iuia

Portland

beet SlnrgniiiM iu

new

business College

B I institution

I jmcTLaw
eimaiEMp.. f^ooMespim
■ ■
B ■

—

?tn<l

*

their lft«'*idruce.

at

The oldest
in the State.

iu

aud Wool 1’laids.
ALSO

PORTLAND.

NYNONIII),

jy22deod2ui

GOODS,

ottering decided bargains

III.

P.

Health Yielding Aliuanlant.
It is suicidal for a man to drink
ordinary liquor
when he feels weak, to enable him to perform work
in hand. The fatigue which labor
produces Is in-

er; Middling uplands 14e.
New Orleans, September

The proposed public reception to Beecher
has been given up, swing to his reluaal to par-

am

STREET,
opens

S cents per yard,

A

IndianaPol s, September 17.—Flour is quiet and
is quiet and unShelled 60 @ 65c.
Oats quiet and unchanged. Rve at 60 (a). 80c
Charleston, September 17. Cotton iu fair inquiry; Middling uplands at 12|.
Savannah, September 17.—Cottofi is quiet and
steady; Middling uplands 12jc.
Mobile, September 17.-Cotton auiet; Middling
uplands at 12gc.
New York,September 17.—Cotton quiet and easi-

state.”

and

Day School.

and

TIR KNDIY, MKPTE VlKUIt lOlh.
Fur particular* addres* the

have Just received

DEESS

auj28deod8w

1875.

The Fad Session of this School for Young Ladles

NEW FALL AND WLVTLB

SPOfiLSN.

barley, 1000

22 PINE

Fill AMI \l ivni I IMNia

The Lest quality

Sept 14. lat 36 20, len 72 43, barque Igaae Hall, from
Philadelphia for Queeusttwn.
Aug 29, lat 48 30, Ion 7 33, barque Shawrork, irom
Hamburg tor New Tork.

wheat, 6,000

Hoarding

LEAVITT.
snood

I

WEEK.

Wo. ll i:In, Mlreei.

Porllam), August 27,

EXCHANGE STREET.,

A

York.

unchanged at 6 50 (a} 8 00. Wheat
changed, Corn—Ear at 60 @ 63c;

Hendrick B. Wright has been chosen
chairman of the Democratic State Committee
of Pennsylvania.
The Alabama constitutional convention yesterday adopted the following section in their
bill of rights: “The people of this state accept
us float the established fact that from the fed
era! Union there can be so secession of any

F.

PER

particulars inquire of
*TTA A. FILES, Principal.

Decorations, Ac..

me?

«'»>»*
received at any time luring tbo
Term.

further

For

Covers, Canvass Letterings,'

49 1-2

sexes

TERMS S1.00

all kinds very cheap.

New York.
Ar at Helvoet 1st, Callao, Leeman. New York.
Ar at Swiuemunde Aug 31, Ormus, Shack ford, New

Fall Term begins August 30ih,
ciu»<-« tlao Baterday before Thnub*.

Pupils of both

Flannels and Domestic Goods of

Ar at Seville Aug IT, Golconda, Lord, New York.
Sid fan Vigo Aug 23, Geedwin, Craig, Saniunder.
Sid fm Cadi* 27th, Clarabelie, Tracey, Gloucester.
Sid fm Leghorn Aug 2T, Fanny B Tucker, Tucker,
Philadelphia.
Sid fm Havre 2d inst. Union, Osgood, Tybee.
Ar at Texel 2d inst, Grace Andrews, Andrews, fan

St Louis, September 17.—Flour ftill and scarcely
any buyers; Superfine Fall 4 50 @ 4 GO; extra do 4 65
5 25.
Wheat high(g2 4 75; double extra do at 4 85
er; No 2 Red Winter at 1 57 @ 1 58 cash; 1 65 seller
1
1
534
54
seller
September;
faj
October; No 3 do at
1 30. Corn inactive; No 2 Mixed at 47ic cash; 454 @

mid

York.__

ever

Hall, Buiiker, Argoetoli.

ley.

PORTLAND ACADEMY.

soldiers,

Awnings Tcnls, Flags, iJnai Sails

Black Cuslimerc

tor Marseilles.
Ar at Leghorn Aug 30th, Hornet,
Hopkins, from
Philadelnhia.
Ar at Genoa 1st inst, Shasta, Brown, New York.
Sid Aug 30, Miguon. Soule, Vera Crua;
31st, Edith

flour,22,000 hush
0000 bush bar-

m

wounded, ruptured
iujured iu the late Rebellion
however slightly,
entitled to a pension, and
thousands of pensioners are entitled to an increased
rate. Apply immediately through I)r. E. B. .JACKSON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 Now Chambers St.. New
oc29*nly

Cocouada

bbls flour. 47,000 busb wheat, 0,bush barley, 0000 bush oats.

ley.

ail

{NSTIiUCTTON

icini
drawing and painting by ivsim* ?|
For further particulars, inquire at NO. CO
LINCOLN JsTKFET.
gfplldeodtjw

hereby

1,

or
are

Cld 4th sen L A Orr, Williams. Sydney CB.
Oft Duageness 30th, C C Sweeny, White, from New
York for Amsterdam; Five Brotnars. Thurlow, do
for Stettin.
Ar at St Helena —, Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton,

Detroit, September 17.—Flour is steady and in
moderate demand; Whito Wheat extra at 0 70(aJ
G 75.
Wheat is irregular and fairly active; extra at
1 37; No 1 White Michigan at 1 26 cash; 1 264 seller
October: No 2 White Fall at 1 16; Amber Michigan
124$. Corn dull; No 1 Mixed at 68c. Oats firmer
and held higher;White Western Michigau 46c. Barley quiet aud unchanged—State at 2 00 @ 2 30.
Freights to Buffalo 24; to Oswego 4$.
Receipts for two days—1U0O bbls flour, 27.000 busb
wheat. 1000 uusb corn, 1000 bush oats, 000 bush bar-

at

a

Shipments—7,000

that

given

JOl'(CM.—Notice
officers, sailors and

ami Painting.
given in the various brauches ol

bull

tho Piuuo-lforle

>«.» CASCO ST.

[Latest by European steamers.l

Receipts—3,000 bbls flour, 150,000 bush wheat, 0,000
00,000 bush oats, 0000 bush bailey, 0000

■

(*KRM03fAl<

Cld at Liverpool 3d inst,
Hagarstown, Call, Callao;
Enrique. Payaou, Galveston.

busb corn,
bush rye.

000 bush corn, 0000

BEkIO£9ICE,

Drawing

Uoumy,

on

sei'a_____Bud I

—

Lake Freights quiet but steady—Wheat to Buffalo

TELEGBAM8.
Major J. J. Upham of the 50th United -States
has
arrived at Fort Gibson, Cherokee
cavalry
nation, with sixty-four men, after a march of
seveuiy-five miles to Los Animos from Arizona.
There have been ua troops stationed at this fort
for some time.
The Welsh miners at Scranton, Pa., celebrated the national festival of Eisteddford yester-

will rocelve a number of puplla

the

York, Idg.
Cld at Pictou 14th inst, brig Marshall Dutch, Turner. Pembroke; Bismark,
Vance, tor Portland.
Ar at St John,
NB, 10th inst, ach Osseo, Martin,
Portland.

at 3c.

MINOR

31. Ella

—

Sid fm Liverpool 15th inst,
ship Zephyr, Sweetser,
United States.
Sid fm Falmouth. E. 2d inst, *hip GardiDer Colby,
Streeter (from Lobos) for Dublin.
Ofi Point Lynas 28lh, Cora, Herriman, from Liverpool for Pensacola.
At Algoa Bay, CGH. Aug 0,
barque Vesuvius, Ulmer, from Table Lay, ding.
At.Port Spain Aug 20. brig Starlight, Stover, for
New York
Ar at St Thomas Aug 31, sch G B McFarland, McFarland, New York.
Aral Havana I3fch, brig Ysidora Rionda, Plummer, New Vork.
At Havana 11th inst,
brig Havana, Meyer, lor New

17.—Flour is steady with a moderate demand. Wheat is steadv with a moderate deNo
1
Whito
mand;
Michigau 128; Amber Michigan
1 21; No 3 lied at 1 19;
ejected Red at 92c. Corn is
dull; high Mixed at 654c; seller Icr October G6Jc;
seller for all the year at 514c; low do G4Ac; no grade
at 62c; damaged 58c. Oats dull and a shade lower;
No 2 at 424c; seller October 4o4c; While at 47c;Michgin at 42c.
Freights to Buffalo dull at 2 for corn.
Receipts for two days—100 bbls flour, 22,000 bush
Wheat, 16,000 nosh Corn, 9,000 bush Oats.
Shipments for two days—2000 bbis flour, 30,000 bush
Wheat. 32,000 busb Cofxi.e#ooo i»u«h Ooto.

Tbe formal

formerly

Saxouy

Glasgow.

Toled(J, Sept.

beibg placed

mrs. c. hoyt greene,

Woodside,

New York.
Shi tm Antwerp 14th inst, ship Lawrence Brown,
Williams, Savannah.
at at Stettin 12th
inst, brig Leonora, Blood, from
New York.
Sid fm Leghorn —,
oarque Ironsides, Taplcy, for
New York.
Ar at Malaga 15th inst,
brig A J Pettengill, Hall,

EDUCATIONAL.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Foftfeian port*.
Sid fin Antwerp 14tli inst, ship Martha Bowker,

i.,.

Mail.36}

A Brant, a German farmer, was robbel of
$090 from his sleeping room at Newport last

ously injured by an exBuchanan paint works, Alleghany, Pa., yesterday.
was ser

_

—

Loss of Life and

O. Holstein
plosion at the

Fever.

ioned.

—

Navy Yard Pensacola, Fla., Sept. 17.—
The yellow lever is epidemic at Howell’s statiou ou Pensacola Bay, 25 miles above here.
The people have neither food, medicine or attendance, and are ciying in the name of God
for relit 1. Tbe navy yard is perfectly healthy.

Yellow

following;

The reports of victories by Servian bands
Noor Morocb, are uutrue.
A corps of
invading volunteers compelled the Christian into
Grahova,
revolt.
of
A
habitants
fierce tight
occurred on Wednesday with the Turkish inhabitants, in which the insurgents were do
feated. Authentic accounts received from the
Znbet district announce that the Turks are advancing slowly and that the insurgents are discordant. A majority of the voluut*-ers have
returned home. The Catholics of Mosttr have
presented a declaration to Dervish Pasha iu
which they say they have no reasou to complain of the Turkish government iu Albania.
All the Turkish militia have assembled. Twenty Syrian battalions have airived aud proceeded to the Montenegrin froutier. All the froutier posts have been strengthened and provisnear

do.120|

on the Gulf.

•

-■

aud

to

administration of our
poiled in their construction, maintenance, repairs and revenues; to carry ou with unwaveriug purpose and fidelity, wise measures to in
crease the efficiency of all departments ol public works aud service, and to persist iu reducing our state tax in wnich the burdens have
already been lightened by retrenchments and
■reforms of a .-ingle year to the amount ot nearly $3,000,000; and upon this paramount, immediate and practical issue of administrative reform we cordially invite the cooperation of
every true Democrat, every Liberal Republican
and all our fellow citizens of whatever
party name, who are wtlliug in coming state
elections to unite with us iu supporting reform
candidates upon a reform platform.
Tbe resolutions were adopted by a rising
vute, and the president declared the platform

a

London,Sept. 17.—The Standard today has a
gpt-cial despatch from Vienna which contains
the

PLATFORM.

Cld 16th, scha Charlie & Willie, Cousins, Rock- I
25,000 bush No 2 Chicago seilcr October at 50c. j
port; Danl Pierson, Pierson, Bath.
Hay is firm at 75 for shipping. Hops unchanged at
NEW YORE—Ar 15th. schs C C Bearse, Ford, fui
10 a) 18c tor yearlings ot 1874’*; 15 'M 20 for new crop !
ot 1875. Cofiee—Itio quiet and steady; cargoes at 18
Tuxpan, Mex; Judge Low. Hallowed, Providence;
Abel W Parker, Dean, Taunton; Lauia Robinson,
($b 20}c gold; 18 @ 2I|c gold tor job lots. Sugar is
Robiusou. Vinalhaven.
quiet at 73 @ 8|c for fair io good refining; 8 5-16c for
Ar 17tli, ship Reunion, Curtis, Havre, (ordered to
prime; refined is firm at 10} @ 10$ tor *lauiardA;
lie for powdered; 114c for granulated ;!1}c for crushNew Orleans): brig Lewis Clark.Bartlett, Barcelona;
ed. Molasses is unchanged. Rice steady; new Louschs Mary Helen, Sanborn, trom Barbadoes; Adeliza,
isiana and Carolina quoted at 73 @ 8c. Petroleum is
Huntley, Jacrnel.
very firm; sales 500 bbls of crude at 6}c; 3000 bbls ot
Cld 15th, barque Martin W Brett, Peterson, for
refined at«13c, closing at 13}c; cases 1G| @ 17}c; comMontevideo.
mon Naptha held
at lie. Tallow firm at 93 (ay !0}c.
Cld 16th, scbs Nettie Walker, Drew, Jacksonville;
Navai Stores—liosin quiet at 1 69 @ 1 70 for (drained.
L S Davis, Sterling, Savannah.
Turpentine quiet at 31}o.
Passed throuhg Hell Gate 15th. schs Eagle, RobiaEggs firm at 22 @ 24c.
Pork firmer; sales of 200 bbls new mess at 21 00;
sou, Hoboken ior Boston; M.iry Shields. Watts, Port
1000 do seller October at 20 95 (g 21 00; seller SeptemJohnson for Augutta; Starlight, Blatehford. N York
ber «moi ed at 20 93. Beef is unchanged.
Cut Meats
for Machias.
are dull; Western long char middles at 12c; city do
Shi 15 brig Kevstone, tor Havana.
at 12}e Lard firmer; sales 150 tes of prime steam at
NEW LONDON—Ar 14th, sch Tara, Chaso, New
13 9-16 (g 13§; 1000 do seller October at 13 9-16 (a> 13|;
York for Boston.
750 do seller all the year at 12}
Butter firm at 15 g
NEWPORT—Sid 15th. sell J P Wallace, Woodbu25c for Western; 22 ^ 30c for State. Whiskey steady
J
ry, (from Fall River) tor Bristol, Me.
at 117}.
Sid IGth, schs Mahaska, Blake, and Fanny Elder,
Freights to Liverpool—market is more active and
Clement, lor New York.
firmer; Cotton per sieam 5-lCd; do sail at 3-16d;Corn
In port IGth, sch Alligator, to go on the railway for
per steam at 6}d; Corn per sail 6d; Wheat per steam
repairs.
at 7d; do tail 6}d.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs Lizzie Wilson, Wilson,
CniOAGo, September 17.—Flour quiet and weak.
Alexandria; John Proctor,Doane, Baltimore; Orion,
Wheat is generally unchanged, but there were some
Smith, Rondout.
sales mher lower; No 2 Spring at 1 13 on spot; 1 10V
Below, sch B L EatOD.
seller October; 1 09} seller all the year; No 3 do at
Cld 16th, schs Ann Eliza, Clark, for Tiguist, PEI;
1 00; rejected 88}c. Corn is in fair demand and highVineyard, Rosebrook, Windsor, NS.
Ar ITtli, barque Lizzie, Carney, Matanzas; scbs C
er; No 2jMixed at 61 }c on spot; 59}c bid seller OctoW Lewis, Hopper, Darien; S D Hart, Burgess, trom
ber; 531 g 54c seller November; 51ce for seller all the
Oats
are
active
aud
No
2
at
38c
year.
on
Philadelphia; Ospray, Kiug, Philadelphia* M Sewhigher;
all, Haskell. New Haven ; Emeline, Grant, Ellsspot; 37o seller for September; 34|c seller tor all the
is
and
worth.
firm
1
11
on
Barley
the
year.
steady
spot;
1 03|c seller October. Rye is steady and firm. Seeds
Cld 17th, sch S K F James. (Br) Bissctt, tor Portland.
—Timothy at 2 19 g 2 50; Clover 8 00. Pol k strong
and higher; 21 90 on spot; 21 65 g 21 G.} seller for
SALEM—Ar 16th, schs Ceres, Alley, Ellsworth;
October. Lard in fair demand and higher at 13 20
Otranto, Hammond. Bangor for Yarmouth, Mass;
011 tiio spot; 13 22} g 13 25 for seller October.
Bulk
Convoy. Jones. Poston lor Calais.
Meats are steady aud unchanged; shoulders at
NEWBURY PORT—Ar 16th. schs Maggie Todd,
7|c;
short rib middles at 11} g tl|c; short clear middles
Richardson, Elizabetbport ; Silas McLoon, Spear,
New
at llgc.
dull
and
York,
Whiskey
unchanged.
also

Kastcrn~Tronb!c.

'flu*

For New Eujclnnd.
the Midd'e S ates and the lower lake
region,
decidedly cooler, clear or partly cloudy weather will I resb a d brisk
uor lierfy
o'wesle ly
winds, rising barometer, probably followed
by threatening weather and rain in the
southern portion of ihe Middle Stated during
the night.

|
I

F O REI G N

POLITICAL.

There was a glorious uuion of heart and soul
in Troy—George F. Heart and Celia B Soul.
Count Yalruaseda will conduct the funerals
of the unfortunate Spaniards sent outt<5 Cuba

W harf.

•* errry description neatly
executed at thk Office.

is_

DRAIN
COR

TILE

SALE BY

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
se9
imi^

•

i

State Fair.—The entries for trotting at the
State Fair are coming in fust and there are
over thirty persons who have given notice of
intentions to enter their horses for one or more
The entries close Monday
of the purses.
night. On Monday, Sept. 20th, a special

press.

the

SATl'BUAY HORBIBB. SEPT. 18, 1875
PRENN
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, ana Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out ot the city.
TOE

At
At
At
At
At

Biddeiord,

will leave Waterville for Portland
This train will convia Augusta, at 9£ p. m.
nect with regular trains from Bangor and is
those who wish to send
run to accommodate
Those who design
stock to the Stale Fair.

freight

Phillsbury.

of

Saco, of L. Hodgdon.
Watervillo, of J. S. Carter,
Batb, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

V

o-l)ay.

It must

Timmons—Oysters.
Dr. O. Fitzgerald.

Latner’e Anrouncements—3.
Ladies—Davis & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Portland Railroad—A imon Leach.
Gas Notice—Will be Shut Oft.

Preble House.
The following are the officers of tho Fair:
Executive Committee—Ilufus Prince, Wm.
S. Tilton, Z. A. Gilbert
Secretary—Samuel Wasson.
Treasurer—Wm. P. Hubbard.
General Superintendent—B. F. Hamilton.
Division Superintendents—Warren Percival,
cattle, sheep, swine, poultry; Hall C.JBurleigli,
horses; Seward Dill, implements; Z. A. Gilbert, hall; H. 8. Osgood, ticket manager.
Asdstau's in Secretary’s Department—At
the Park, Luther Lord, Geo. H. Wasson and
W. F. Garcelon. At the Hall, Geo. B. Suwver, Secretary of the Pomological Society,
Enoch Knight, Secretary of Stockbreeders’
Association, J. M. Lang, Secretary of Dairymen’s Association, and Geo E Brackett.
Assistant Superintendents in Halls—Chas.
H. Green, Portland, maiu hall; Israel Mitchell,
Lewiston, main hall; Sam’l Itolfe, Portland,
Pcmological hall; Mrs. J. R, Milliken, Portland, Ladies’ Department; Fred F. Hale, Portland, Art Gallery; J. W. North, Jr., Augusta,
Dairy aud Vegetable Department.
^
In the cattle department Mr. Jones wilnbe
the first assistant, and Mr. Wm. Kecue in the

To Let-Tenement,

Boarders Wanted—Mrs. Mathews.
I. O. O. F.—The Monthly Meeting.
Disease of the Feet—Dr. Welch.
Dr. Kenison—Chiropodist.
Real Hair Switches—J. P.

Smith.
To Let—Pleasant Rooms.
Dissolution—The Copait icrsliip.
To Merchant Tailor—Cutter.

Fai»—Kitxgerald.

$300 Reward—Win. L. Pennell.
Peaches, Peaches—C. D, Stevens,
To Let with Board—Rooms.
House for Sale—Two Story.
Steam Boiler Wauted—Pe'ttengill & Littlejilm.
Fall and Winter—Maher & Co.
Religions Notices.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor.
Morning service at 10$ o’clock
Sunday School at 11.45 a. m. Sunday School Concert in the evening at 7$ o’clock.
Stevens’ Plains Universalist Church.—
Services to-morrow at 2$ o’clock p. m. Rev. Geo.
W. BLkncll will preach.
Congress Square Universalist Church.—
Rev. W. E. Gibbs, pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m.
and 7$ o’clock p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A,H. Wright,
Pastor. Services at 10$ a. m. and 3 o’clock p. m.

Sunday

school at

1$

p.

Bethel CnuRcn—Services

10J

a.

m., 3 and

7 p.m.

meetings on Thursday evenings at 7J p.
Prayer
All irom sea aud land are invited. Seats free.

m.

First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor.
Services at 10-30 a, m. and 3 p. m.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Locust street.—Services on Sunday 10J a. m. aud 3 p.
m.

Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot, Rev. W. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Preaching at
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m. Social Meet3 p. m.
ing at 7J. Seats Free.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday school at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3
p, m. A Temperance meeting at 7£ p. m. The public are cordially invited.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. W.
Bradlee,pastor. Preaching at 10£ a m. and 3 p.m. by
pastor. Sunday School and Prayer Meetings as usual.
Seats free.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preaches to-morrow morning, on the proper
use of recreative festivals; Dent; xd, 18.
Lecture in
the Vestry at 7£ in the evening by Mr. M. Seavey,
cn the early history of the New Church in Portland.
Plymouth CHURcn.—Rev. C. F. Dole will preach
to-morrow at 10J a. m. A collection will be taken
in aid of the American Board of Missions.
Prayer
meeting at 7£ p. in.
Williston Church, corner Danforth and May
Streets.—Services a» 1U^ a. m. and 3 p.m. Sunday
School 1£ p. m. Social meeting at 7.
The pastor
will preach to-moriow forenoon, on the
Sabbath
Crisis.
First Free Baptist Society', corner Casco and
Cumberland Street.—Rev. E. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching 10£ a. m., and 3 p. m. Sabbath School at
clos*' of a. m service
Prayer meetings Sunday and
Tuesday evenings at usual hours.
Arcana Hall.—Members of the Spiritual Fraternity, and all others who desire to maintain a liberal
meeting in Portland, are requested to meet at the
above Hall, on Sunday at 3 p. m. Pet order.
First

Search and seizure.

Superior Court.

vs. Elizabeth Hampton, indicted
receiving and concealing a lot of
towels, sheets, napkins, etc., knowing them to have

Friday.—State

Verdict

guilty.
Libby. County Att'y.
Frank—Vinton for defendant.
State vs. Henry R. Millett. Indicted for assault
and battery. On trial.

Libby. County Attorney.

Marine Accident.—The storm Thursday
night and yesterday was a very severe one, but
no serious accidents are reported to
the shipping in the harbor. The schooner Walton,

Capt. Corbett,

on her way from the
Kennebec
South with hay, was anchored
near Portland Light, but during the storm she
parted her chains and came very near going

river to the

ashore. The second anchor was lowered and
remained until yesterday morning when the
wind became so strong that the captain did
not consider it safe to remain, and hoisting his
sails he slipp id tho second anchor aud came
into the harbor. Tjie wind wagjblowing so hard
that nis mainsail was split in getting under
way. A flag of distress
help arriving she put for

was raised, but no
the harbor and went
ashore on the fiats by the dry dock. The damage to the vessel was but slight, but the loss of
the chains and anchors make the accident
rather expensive.

Baggage Inspection.—The officers of the
Graud Trunk and other Canadian railways
have n ado complaint to the Treasury Department that the existing regulation for the examination of baggage carried in the hands of

SYMONDS, J.,

at this term for

passengers
nnintfi in

scorns

boy.
tleman’s generosity.

him by

a

gen-

The Tony Pastor Combination will appear at
Music Hall the 27th inst.
The family of the late Charles H. Fernald
will receive between $1100 and $1500 from the
Odd Fellows’ Mutual Relief Association.
session of school yesterday.
Only
Messrs. Fassett & Son have drawn the plans
for a three-story brick tenement to be erected
on the corner oi Cedar and Lincoln streets by
one

J. D. Merrill.
A very large number of fishing vessels are in
the harbor, owing to the storm.
On account of the weather the race between
the Rival and Mist was postponed till next

week.
There will be preaching at the Newbury St.
church Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock by Rev.
Mr. Lynch of New York City.
It is reported that I. P.-Farrington is to build
a brick block on the site of the Chadwick
mansion ou Congress street, for the use of the
*■
Odd Fellows of this city.
UfarTU.
afia aF
WUS
of thA
the hflVS
father of one
boys who was
The
rested for disturbing the Lunkhead Court rea
cently has sued an officer of the court and
Commercial street merchant for

prominent
$3000.
Mr. Twombly, who was so severely injured
recently on the Boston & Maine road, is doing
nicely at the Maine General Hospital.
Mr. aDd Mrs. Nelson Leighton have arrived
in town from their sojourn in Auburn.
Mr. Charles Douglass of Toledo, Ohio, will
speak at the Allen Mission Sabbath evening on
the Jewish tabernacle in the wilderness, ill us
trated by large engravings. Mr. Douglass is
President of the Young Men’s Christian Association of Toledo and a licensed local preacher.
Not the Man.—Yesterday morning officer
Kich arrested a young man and his wife at the
Grand Trunk depot, on suspicion of his being

who two years ago passed several forged checks’purporting to be drawn by
InsurGeorge Wright, Secretary of the Ocean
purchased of several
for
ance

Ames, the

man

Company,

goods

Ho admitted his having
of our merchants.
and also that
gone under the name of Ames,
of Blanchard, but denied the crime with which
he was charged, and said that his real name
the
was H. William Atwater and that he was
agent, or manufacturer, of a patent cess-pool
The parties
combination at Methuen, Mass.
who had suffiered from the forged checks
failed to identify him and he was discharged.

Cruelty.—Yesterday a (ternoon Mr. Sawyer,
the agent of the cruelty society, found an old
horse on the Western Promenade which was
Bick and had been out in. the storm during
Thursday night. Mr. Sawyer discovered that
the horse belonged to a Mr. Cligg on Cumber
laud street, who had turned him out to keep
him away from the other horses in the stable,
fearing they would catch the disease which afjflicted him. Mr. Sawyer had the horse killed

Serious Accident.—Mr. Dwight G. Parker,
while wandering about the Printers Exchange

building last night,opened the gate and walked
into the elevator way, falling from the second
floor to the cel!ar, where he lay some time be
fore his groans brought assistance. The extent
of his injuries could not he ascertained, hut he
complained of his back and was unable to rise.
Ho was taken to bis home and a physician
called.

___

Lapham of the
Light Artillery.—W.
Seventh Maine Battery was in town yesterday
B.

of the
making arrangements for the meeting
in this city
batteries
ot
several
the
members
of this
next Thursday. Col. A. W. Bradbury
Gen. J.
city will cad the meeting to order, and

A. Hall will be made President.

t.lio

those

lines

between

TTnitoil Sfatna

ia

frontier

oupinnaltr

rl

port of departure, thus avoiding a second examination at the port of arrival.
A plan is now under consideration by which
the baud baggage of passengers may be sealed
with the same expedition as trunks are now
ch-cked on all lines of travel.
If the use of
this seal be found practicable, it will be adopted.
If not, the present system will be continued.

Strange Performance.—Last evening,
about 9 o’clock, two young fellows drove up
Congress street and passed down Preble street,

They

were

whipping

their horse

severely,

and
both

when opposite the St. James Exchange
of them jumped from the carriage and let the
horse go. Officers Warren and Black followed
the team and after a long search found it in
the rear of the Rochester depot.
Upon in-

quiry they

learned that the team belonged to
Latham’s stable on Green street.
Upon taking the team to the stable the proprietor said

that it was let to a young man, and was to be
be back at eight o’clock.
The horse showed
signs of hard driving, and the owner would
ike lo interview the yonng man who drove him
and then left him

on

statement.

Approximate earnings of the Portland
Ogdensburg railroad in month of Augnst:

Total.$21,084

&

1875.

1874.
From passengers.$11,605 23
From ireight. 9,479 29

$27,726 75
9,521 83

$37,248

52

59

Personal.
Rev. Mr. Dole has arrived home with improved health.
Isaai C. Libby has been appointed assistant
superintendent of the Reform School.

Beaman, Esq., United States Attorney
York, is at

the Alabama claims, from New
the Falmouth Hotel.
Mr. D. H. Chandler, of Chandler’s Band,has
received an elegant testimonial from Machi-

on

Encampment of
graved on parchment, for
furnished by the hand on
gonne

enOdd Fellows,
the exeellent music

the late excursion to

Manchester and Fitchburg,
Reunion

Maine Regiments.—The Executive Committees of the several military organizations of Maine Regiments, and membeis
of regiments and batteries not having organiz-

ed,

of

Grand Army Hall,
Portland, at 8 o’clock, for the purpose ol considering arrangements for a general reunion of
all Maine soldiers and sailors in 1876.
State papers are requested to oirculate this
are

notice.

requested to meet

at

__

TUB Museum,—This afternoon and evening
will doubtless see large houses at the Museum.
The matinees are very popular with the ladies
aud childreo, find eveniog performances with
all people. “Under the Gaslight” now runs
moother than ever before and is if passible
more

entertaining.

Base Ball.—This afternoon the King Philof Massachusetts play the Resolutes on
Presumpscot Park. There is quite an exciteThe whole
ment as to the result of the game.

lips

club of the
in number.

King Phillips

are in

town, twenty

Real Estate Transfers.—The following
are the real estate transfers recorded in this

county yesterday:
Falmouth—Lot of laud containing 25 acres
from Granville Frank to James M. Edwards.
Consideration 8500.
Not

Pleasant—Yesterday

afternoon a
number of gentlemen visited tlie reservoir in
the upper part of the
city, when to theii Jsur-

prise they found

the water.

Republicans.
Ellsworth—Joseph T. Grant.

Bucksport—Ambrose White.
Bluehill-Thomas N. Lord.
Castine—Charles W. Tilden.
Democrats.

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Haskell.
Tremont—George Reed.

At a meeting of the Boothbay Farmers’ and
Mechanics’ Club it was decided to hold the
Fall Cattle Show and Fair October 5th, 6th and

Deer Isle—S. B.

COUNTY—Entitled to 13,
Augusta—George Ballard, J. M* Haynes.
KENNEBEC

the carcass of

<yt

Democrats.
North Vassalboro—William P. Thompson.

Wyman.
COUNTY—Entitle* to 8.
Republicans.
Rockland—George S. Wiggin, S. H. Burpee.
W.
Fogler.
Hope—John
South Thomaston—David H. Thompson.
Belgrade—H.

F. D.

KNOX

_

Democrats.
Camden—J. H. Martin.
St. George—Frank Trussed.
Warren—Austin Keating.
Thomaston—Wm. M. Hyler.
LINCOLN

COUNTY—Entitled
Republicans.

tO 0.

G. Baker.

Democrats.
N. Reed.

Boothbay—Chapman

Bremen—Chas. M. Davis.
Waldoboro—John L. Allen.
oxford county—Entitled to 8.
Buckfield—Jason Farrar.
Peru—William Woodsum.
Paris—S.imuel B. Locke.
Bethel—Pinckney Burnham.
Hiram— P. B. Young
Democrats.
Fryeburg—Henry B. Hutchings.
Waterford—Alfred S. Kimball.
PENOBSCOT county—Entitled to 18.

Republicans.

J_*UI

llijgiun—ouotjm

Democrats.

Bangor—Wm. H. Strickland, J. P. Bass.
Lincoln—James F. Robinson.
Mattawamkeag— L. F. Stratton.
Piscataquis county—Entitled to 3.
Republicans,
Wellington—Albert Al’cn.
Brownville—Francis W. Brown.
to 4.

Democrats.

Hartland—S. F. Richardson.
Madisou—Joseph Salley.
Athens—Albert Leavitt.
Democrats.
Anson—Luke S. Manter.
Fairfield—Samuel Gibson.
Briguam—J. H. Goodrich.
Palmyra—W. S. Gardiner.

county—Entitled to 8.
Republicans.

Belfast—Willian Pitcher.
Stockton—N. G Clifford.

Troy—John

B. Connor.

Democrats.
Brooks—Isaiah Gould.
Northport-W. A. Pendleton.
Frankfort-John T. Rowe.
Palermo—Stephen P. Marden.
Searsmont—William E. Cooper.
WASHINGTON COUNTY—Entitled to 10.

Republicans.
Eastport—S. B. Hume.
Lubec—W. S. Allan.
Democrats.
Pembroke—T. W Sherman.
Machias—John H. Lynch.
East Machias—John C. Talbot.

a

dead cat in

Calais—F. A. Pike.
york county—Entitled to 15.

Republicans.
Lebanon—Hiram Lord.
Limerick—Ira S. Libby.
Newfield—Benjamin Carlton.
Buxton— R. W. Murch.
North Berwick—Timothy B. Hussey.
Hussey.
Pinkham,
Kennebunkport—S. H. Pinkham.
Wells—Howard W. Litlleticld.

Democrats.
Biddeford—Edwin Stone, Daniel GoMthwalte.
South Berwick—Thomas J. Goodwin.
Saco—Edward Eastman.
Alfred-Timothy Garey.
Parsonstield—Joseph F. Dearborn.
Suicide in Bowdoinham.—Mr. Nathan Varnum of this town committed suicide by hangng himself to the cellar beam in his stable
Thursday afternoon. His body was found at
4 p. nj., and it was csld, showing he had been
dead some time. He induced his family to go
to the firemen’s muster at Richmond, and
during their absence committed the act He
doubtless labored under temporary insanity at

time,

as

he had

a

to destroy his life by
esteemed citizen.

few days before attempted
morphine. He was highly

__

Appointments by the Governor.—The
Governor has make the following appointments:
To Solemnize Marriages—Horace W. Tildeu
aud W. H. Dearborn of Augusta; Josiah P.
Stinchfield or Lovell; E. B. Haskell of Rockland.
Justice of the Peace and Quorum—Edward
H. Burr of Brewer; B. F. Chadbourne of Gorham.
Inspector of Fish—Win. Martin of East-

port.

Trial Justice—Audrew J. Chase of Deering.
Notary Public—Hugh D. McLellan of Gorham.
_

Religious Intelligence.
The First Congregational Society of Skowhegan hasdeciued to build a vestry.
Rev. W. E Morse of Nobleboro’ has resigned
the pastorate of the Baptist church, and will
close his labors in connection with this people
about the middle of October. He will then
enter upon his labors in connec'ion with the
Friendship, Cushing and South Waldoboro’
o uirch.
Rev. a! H. Johnson, pastor of the Congregational church in Rockkport, has resigned Lis
positiou there, aud will go to Augusta.
The Friends at Baileyville, Winthrop, have
abandoned, for tho present, their design to construct a new meeting house.
They will make
Their
some repairs ou their present edifice.
Sunday school averages ninety scholars.
Rev. J. R. Herrick will commence his labors
with the Baptist church in North4Livermore on
the first Sunday iu October.
Rev. H. M. Heywood has accepted a call to
the pastorate of lha Baptist church in Se trsHe may devote somo of bis time to the
mont.
Baptist cause iu Appleton.

Oxford Uoiversalist Association will
bo!d to thirty-second annual session at Bretmu’s Mills, Livermore, Sept. 29 and 30. The
Council will convene a; 9 a, m Wednesday.
The Catholic church in Farmington will bo
Bishop Healv will
dedicated to-morrow.
The

ottciate.
The new Free Baptist church in Hodgdon
Will be dedicated on Saturday, Sept. 2Sth, at 10
o'clock a. m. It is expected that Rev. Thos.

Kinney will preach the dedication

and
Davis &

fancy goods should visit the store of
Co. Their: assortment of fancy ruching, ties,
silk handkerchiefs, &c., is unsurpassed.
Corsets are a specialty, and Dav-s & Co.
keep a

large assortment._
New designs in Yak laces, imitating

malts

sermon.

shades. Plain and beaded gimps, French and
German corsets from 50 cts. and upwards.
Windsor ties in all the new shades. Black
silk velvet lib in all widths. Hosiery, handkerchiefs, shirt fronts, &c., at bargains, at
Latner’s.
_

Dr. O. Fitzgerald will return to Portland
Thursday, Sept. 23d, p. m. and remain until
Saturday at one o’clock p. m., and examine all
who may call on him free of charge at the U.
S. Hotel.

scptl8-dlw

Come in the forenoon.

Silk Web Velvets, from $2.25 aud upwards, in seal browns, cardinal red, navy bluo,
plum and invisible green, states and fawn colors, black, etc., also fancy wings, birds, real
ostrich tips and long feathers to match the
velvets. Also gros grain and soft trimming
silk; also plain and Gr. G. rib in all colors and
shades.
Straw, American and French felt
hats in all the new shapes, trimmed and un-

trimmed,

at great bargains, at Latner’s.

Fitzgerald makes an announcement this
morning which will be read by all, whether
they expect to attend the State Fair or not.
His goeds aro of good quality and his prices
reasonable.
Ovsters —Plenty nice fresh Norfolk oysters
just received at A. N. Hawes, 119 Commercial
*

street, wholesale aud retail.

Charles, why do you not go to church today? Because I have no Elmwood to wear.
Flower Pots for sale by Kendall &

angels.

Jacob wrestling with the
Elmwood collars.
Dr. Kenison,
C p. m. to day.

chiropodist,

Whit-

septl8

ney at manufacturers’ prices.

dfit

Give

U. S. Hotel, until

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests, all sizes, at
Anderson’s, below U. S. Hotel.

50 ets. at

*sspl6<Uw

The ^Infant’s Friend.—Mrs. Winslow’s
Boothinr syiup is Ihe best aud ,-urest remedy m
Hie world for all diseases of children, such as
teething, wind colic, &c. It corrects acidity of
the slumach, regulates the bowels, aud ai'es
aud comfort to the mother aud
rest, health
child.
_

Saleratcs.—Universally
in

without.

use.

Pyle.

an

nnrl llktprs.

■11 these goods will be sold without

LONG, WARM ANDCOMFORTABLR

a

And CHANGE GARMENTS
REFUND MONEY

When Goods

SPECTION SOLICITED,

OPENING
—

OF

Surgeon Chiropodists,

Goods

Dress
—

Portland.

ATTENTION TO LADIES.
DR. WELCH.
a box of Dr. Welch’s Bunion
treated at their residence per

sel8dtf

as

above,

a

very

extensive line ot

Fall and Winter

STYLES
to be

at the UNITED
HOTEL this week.
In growing Nails, and all difficulties of the feet treated withthout pain.
Piices moderate.
Corns, 25 cents each. Office hours from 9 A. M. till
rooms

STATES

seI8dIt

Horse Cars will leave Head of Preble Street for
Fair Grounds every fifteen minutes after 8 o’clock

This will be the most attractive
stock we have ever displayed.
We shall open a full line of goods
in other departments.

Switches

ONLY TWO DOLLARS EACH.

J. P. SMITH,
553 1-2 Congress Street.
dlw*
tel8

Peaches!

STEVENS

Will receive One Hundred Crates nice
Peaches T HIS MO lift Ift U by New York boat.
For sale low at

STREET.
It

eels

To Merchant Tailors.

"Damaged Socks,”
Mcu’s nil Wool Shaker Socks Double Heels
and Toes, Slightly Soiled by Oil at
the Manufactory.

PRICE 33 CTS. PER PAIR.
are

really no better
50 ci§.

cannot be soldi less than

OWEN & MOORE.

"New

Tailor would like to make
an engagament for the winter or for a longer time.
Jlest of lleference. Address immediately,
CUTTER, this Office.

sel8d3t.

Corset.”

COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing under the firm name of Carney & Baker is dissolved by mutual consent. E. H. CARNEY will

THE

continue business at the old stand No. 87 Commercial Street, to whom all debts are to he paid, and will
settle all demands against the firm.
E. H. TARNEY,
C. H. BAKER.

Each pound
None genuine

iuuel9Sly

selSdlw

BE

of its value

on

yesterday.
Saturday, September 18.

or

Exhibitors take Notice
office of ttao Secretary ot the State Fair is at
Room 9 Citv Building; he will also open an
Sept. 20th.
at the

Park,‘Monday,

Housekeepers
before
storm

the work

sel8dlt

I. O. O. F.
meeting of the Odd Fellows* Mutual
Relief Association will be held at Odd Fellows*
Hall,TUESDAY EVENING.Sept. 2l,|at| 7J o’clock.
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.
Per order,
d3t
scl8

monthly
rpHE
JL

&~MOORE,

SAMUEL WASSON, Sec’y. Stato
Portland, Sept. 16, 1875,sep!7dtf

SHUT OFF at nine o’clrck

lay

MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN.

AN INVOICE OF

COES,

!

take

Notice.

your furniture upholstered at jour homes,
and mattrasses made over in good style by
MRS. J V aLLAOE, 621 York street.
1 wi'l make Uoushons and Draperies at my rooms.

HAVE

tl It•*

aug26ilm

J.

ivA t. I.A C f.

AN

Address

COUNTING BOOHS,
Washington St., Boston,
Boom 19.

gcltdit

STICKS,

and

now

them—they

see

in Vogne.
arc very

stylish.

482 & 484 Congress St.,
9e2dw&4m36___

ENTRIES.

We give you tho

Article.

Genuine

FAIR

STATE

EACH.

CENTS

Entries for the Fair at

HALL

CITY

Charles Custis& Go.,
Congress St.

493

DOORS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, Ac., Ac.
prepared

undersigned
THE
glass, either white enameled in
and at the shortest notice.
now

to

or

SHIP’S
furnish cut
any

In all its

Departments,

and also for the Implement Department at the Park
will be received until

Tuesday, Sept. 21,

Ju9________lstl
CUT GLASS

is

HOUSE.

PREBLE

OPPOSITE

Laundrtcd lor

Z. A.

Exchange Street, Portland
dtf

BOOTS AND
SHOES
can b« had by calling at
37 TEMPLE STREET,

GILBERT, Sup’t.

4 p.

S. WASSON,
of Halls.

m.

Secretary.

seplliltd

WILLEY & TYLER,
TAXIDERMISTS,

quantity

The workmen employed are men of experience and
are as skilful as any in New Engladn, and all work is
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and table ware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application by mail.
My terms are an low as can be obtained
in tbe country.

16

Temple Street Portland, Maine.

Birds, AnimnlN, Drcr Head*, Fiihew, Ac*
prepared, Stuffed aud Mounted to order.

ARTIFICIAL EYES, LEAVES, &e,
WHOLESALE AND BETAIL.
Hat Birds and Feathers

a

Specialty*

ty Fancy Pigeons and Fowl of the best Breeds on
hand in their season; also, Eggs for Setting.
^

GREAT BARGAINS IN

M

s

J

Thirty Day*.

A_N

FORD.

Haying removed from my Old Stand lOi
Middle street, to

37 TEJTIPEE STREET,
I wish to say to my old customers, that I am now
settled, and am prepare-,! to execute all orders with
despatch.
Hoping to
many new
1 remain

are

all

old

—OB—

OATEN

98 SOUTH STREET,
dim

sepl

dlw

NEW JEWELRY STORE.

WE.
CARGOES OP PURE

ICE,
Mbipped

O. H. LAMSON,

Watch-Maker and Jeweller,
has removed to his new and commodious store

MIDDLE

STREET,

‘'Falmouth.”
Nearly opposite
Where ho will open for salo a flue stock of
WatcIlM, Jewelry, Silrer Ware, Opera
Ulanra, Clock., Ac.
Ine

(ltf

sepl6

A

Fnruiahed

Cheapest

rooms

without board.

il DaufortUStcect.

and

by

N. <V CRAIN.

iwltl

decy73

Book Store in the World

lie EXCHANGE STREET.
coat.
100,000 Book, without regard to
Good Clorlu, Watch*, aad Jewelry ebrap.

Repairing

and

aad
Cleaning well done

Warranted.

To Let,
SUIT of

^

New Work City.

respectfully yours,
C. I. JELLERSONf.

301

on

BROTHERS,

LUNT

REMOVAL,

MO.

all bitter
its own

free from

taste. Give it one trial and let it stand
merits.
For sale by grocers generally.

en.tomcr., and

aep!5

GRITS.

Superior to Oat Meal; entirely

one*.

_

ITS

—

WALKING
Call

201 MIDDLE STREET.

For Sale—S5,000.
INTEREST IN MERCANTILE and Light
Manufacturing Business guaranteeing $50u0
profits yearly. References given ami required.

AND

in all the New Pattern*

Fair.

NOTICE.

WILL
THEthistoGAS
again by
forenoon, and let
the India Street main. The

FUR & WOOL HATS

Just received from New York

COLLARS & CUFFS

For Ihe i»t

CONGRESS STREET, CORNER BROWN.

THE
office

Nobby

FOR

Troy Laundry

4

We confidently assert that this is the best
Corset ever offered nt this priee. An ex-

OWEN

New and

—

OO Each,
one

Hats,

—AND ALL THE—

dtf

ap29

sep!5

Dissolution.

Sills.

*•

fe2*

STAR CORSET
Si

STYLE

FALL

SAWYERS

C. H. FAKLEY

We offer to-day a full assortment la colors
and white of our new

At

RECEIVED AT

Orin Hawkes & Co.,

be seen at

coalrlred to cleau your Are. without opealag the Furnace doors.

i.

FOR

530 DOZEN

amination will satisfy any

prevented

and

i«12w

Regular goods which

JUST

Twenty-fire Per Cent of the Fuel,

3

Corner of Congress & Elm
Streets.

ALMON LEACII, Superintendent.

Exchange St.

51

to

This Barr Is so constructed that it will never warp,
and hence its durability is unquestionable, and by
an arrangement tor introducing the air through the
Are to unite with the gases on the top of the coal
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving at least

AN! MARKET

TURNER BROS.,

a. m.

twelve,

now to

.,

)y28__>12m

Proprietor and Manufacturer.

found in the New York and Boston markets.

sopl3

Chamber Sets !
DEANE BROS

Cram’s Improved Grate Barr,

RAILROAD. “OIE PRICE OILY.”

Change ol Time on Dccring Liuo 'during
FoarDnyi of Fair.

turn an & mils ui

Z. SARGENT,

SHADEi

L0W~As1n

Parlor Suits,

Partin intending to purchase will find it to their
advantage by calling at

000» NEWS

GOODS,

AND

—

Please call at the above named Office and
see for yonrselyes.

Embracing the moat desirable

■

HAS

PORTLAND, ME.

CAPT.

Tuesday, Sept. 14th.

lit

se6dtf

AT—

TURNER BROS’.

PRICES AS
i\ l. mISON",
KEN
DR.
u it
g v 11 )

Chiropodist,

ST.,

Office 193 Commercial Street.

shall open

GREAT BARGAINS

COAL CONSUMERS.

taken Rooms at

17, 1875.

MIDDLE

The subscriber would call tho attention of tne

Treated without Pain.

NO. 9 EXCHANGE

im&uu.,

by

any House in the State.

—

—

DRESS
Dr. WELCH and WIFE, of BOSTON,

We won’t be Undersold

Not Satisfactory.

FOR

Bunions,Bad Nails and Chilblains

Portland, Sept.

233

—

GREAT SACRIFICE

or

THERE’S MONEY IN IT.

u. u. ii.

AT A

—

dtf

Bepl6

SPECIALTY!

D.

are

FURNITURE

Don’t Fail to See Our Garments
before You Buy.

H.S. KALER&CO.,

We

DISEASES OF THE FEET

NEXT SIXTY DAYS
Bell one stock of all kinds of

public

(^“Advertiser Copy.

We will for the

We Have but One Price
for All,

FALL SEASON.

the night

eleau shaved. Had on light pints dark frock coat,
eoit black hat, at time ot escape.
The above reward will be paid for the arrest of the
three, or $100 for either.
WM. L. PENNELL, Sheriff1.
seplSdtf

BROS’.,
51 Exchange St.

Onr Assortment was nerer larger or
prices lower.

large assortment of

AN EARLY

DEANE

pounds.

No. 3 Free Street Block.

DESCRIPTION, Arc.

O.

AT

We hare SUITS to fit Children from
2 1-2 years old to Babies weighing 350

In all the desirable Shades lor the

Watson’s a?e 54, 5 feet 10 inches high, blue eyes,
dark hair turning grey, full grey beard ro mustache,
Had on grey
light complex on, and corpulent.
pauts, dark coat, checked vest, light checkered low
hat, at time of escape.
Orestes HI. Plummer age 25, 5 feet 7 inches
high, cross eyed, dark hair, light, conplexion, slight
mustache. Hau on light pants, dark coat and cap
at time of escape.
Toons ns McCarthy age about 40, 5 feet 10
inches high, hair light brown, mixed with grey,

Peaches,

FURNITURE

FOE THE BISINGGENEBATION.

Plumes,
Tips, &c., &c.

Jonathan Watson, O. HI. Plummer and Thomas McCarthy,

Hair

Bargains

IN'

You will regret It if Yon Do.

Ostrich

offered for the arrest of

Real

Great

Don’t Buy Them at Any Price.

Flowers,
Fancy Feathers,
Birds, Wings,

$300 Reward $300

selSdlw

dtf

last year’s goods.

French

dtf

PORTLAND

Auctioneer*,

A WARMING.

Gros Grain, Diagonal
and Trimming Silks,

Cos*4,

8 P. M.

nOKGAN A DOW,

Onr garments were ALL manufactured
for this Fall and Winter trade. They are
cnt from Three to Six inches longer than

Black and Colored Silk

OPPO. POST OFFICE.

Has

re-

serve.

EATEN.

SOFT AND STIFF
ZE3I .A. T S

Don’t fail to get
Ointment. Parties
order.

&c

goods sold at this sale will be fully war.
ranted as represented and If not so the money will
be refunded in every case during the sale.
These goods are from one of the most reliable
Houses iu New York, and

That short garments are OLD STYLE,
and liable to be MOTH-

—

Street,

fine invoice of

SHOP-WOHK,

STYLES

SPECIAL

extra

an

All tbo

Rememtoor

Also

No. 419 Congress

sold,

Lockets, Bings, Sets Diamonds,

elegaut line of

Fall and Winter

CARPETINGS—Better bey of B. Adams &
d&weodtf
San, 110 Exchange St.

best

opening

arc

AN and Practical

septl8-o4t.

Pyle’s Dietetic

We

L.

Grain Sash and
Trimming Ribbons.

Have

are

Fine Gold Chains.

mention.

Velvets,

SILK MTS,

all

10

Gold and Silver Watcte,

Siugle-breaeted English Walking Coats,
And dozens of others too numerous to

EXPERIENCED CUSTOM CUTTER

Kendall & Whitney have received their
annual importation of Dutch bulbous roots.

bears the name of James

Millinery

WIIOLfMEMD 1

me

Timmons is receiving by every steamer, large
*
lots of Hew York and Norfolk oysters.

acknowledged the

Slew

Operations performed by MRS.

patterns, also 50 pieces real malta in the newest designs, from 33 Cents and upwards.
Silk,
worsted and tape fringes in all the new

Dimington—James M. Hopkinson.
Kittery—Joseph H. Seaward.

the

furnishing

ladies

until

—

on

at

and 3 p. m.,

a. in.

gepll

on

Ladies should bear in mind that the sale of
gloves and summer merino under wear will last
but a few days longer, and those desiring barkinds of

sep2dtd

Plain, Fancy and Gros

A

o’clock

Coats,

H. W. IIEKSEY,
Treasurer aud Collector.

dtf

on

TUESDAY, Sept. 14, 1875,

Sack Coats.

Discount ot Five Per Cent,

HALL.

who escaped from the Jail in Portland,
of September 16th.

••

will he allowed on all taxes paid within sixty days
from the date of the commitment thereof.

BROADWAY STYLE

81 50 per pr ; 1 lot Townsend’s seamless at
81 50; also 50 doz. Josephine seamless, the best
gloves in existance; 1 but. 81 30, 2 but. 81.80,
reduced from 82. Operas and white kids, from
1 to 6 but, from 75 cts. and upwards.
Gents
kids from 81 up to the best Courvesiers, 81,75Also a full assortment of misses’ and childrens’
kids from 50 cts. and upwards. The public are
respectfully invited to call and examine, at
Latner’s, 539 Congress street.

in all

NOTICE

Cor. of Myrtle and Congress St.,

sepl8

OF

SALE,

We shall sell at Public Auction commencing

Single breasted high cat St. Bernard

Treasurer’s Office, 1
September 1, 1875. )
is hereby given that the Tax bills for the
year 1875, have been committed to me with a
warrant for the collection of the same. In accordance with an ordinance of the City, a

FITZGERALD’S,

Maher &

-A.TJCTIQN

Consisting of perfect-Qtting
Double-breasted Prince Albert Coat?,

CITV OF PORTLAND.

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

Km Glovhs for the millions in all the new
fall shades, just received at Latner’s. 50 doc. 2
but. ladies good quality at 70 cts. per pr; 50 do
splendid quality, 83 cts.; 50 do at 81; 50 do
Eoningers best quality, 81.25 (actually worth
81 50); 75 doz. Courveslers real kid best quality

gains

TAXES FOB 1S75.

Linen Collars and Cuffs, linen
Handkerchiefs, Cambric Edgings,
Woolen
Peck ham’s Celebrated
Yarns, kid Gloves, Hoop Skirts.
Corsets and Paniers, and all kinds
ot Yankee Notions.

OF

MORGAN.

Regular Sales of Furniture. Groceries and Genera
Merchandise every SATURDAY, at Salesroom No.
Exchange street, commencing at 10J o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.
Portland, May 15th.
myl5dtf

Splendid Suits,

CHEAP CHEAP CHEAP.

—

18 Exchange Mi.
M. G. DOW.

No.

Salrujsom

A. M.

THOUSAND

—

from 50c upwards.
Bullion Fringes all Colors,

NEXT TO CITY

MORGAN
&
DOW,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

DIIIDHEDSAND HUNDREDS

Misses’ Wool flixed Vest,
from 50c upwards.
Union Test and Pauts,
from $1.00 upwards.
Gents’ He ary Vests Drawers,

A male child without arms was born la Biddcford recently.
A Biddeford youth stole his mother’s carpet
the other day worth 840 and sold it to a junk
dealer for 86.
The Shapleigh and Acton Show atsd Fair is
to be held on the 12th, 13th, 14th asd 15th of
next month—one week later thau at first announced.

AUCTION SALE&

Elegant Pantaloons,

w

MpU

with

one

SH’tle___dflt

FIVE HUNDRED AND FIFTY

from 38c upwards.
Wool Mixed Pants,
from 38c upwards,

_

Republicans.
Skowliegan—Russell B. Shepherd.

waldo

Boys’

the line October 1st.
All of the cannon carriages and ordinance
stores at Fort. Sullivan, Eastport, have been
shipped to parties who have purchased them of
The large guns at Todd’s
the Government.
Head Battery are to be moved by the purchas-

Porter.

county—Entitled to 8.

nruiff'

story
ell;
deep. This property
the sale oflers a good

lot 52 feet front and 112 feet
isi-i agofnl
neighborhood, and
chance for investment.
B. O. BAILEE Sc

OVER-COATS,

GOODS

Ladies’ Wool Mixed Vests,
from 45c upwards.
Ladies’ Wool Mixed Pants,
from 45c upwards.
Boys’ Wool Mixed Vests,

TORK COUNTY.

Bath—William Rogers.
West Bath—Isaiah Percy.
Richmond—Edwin D. Lamson.

somerset

point

grounds

claims ia pell all l&iuds of

riurtiv

The house is

IS

o

The locat-

designated

a

on

we

Danfort h Street.

Look wkat you may select from

ONE

We quote the followiug Price* and claim
they arc the best good* ever so.d iu Portlaud f«r the money.

ers.

Democrats.

Sangerville—A. T. Wade.
sagadahoo county—Entitled
Republicans.

meet at

ever*

rty«7rii

UUVUIXli

of their road this fall.

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 22«1. at 12 M.,
the
ON premises,
shall sell the House and Lot, No.

Worth of all the New Designs, Shapes and

at reasonable rates.

as

d2t

CO., Anlissem.

fair

FANCY

The Executive Committee of the Shore Line
E. E ditectory have decided to make a perma-

a viibii

Phippsburg—William A.

uow,

SOMEBSET COUNTY.

ing party will

acp'7_

HOUSE AND LOT AT AUCTION.

I

Colors.

unsurpassed

oc3dtf

Carpel a. <£r„ on
cSm.'nKFurniture,
SATt
ltDAY NP.Xi, Sept. 1?th. at 10 o’clock, at
Sll,ESKOO.H,SO. 170 POKE STUKET

that ycu saw their
PRIaSS* the circula-

in the

m.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

CLOTHING

FITZGERALD!

The Madison Pond Slata Co. have shipped
three car loads of slate this week. They havs
also sent quite a quantity to Hartland.
Mr. Eaton, the freight agent at Skowhegan,
says he has sent from that station during the
week past thirty-four car loads of merchandise
and received fifty-eight. Five hundred aud
fifty-five tickets have been sold.

nent location

its

goods

prisoners.

IT noilUXVX1

commencing at !> o'clock a.
Consignments solicited.

FALL & WINTER

estabEast-

0. W. ALLEN.

Regular gale of Furniture and General Merchandise every
Saturday at salesroom, 170 Fore street,

MEN'S, BOYS’ ID CHILDREN’S

flue accommodations,
no
doubt will attract numberless
I non sands.
31 any among them,
combining Business with Pleasure, will be anxious to purchase
and

Joe McGraw, a prisoner at the Bangor jail,
made good his escape last Wednesday. He had
24 more days to serve on a sentence of 60 days.
The authorities feel confident of recapturing
him before a great while.
A new wash house is being built for the
Bangor jail just in th9 rear of the workshop
and jail. It will be about 18 feet square and
will have an entrance from the entry way leading from the workshop to the jail. This is a
convenience which is very much needed, owing
It will
to the number of men imprisoned.
have a large wash boiler and all the improvements necessary to wash the clothes of the

Dexter—George Hamilton.
Bangor—Edward B. Neallev.
Orringion—J. Wyman Phillips.
Oldtown—Albert O. Brown.
Orono—Albert White.
Ncwburg—George Sweetser.
Bradford—W. E. Dunning.
u

with

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Wiscasset—Isaac T. Hobson.
Da in ari .-cotta—Gideon M Yates.

Newcastle—Elbridge

tia vessel from a desolate island in the South
Atlantic and lauded them at Pernambuco.
The crew consisted of eight men and the captain’s wife. The lady was nearly exhausted
with exposure and hunger.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The Observer says that Peter Wedge, a workman in the Brownville quarry, had a foot badly
crushed and broken.
A child of Daniel Crockett was kicked by a
colt and had its arm broken above the elbow.
A bear was killed in Sebec last week.

ARRAY

peqple

The

7th.
Capt. Ita Storer of Waldoboro, of shiD Carrie
Clark, recently rescued the crew of a Nova Sco*

Gardiner—Arthur Berry.
Winthr-.p—Silas T. Floyd.
Chelsea—Benjamin Tenuy.
Monmouth—Joshua Cumston.
Waterville—Nathaniel Meader.
Pitiston—Samuel Smiley.

Albion—Enos C Fowler.
Mt. Vernon—James A. Robinson.

Advertisement

movement.

Tvnnlnn_Tlfnnvnn Vnliner

Independent.

following

explains itself:
S. J. Anderson, Esq., President:
Dear Sir.—The following statement of the
earnings of this company for the mouths of
the years 187-1 and 1875 has been es
August in tlie
ti mated from reportB
timated
reports received to date, of the
business of^tliose months, and is exclusive of
mail, express and other receipts not directly
credited to passenger and freight earnings.
Yours respectfully,
W. H. Anderson, Treasurer.
comparative

county—Entitled to 9,

Hancock

the street.

Portland & Oqdensbcro.—The

C. C.

New

tn'«

in the running of their trains and annoyance to passengers. In consequence they desire the department to return to the former system of marking hand baggage of through paasengers at the

Webb ior defendant.

This may account for the

over

aging their busine-s, causing delays

Brief Jottings;
that the condnotor who recently
found the gentleman’s pocket-book did not find
it himself, but it was picked up and handed to'

It

loo late.

Democrats,
Wilton—R. S. Currier.

MAGNIFICENT
—OF—

tion of which, per month, exceed 1100,000,

Edwin Smith, Esq., of Warren, a widely
known aud highly esteemed citis-erg died on
Monday of last week. Mr. Smith was a graduate of Harvard, class of 1811.
Among his
He comClassmates was Edward Everett.
menced tho practice ol law in Aloa, removed
to Warren in 1822. and has resided there ever
since. During his long practice he was recognized as oue of the foremost lawyers in the
state.
Last Saturday afternoon a oue story dwelling
house in South Thomastou, owned by Z. Sewell
and Mrs. Mary A. Norton, was totally destroyed by fire, supposed to be caused by sparks
falling on the roof. The building was valued
at about 3800, and was insured for 3400. A
small portion of the furniture was saved.
Mary McLeod of Rockland was poisoned last
week by takiug an overdose of morphine. She
is recovering.

COUNTY—Entitled to 5.

Vineyard—John Haley.
Phillips—William H. Robertson.
Farmington—Lucius B. Pillshury.

Please tell the

KNOX COUNTY.

Yarmouth—P. N. Blanchard.
Gray—Otis C. Nelson.

ihe state.
He will have two messengers
who will wear badges to distinguish them.

was

ance

Cape Elizabeth—James Trickey.
Falmouth—Bela Blanchard.

Republicans.
Temple—Benjamin W. Norton.

near

until about seven o’clock, and on Thursday
evening arrived just in time to bear that he

Jluncipal Court.

been stolen from the Falmouth Hotel.

Freeport—George Aldrich.
Windham—John F. Fellows.
Westbrook—Wm. L. Warren.
Democrats.
Portland—Wm. O. Davis, Daniel W. True, Melvin
P. Frank, Samuel J. Anderson.
Deering—Charles E. Morrill.
Sebago, etc.—John D. Martin.
Casco—Solomon M. Gay.
Harpswell and Scarboro*—Daniel H. Sttver.

they are in the country they will stand a slim
chance to escape, as there are officers on the
lookout for them in every direction. At dayb:eak yesterday Sheriff Pennell had posters on
the street offering a reward for their recapture,
and giving a full description of each man. A
reward of $300 is offered for their arrest and
$100 for any one of them.
Owing to the building of the workshop Sheriff Pennell was fearful that some o( the prisoners might make an attempt to break jail, and
so he engaged a watchman to guard the outside
of the premises.
But he did not begin duty

judge knight presiding.

SEPTEMBER CRIMINAL TERM, 1875,
PRESIDING.

T. Chase.
Brunswick—Frank C. Jordan.

It was thought that they were secreted
in the city, and all night men watched every
avenue leading from the city to prevent their
escape. Every train was closely watched, and
'f the men are still in'the city it seems hardly
possible but what they will be recaptured. If

Allen Mission Chapel. Locust Street.—Prayer
meeting at 2 p. m. Sabbarh School at 3 p *m.
Lecture evening by Mr. CLas. Dougiass of Toledo,
Onio. Temperance meeting Monday evening.

Friday.—Richard Collins.
Fined §50 and costs. Paid.

Bridgton—B.

birds.

Bay Side Parish (Union Chuach), Knightsville.
—ltev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
Preaching at
7£ p. m.
p. m.; Preaching at 2 aud
Knightville at 10£a. m. Sabbath School at 11J at
m.
Social meeting 5 p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. IT*
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p.m. Seats free to all.

Portland—Henry B. Cleaves.
Gorliam—Frederick Robio.

The Jail Breakers.—All day yesterday
and last night Sheriff Pennell and a large force
of men were on the lookout for the escaped jail

meeting oi uiviue service win
be held at the sail loft, Commercial Wharf, until further notice every Sabbath at 10J o’clock a. m.
All
are cordially in vit ed.

county—Entitled to 20.

Republicans.

FRANKLIN

MOST

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Miss Clara M. Lord, daughter of Mr. Augustine Lord of Hallowed, was severely injured on
from
Thursday afternoon last, hy being thrown and
while visiting her relatives
a carriage
One ot her
friends in the town of Readfield
limbs was fractured near tho aukle, and other
the
shook.
injuries were pr rduced by
Arrangements are making for a grand union
temperance meeting in Dardiner, to extend
through two or three days, and it lias not yet
been decided whether it will commence on th6
24th or 25th of this month. Edward Carswell
will be present, and it is expected that Gov.
Dingley and several other distinguished speakers will be present,
among them several reformed meu. It is intended that this meeting
shall be au opportunity for temperance men of
all organizations to freely and earnestly discuss
matters beariug on the success of the temper-

Powers.

(Office 13 Exchange Street.)
V. O. BAILEY.

Ever Seen in this State.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

John A. Nadeau.

cumderland

book,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 176 Fore Street,

THE!

oclO-lyS

at the
neriodical and newspaper
meuts oi C. R. Chisholm & Bro., in the
ern and Grand Trunk depots.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Stupendous Arrival!

tion.

Ashland—John Nowlaud.
Presque Isie—Columbus nay ford.
Democrats.
Madawaska—Peter C. Keegan.
Linneus—Benjamin Alexander.

in

zree

Mr. Hiram Campbell of Brunswick one day
»“■
last week dug up at the bluff at Maquoit »
aud very thick, me
man skull very large
both
lower jaw was of extraordinary size aud
were well tilled with teeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Burnham of Bridgton
celebrated their golden wedding Wednesday
afternoon of last week.
the
Mr. Dudley A. Sargent, a graduate of
ot
last class of Bowdoin aud former Director
the College Gymnasium, fell a few days since
at
from a horizontal bar, iu his gymnasium
sbouiBulfast, and struck upon his head aud
uers, but received no very Bevere injuries.
for
Mr. B. T. Chase, Repuolican candidate
notice
Representative from Bridgton, giveshis electhrough the News that he shall claim

AUCTION SALES

MISCELLANEOUS.

PEiiioDtcAi.3—Ifarper’a Magazine for October has beeu received.aud are for sale at Wentworth’s, No. 553 Congress st., corner of Oak st.,
at Hall L. Davis, Exchange street, and Augustus Robinson’s, under theFaimouth Hotel,
Also at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hail.
Also at the newspaper aod periodical depot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No 80 Exchange street, and

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Auburn-James Wagg, Hannibal R. Smith.
aud Wales—
Leeds. Greene, East Livermore
George Parcher.
Maxwell.
and
Durham—J.
W.
Webster, Lisbon
Minot ami Poland—Charles H. Dwinal.
Farrar.
A.
Turner and Livermore—L.
AROOSTOOK county—Entitled to 7.
Republicans.

Fort Kent

Managers.

__.

STATE NEWS.

John G. Cook,

the North gate which is to he fitted up
for their use
Superintendent Hamilton will I
be mounted on one of the finest saddle horses

ing

j

county—Entitled to 9.
Republicans.
Lewiston—Nathan W. Dutton, Cyrus Gr eeley

The officers connected with the Fair on the
park will have their headquarters in the build-

m.

duties.

Androscoggin

Houlton—Llewellyn

season

Stockbridge, formerly of Lewiston, recently of Deering, accepts the position
of Principal of Lapham Institute, North
his
Scituate, R. I., and enters at once upon

Representatives Elected.

department.

horse

Second Parish CnuRcii.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m and 3 p. m. Sunday
School at 1| p. m. Prayer meeting 7$ p. in.
lr. M. C. Association, Mechanics* Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious
Meeting
Wednesday and Saturday at 7} o’c’k P. M., and Sunday at 9 a. m.; at the Bjthel, 97 Fore St.,at 10$ a. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10$ a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all. and all are welcomed.
oAIL. XjUU.—a

he

September

Quarterly

these extemporaneous discou'S^*s.
An Occasional Hearer.

distinctly understood that the
complimentary season and stockholders’ tickets, issued by the Presumpscot Park Association, will not give admission to the park
grounds during the State Fair next week.
The Deering horse cars during the continuance of the Fair, will run between Portland
and Deering every fifteen minutes. All persons having spare rooms, for lodgers during the
fair, are requested to at once leave word at the

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Hall—Black Crook.
Temperance Meeting—Edward Carswell.
rSPECIAL notices.
I. O. C. F.—M tine Lodge, Ns. 1.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Kendall & Whitney—2.
Oysters—A. N. Hawes.
Dr Kenison.

IMPORTANT TO TRAVEI-ERH.
When you visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save anuoyanco and expense of cariaue hire and stop at the GRAND UNION
HOTEL, opposite tho GRAND CENTRAL
DEPOT, ft has over 350 elegantly furnished
rooms and is fitted
up at an expense of g'JOO,
000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements. European Plan. Tbs RESTAURANTS
Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—prices
moderato. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stages
and Cars pass the Hotel every minute for all
parts of the City. G. F. & W. D. HARRISON,

Methodist

the

in

Andrews.
Rev. VV. S.

The

room.

Music

The

in
be
greatly useful, especially to the large class of
hearers whose time or opoortunitias have not
allowed them to study the subject for themselves. All such are sure to find a fresh
and most interesting field opened to them in

picture was very impressive and rich
suggestions. These discourses promise to

spirited revival

of llie Farmington
the
Quarterly meeting was held at Phillips on
8th and <Jth iust. The suasion was well atRev.
tended. Preachiug by Rev. S. P. Morrill,
M. Hulse, and Rev. Mr, Getcholl of tho Bowdoin
Meeting, and by the Rev. Mr.
The

Sunday
a serej of expoiitory sermons on
evenings. He iuteuds to go through the Acts
of the A postles, with a special view to show
the origin of the church aud the growth aud
importance of the positive institutions of Christianity. Iu the first of those expositions, last
Suuday, he dwelt particularly upon the birth of
the Christian Church on the day of Pentecost

intend to ship from.
The ladies’ department will be in the Senate
Chambers instead of the Common Council

.__%
ftew A<iferiliements

n

a

church in Raugeley.

gun

sending stock to the Fair are requested to give
early notice to station agents at points they

AND VICINITY

CITY

tra

There is

State Street Church.
Mr Editor:—The Rev. Mr. Hincks has be-

Apply at No,
myStdixt

ALBERT COURT’S SONS,
ggStf

PabUthcr* and Book teller..

_POKTHV_

me, “Lie still, little ones, papa’ll come presAnd day alter day I feel more aud

ently.”

like going.
Manx was a waif cat, and, as I had always
been ot a benevolent turn, I took him in.
He came mewing at the door about ten

more

Camp Fire Lyrics.
Paddli Song.

a little over a year
I moved into the little one
story house a few rods from the office, for
Molly would be near enough, so that she
could bring me my dinner when I was in a
hurry, as i always expected to be.
He was a large Manx cat, bony and angular, starved and frowzy, with a bob for a tail,
but very distinguished in his way, and was

oclock

BY EDWARD

after

KEATBLY.

The mist is thick, the waters quick*
And fast we flit along;
The foam bells flash, the padd'es splash;
Sing us a merry song.
What's this I see come sw:lfc to ire
Across the rapids dark?
A princess fair, with yellow hair,
A red canoe of bark.

the

leagues of
practice, traced
have

see.

The feathers white

as the still moonlight,
Toss red on the waters free,
And gay trout break the silent lake,
The small, white boats to Bee.

The r«und white ball has found his heart:
It might have hit you or me.
The round white ball has found his heart:
Ah sad! and Fad to see!
flash of her paddle's dash,
Aud far and free behind,
In the roar and splash of the rapid’s crash,
Her hair floats on the wind.

Quick is the

Turn not to view her swift canoe,
Ave Maria! beware! beware!
Look not behind, where wave and wind

rippled

hair.

Tlie Manx Cat.
Doctor in New England:

To’dby a Couulry

BT F. G. FAIRFIELD.

It is au old New England superstition—
old as the days of the great Salem sensa’iou
—but still prevalent in out-districts. The
Egyptians have a a fancy near akm to it; but
then there is a grave difference between an
Egyptian and a New Englander, allbougb

doubt, belong to the human race.
At least, the ethnologists say so.
“Beware on ’em, Job,” was my mother’s

both,

Iasi

no

injunction

dew of life

years since, wueu tue
the grass, and the great,

to me

was on

golden buttercups always nodded good-morning as I went by; and it was au injunction
she
always served on young married
couples just beginning the world. I had just
caught

and

caged

my

bird,

in sweet

Molly

Davis, who made green grass, and daisies,
and violets, and June weather, wherever she
went; and I was about to settle down as a
country doctor. 1 am an old man and full of
whims; but I never think of Molly in her
blossom, as she was when I married her,
without humming over and over to myself,
und I have done it some days a hundred
times;
And her feet
Had music sweet,
And her vi icc was low,
And she s nt,
As she went,
Sunshine to and iro«

“Beware on ’em, Job,” said my mother
that dreamy September day when Molly and 1

parted from

her to start in life all by ourselves
—“and you, Molly, be sure you never leave
Ihe cat in the room with the baby. It’s dangerous”—my mother always pronounced dangerous with a short a “and I’ve heard queer
accidents happenin’.
People have done it,
and have come back to find the baby dead
and the cat purrin’aw tv in the cradle, just
as if >t hadn't had any band in it.”
I pooh-poohed mildly, “Haven’t you outlived that notion of the ancients, mother?’’ I
had long siuce outlived the ancieuts; it’s
strange how modern people are when they
are young.
“It’s the cat’s way of expressing
the music in its soul.” There was music in
everything to me just then,with Molly blushing her rosiest, and lile shading off into golden hazes on the horrizon.
“I’ve heard of people dyin’ of over-wis-

dom,” rejoined

my

mother, sarcastically;

“but”—and here she tapped her lorehead
with one withered finger—“it isn’t a disorder
you're subject to Job. It never did run iu
your father’s family, and you take a'ter the
Needhams.”
Some further comments she added as to
the vanity of book learning in general, and
that of Job Needham, M. D., in particular,

concluding with

an intimation to Molly that,
if she ever had occasion to marry again,
which she didn’t think she would, as the
Needhams were loug-livers, she could afford

“Aud the first is. Molly, never marry a
with book larniu’. Book-larnin’ makes
fools of people; and, it his own mother
has to say it because nobody else ever will,
Job was a sensible buy before he took to it.
It wasn’t my notion at all. His lather would
have it s , and I shan’t ever take any more
comfort in Job, with his Greek, aud his Latin, and his ologies, and pollywogs, aud bis
words of fifty syllables.
Polly syllables he
calls’em. It c< st his poor father a mint o'
money—did Job’s education—but I shouldn’t
care about that if it hadn’t made him all over
again, so that he isn’t Job Needham any
man

relative*, for, through all
travel incident to a country

or

and over for years. I
never met with a cat of that particular
over

species.

With a silver gun, a silver gun,
J he tall white swan she slew;
He momed a hymn, his sight grew dlT,
It might have been 1 or you.

Roll out her

October night,

without friends

Her golden hair floats thick and fair
,---Far, far behind her lee,
And pike and tront come quickly oat
Her merry locks to

one

Molly and

But I was of a particularly benevolent disposition just then. The dear little Agnes had
recently made her debut as a member of the
family, aud I felt kindlier than usual toward
all created things with the newness ot the
blessing. So, though his coming at that
hour of the night was suspicious, aud he had
no references, bis mew:ng moved me as it
would not have done six months before, with
a kind sense of the blessedness of home even
to a cat, and I admitted him with the apologetic remark to Molly that there were rats in
the house, and that they kept me awake for
hours, sometimes, with their goings-on just
over my head in the garret; an unnecessary
fib to cover a benevolent transaction, lor
Molly, sweet soul, was as softened as I was
with the coming ot little Agnes, aud would
not have turned a dog out into (he night, on
that October evening, with Aggie sleeping
placidly on her lap, aud the firelight flickering cosily in our faces. It was a habit with
Molly aud me, after Aggie was born, to sit
and talk low in the dark for an hour or so after I got home from the office, on the ground
that the light hurt the baby’s eyes. Days
of sweet dreams. Aud now moonlight with
me is only another name for rheumatism.
I was declaring dividends of happiness
every day in those days, aud Manx came in
for his percentage; and the outlandish apparition could purr it a manner indicative of the
rapt, poetic revery of a cat properly appreciating its blessings Ihave often observed him be
dreamily for hours, purring comfortably till
the air was full of rythmical vibrations, while
his large, yellow, uncanny .eyes stared me
full In the face, aud a kind of sleepiness came
over me; then start suddenly, with a kind of
liut VUU3

or a

his

BUUU,

iUIU

BUUUUC1,

(tUU IrttVC iX

LUlUj

rapid turns, up and down the room,
eyes flaming in their sockets as I never
lew

eyes flame before—not even my mother’s
she was angry—and
him like a luminous
Iu these attacks he developed singuaura.
lar electrical properties, and seemed to live
iu an atmosphere of his own that oppressed
Molly's sensitive nerves to terror, mingled
with a tendency to torpor and sleepiness;
and I have observed him in lha dark stealing
about like an elongated ball of fire,possibly two
feet through at its longest diameter and a
toot and a halt at its shortest, with a lighted
cat iu the centre. One evenijg, as I especially remember, wjien Molly and I were sitting cosily by the til elight, Manx started up
iu one ot his tantrums, made a couple of rapid turns about the room, then whirled, leaped
the open grate, aud vanished up the flue,
whence he presently emerged, a little singed
and sooty, but as placid as he had been ten
minutes previous. Molly was frightened and
insisted that he should be summarily dismissed
from his post; but I had already begun to regard him as a curious subject for investigation, and he lived on, unknowing that the
scissors of Atropos were daily dawdling with
his destiny. Unknowing, did Isay! Of that
I am not so certain; for trom that evening he
appeared to take a sudden dislike to Molly,
and commenced following me like a dog to
and from my office, where he would stay all
day seated on the dusty sofa, apparently in
an attitude
ofjobservation, purring a little
now aud then, but generally loo deeply interested in the composition of my preparations to trouble himself with musical performances. Sowentou the world for some
months with Manx and me, he doing double
duty as cat and dog, having his singular attacks occasionally, anl rushing round the
room in a circle, and eating pickles, and
drinking brandy -aud-water with the appreciative sip of a professional expert.
I was often tempted to kill him, and oftener tempted to experiment with his peculiar
electrical properties; but recollecting the tendency to sleepiness induced by coming within
bis atmosphere during the incubation of the
attack, I dreaded to attempt an experiment
alone iu my office, and drpaded it the more
and more I thought of it. At d I trie! the
effect ot sitting aud looking fixedly into his
great yellow eyes, the uncanny orbs never
wincing for an instant, although the pupils
appeared to dilate more aud more as the
test went on, until they were great magnetic

saw

grand gray eyes when
light radiating about

K lllk tliot P'llUlllj

cVlIldllop
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grow so diowsy that I should have dropped
to sleep, had I uot forced myself with a
strong effort of will to get up and walk about.
The spell broken, Manx started with a suddeu spasm, rushed twice around the room
like a mad creature, and curled himself down
on the sofa, where he lay in a kind of coma
for the rest of the afiernoon; audit must
have been about three o'clock when the ex-

periment began.
Alter that I tried

poison Manx, but he
seemed to kuow and avoid dead ly drugs by
instinct however masked as tidbits; and finally I cairied my revolver to the office with the
iutentiou of shooting him in the course of
more,”
the afternoon. But Manx kept away from
She spoke with unwonted sadness in her
grand gray eyes—a sadness that almost went the office for several days, until my terror
went off, and I carried my revolver back to
into liquidation in tears; and physician as I
the house; aud the very next morning he
was, with a fresh diploma, I forgot my medicame purring in as usual, aud seated himcal dignity, and tried to kiss her, and did.
“Pshaw 1 what a fool you are, Job, just like self tautalizingly on the sola. I offered him
some brandy and water, and he sipped it
your father for all the world I” said the elder
like a gentleman at his club; and theu a pipe
Mrs Needham, with a soupcon of contempt,
wiping her face with the corner ot her apron. of Horandez, and he sat and puffed away
with it like an old smoker.
"But beware of cats, Molly,” she went on,
“Curse the cat I’’ I hissed under my breath,
supplementing the protest with the old injunction; “they’re strange” (a short again) “He’s either an Egyptian or a dev” but
“creatures: and, if any thing should happen,
something in the creature's eye stopped me
on the very tip ot the syllable, and a sudden
you'd never forgive yourself.”
I remember the day so well, and the Sep- flame enveloped him aud he dashed thrice
around the room aud shot through the wintember haze on the woodlands, and the maples turning to cones of fire, and the old dow, taking a paue of glass with him. After
Needham house dozing in the sunshine, and this be got better, and was not troubled with
spasms for some mouths, until Molly and I,
my mother standing in the door aud thinking
tenderly, as 1 reminded her of father, of a thinking he nad recovered from his malady,
grass-covered grave away beyond the woods.
began to be fond of him, and and Aggie tried
Thence I went forth to find the value of the to call him Manx but only got so tar as to call
him
x in my equation, the turns aud wiudiugs
Ma-a-a, with the a still flatter than my
and transpositions of which were then unmother’s a in dangerous.
Agnes was a little pearl of a baby, with all
comprehended. It must have been an unsotvable quadratic, I think, with many surds the sunshine of hei mother, that mild June
and negatives, for its x still eludes my analywea’her wherever she went; and two years—
sis, and the solution seems farther off than what with my toiling after the * ot my lifeever, after all these years; while I have
equation, and my basking in the sunshine of
waxed wrinkled and gray in long hunting for
June weather at the homestead—passed so
the unknown quantity. Molly is gray too,
rapidly that I scarcely counted their footsteps
of days; two sweet, dreamy
and the suggestion ot daises aud violets no
years, for our
longer lingers about her, although the June deepest hearl-lile is always dreamy and unweather is there still, and she is the same real, with-a kind ot mystery iu it; two feawarm, placid soul with haze enough for per- ther-footed years, with many a hard typhoid
spective, that she was then and always has to battle with, aud many a troublesome set ot
been, expecting no unknown quantity in nerves to dose with assafoetida; and little
this world, and content to wait for the x un- Sunbeam—that’s what I called her—had
til it comes. They are few—these souls of learned to say papa, and the trundle-bed was
sweetness and light—and how it tests a man
brought into requisition, having long waited
in the attic for a customer. It was a great
to meet them I
I am Dr. Job Needham, at your service- day at the homestead when the trundle-bed
fees reasonable. I have been announced to
weut down, aud Aggie toddled into it a dozthe world as Dr. Job Needham
by the same en times in he course of the afternoon, with
little sign board ever since 1 began business,
the idea that she was going to set up houseMid sign-board and doctor have wagged on keeping for herself, and haye Manx for a
together for a score and eighteen years, until uuzzy—wmcu uy-me way, means nusDana,m
there is a sort of sympathetic understanding the fairy-land where Molly and Aggie and I
between myself and the little parallelogram, lived in those days, Aud Manx was as fasciwith “Job Needham, M. D.,” painted in nated with the trundle-bed as she was, lor
dinffv void letters fin « hlanlr orr.unrl nnrl I had he not occupied it for two
years up in
bordered with a dingy gold border, that rep- the attic, and are the habits of a lifetime to
resents me.
I am it transmuted into hu- be broken up in a day ?
Lost little Sunbeam! On the fourth mornmanity, or it Is I translated and written out
on a bit of deal; and I have often fancied
ing Molly lifted her from the truDdle-bed with
that the appearance of every new weather- a griel that was heavier than a dozen little
crack loreshadows the coming of a new Agneses. and the sexton dug an everlasting
wriukle in my face. I never wa’k into my
trundle-oed for the little darling in the old
office ot a morning without
nodding to it graveyard under the hill!
I was never myself after that. I have been
familiarly; nor even lock the office door of a
night without muttering, half to it and half addicted to the whimsical ever since, and the
to myself, “Good-night, old 'friend; I shall
x has wasted and wasted in value until it is
find you here in the moruing, I
suppose;"’ nearly zero. For years my sleep was only
and I half imagine it understands
me, foi it drowse, and a voice calling “Papa 1 papa!”
often creaks, as I talk to it, when there is no would wake me up night atter night. Someappreciable wind. It is a mere whim of mine times I would lie aud listen until I drowsed
no doubt, but still I
fancy sometimes that if again; sometimes I would get up and dress
the rickerty
parallelogram should tall down myself and w alk out, the voice still calling to
of a night, or be torn
me cut of the night, until I stood in the
away by the wind,
some how or other the
twinge of it would moonlight by little Sunbeam’s grave, when
wake me up, and that, should it
suddenly the voice would stop calling, aud it would be
disappear, 1 should never he myself again, as it I waked up out of a dream, and was myand should move about in the world with a
self again.
sense of having lost
something. It will drop
Little Sunbeam was dead.
The family
away sometime, I suppose, and I shall drop
consisted of Molly and myself and Manx, and
away with it, and sign-board and phy ician
the trundie-bed went up garret again, to
will be gathered into the great waste-basket
wait for another customer, aud Manx was its
of the past, that contains many a sign-board
only occupant. The world settled in its old
and its physician; bul, in the meantime, its
way by-and-by; ouiv I always went about
decrepitude tallies with my decrepitude, and with a strange sense of having lost something
every spot where the paint is rubbed off, and aud seemed to myself to be hunting to and
every corner gone from one of the gilt letters, fro for something 1 could not find; and Molly
is in some dim sort of way a landmark of the
contracted a habit of going to the door anil
old doctor’s senesceuse.
looking out every f w minutes, then shutting
It is well enough with the old sign-board
the door sofily aud
going back to her work.
and the doctor in pleasant weather. But
Days wore woven into months, and months
when the rain heats against it, and the rick
weie folded un in cuts of
years and stored
erty old parallelogram swiDgs to and fro on
away in the great warehouse of trie past—a
its rusty hooks, and the wind is high, twinges
vast receiving tomb, never
filled, but always
ot rheumatism in
in receipt of a
my old bones answer to
cadaver, to he labelled and
every creaking, and come with every swing
numbered and tucked
away in some one of
ot the mule
the innumerable pigeon-holes with which the
witness ot mv toiling for the un
(liiC'jvertd x. And it will be so to the end, I
warehouse abounds. There are coffins there,
1 have
strange moods when the and dead loves, and ambitions tbit once
is *u trouble. But if tbe wind
were fierce, and tn.uls that might have been
tear it loose of a night and
beautiful, which steal out of the warehouse
wbiil it
then'/ Tbev might nol
of a night and appear to their former possessfind tbe
°l d^d in bis
There are dry old rloctois,
ors in dreams.
bed tbe next
r
morning, but be
would nPVPr bp himse|,
and many doctors’ prescriptions to be shaken
again—at least, not with a
DJme
in the laces of those who wrote them at a
Sn -°a
But then, tbe da.,ger
for of late years I
day of reckoning, when doctors will be answerable for their prescriptions. The old
hinges of a night before t start lor home
doctor, who is just ready for the warehouse,
I linger over these details
because I liaoP
has a dozen or a hundred of them pigeonan odd dislike to tell the
story. Molly and 1 holed in that same institution, whose clerk,
are gray together, and three little
giaves call
never forgets anything, all regisbey
to Molly and me out of the
night. I Ue auo tered say,
and ticketed tor the day of reckoning.
listen to them often for hours together when
I beg pardon tor
the raindrops tap against tbe
dawdling over details, hut
pane like fin
I dislike to continue (he
story, with its epigers, and they always say, “Papal papa!”
°*
hut
sadness.
nolh*»g
ihr n I turn over in the bed and
,
v***8
answer,
Months were folded into years, and at last
»#u drowsily, for they are
perfectly real to | It tie Willie came, and
sense of

r,i,?ll?se’«!or
shnni§ ^°ard

to

^

ok^dn^^*"

mornhUr

,1,a,"^„
alwa°

my

having

lost something died out iu playing with the
baby, aud the voice in my dreams stopped
calling “Papal’’ as regularly a3 it bad before.
I meant that boy from the first for a doctor, by way of continuing the family bunt
after the * which I never seemed to find;
and, as lor Molly, the sunshine came into
her face again, though there was always a
sadness in bet eyes; aud she stopped going
to the door aud
looking out—indeed was lier
old self once more, l'was still a little whimsical, and sometimes I could not help bearing little Sunbeam’s voice calling, “Papa!
papal papa! over aud over out of ttieliigbt.
Raindrops, particularly, had a peculiar effect

me, and I would have strange fancies—
When the wind and rain kept tapping the pane,
Willi fitful fingers kept tapping the pane,
Kept tapping again and again aud again.
as some dreamer of a poet, who has really
listened to raindrops and caught their gusty
rhythm, expresses their pattering against the
window. Then I would think of a grassgrown grave out in the raiu and hear a baby
voice calling “Papal” out there in the rain;
aud then I would fancy I beard baby feet
pattering on the door stone, and get up and
open the door, to find that there was nothing there. Ah me I the links that bind to the
dead are often stronger than the links that
bind to the living.
But little Willie talked precociously—promising in a doctor—and walked precociously—
in a doctor. He was a hoy before
e got through
being a baby; and again the
old trundle-bed came down from the garret,
and Manx was left to dose on the floor, the
junior Needham, M. 1)., becoming its proprietor, with no proviso about taking Manx
as a huz2y.
Molly aud I sat up all night the
first night, hut the little doctor slept soundly.
The second night passed, and Dr. Needham,
jr., opened his great gray eyes in the morn
ing (lie had his grandmother’s eyes exactly)
and lustily demanded his breakfast. Once
more the little medical manikin was put to
bed at half past seven in the trundle-bed;
hut the next morning the great gray eyes did
not open, aud them owner had no occasion
for breakfast.
After that there were Iwo little tombstones
in the old graveyard under the hill, aud two

on

Erealising

TTs-iissixa

nail
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rr»n
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lasting trundle beds tor me to visit in tbe
moonlight. The old trundle bed was carried up garret again, whence I never ex-

would come down. I tried to forget myself in my profession, and came to a
sort of loviDg understanding with the oid
sign-board announcing me as Job Needham,
M. D., which year in and year out had waxed
But the two
more and more confidential.
voices from the two little graves would not
let me forget. There was no stillness in
which they did not call “Papa! papa!” first
one, and then the other, and no bustle in
which I did not always hear them; and

pectea'it

Molly forgot, or seemed to forget, her own
grief in her anxiety about what the neighbors
called my hypo.
There is something in transmigration, after
all, lor the third baby was little Sunbeam
over again, and reproduced her so vividly
that I halt forgot the Sunbeam that had been

in the Sunbeam that was; and one of the
voices slopped calling Iron) the grave as little
Yiolet learned to lisp her “papa.”
So the day came for the tiundle-bed to
come down from the garret again; but Molly
insisted upon having a new one, associating
with a mother’s superstition a fatality with
the quaint old frame that had cradled generations of Needhams.
Agnes and William
had died in that trundle-bed, she said, and,
if the baby must sleep in a trundle-bed, she
would have a new one. It came home, and
was set up and was dedicated to little Violet
(Molly would never allow me to call her Sun-

For three nights, alternating, Molly
and I sat up,and little Violet opened her eyes
The fatality night
on the tourth morning.
was passed, and Molly and I went about that
day with a stiange thankfulness in our hearts
and slumbereebon the fourth night with a

beam).

peaceful

slumber.

But peace came never again. Little Vio
was dead, and the fatality had not been
in the trundie bed. Externally things settled
into their old round, only there were three
little graves iu the graveyard: Agnes, aged
two years; Wil'iam, aged two years; Violet,
aged two—an awful monotony of that fatal
numeral; and there were three little voices
to call “Papa! papa! papa!” first one, and
then the other, then the recent third. They
did not think I heard them, perhaps; but I
did, and used to keep answering even in the
sick-room; “Lie still, little one; papa’ll be
there presently.” And when I had answered, the voices would stop calling for a few

let

minutes,

as

if they heard me, and

were

try-

to wait patiently; but presently I would
hear them commence calling again. The x
was nothing to me now, and the unknown
quantity not worth toiling alter.
There is a transmigration of essences, 1 am
sure, or else God made little Job to be Agnes
and William, by way ot compensation; for
God
works ‘louderful
compensation in
this world, it men bad but the heart to understand them. I named him Job alter myself, and somehow that name, ugly as it was,
seemed to comtort both Molly and me—
though still I would hear the three batfyvoiees calling from the three little trundle-

ing
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Manx—he was old Manx r ow—was still liva sleepy old fellow, except in his moods,
aud still competent for a tablespoonlul of
brandv and water or a pipe of Honradez, to
But nosay nothing of a craving for pickles
body suspected him now of being the devil,
it he ever had been, although he was still a
pillar ot fire now and then in the dark.
Iu due season the trundle-bed came down
from the dusty garret, where Mollie had been
in the habit ot going every day to cry over it,
and Job Needham, jr„ with many qualms
Four
and tremors, was installed proprietor.
nights, alternating, Mollie and I kept vigil,
and Dr. Needham jr., opened his eyes iu the
morning as if there had been no fatality in
our family in third and fourth nights and in
trundle-beds, The last night happened to
fall to my lot, aud about midnight I drifted
away into a half doze, and was just listening
to the three little voices from the graveyard,
and was trying to make out which was
which, when l was startled out of my drowse
with a sudden shock, succeeded by strange
premonition of impending calamity. The
oandle was burning dimly on the stand, and
as I bent to listen to little Job's breathing I
caught the gleam of two lurid eyeballJ peering into the room from the cat-hole cut in
The room
the lower corner of the door.
I staited, aud
was not properly a bedroom.
the eyeballs disappeared.
Then it was, in that terribly excited state
of the nerves, that the idea took possession of
me.
Properly I had inherited it as a dormant mania trom my mother, who was bait
mad on the subject. A superstition, iriend,
is something more than a mere, imagining
handed down from generation to generation ;
it is an hereditary taint of insanity—an inherited bent of the nervous system that stores
up forces, aud will have its way sometimes,
however reason aud culture may protest. The
stiange superstitions of barbaric races are
bad physical conditions of correlated or
psychical results, or rather as fundamental
bents ot nervous organization, just as transmissible and nearly as ineradicable as the
contour of a nose. It is folly, friend, to talk
of eradicating superstition by mere intellectual culture; reform in physical conditions
must precede, second and couserve the intellectual element, or the latter is nearly nugatory. I make these remarks in explanation
of my own case. I had had the intellectual
culture without the physical, and, when the
day came, the dormant mania asserted itself
with aa energy that my reason could no
more control than it could control au attack

ing,

of neuralgia.
I carried my revolver with

me to the office
with the intention of
shooting old Manx at the first opportunity.
He did not come mewing at the office door
all lhat day, and I carried it back again at
night 1 called mvseli a fool about once in
ten minutes, from seven o’clock in the morning until bed-time, and I called myself a fool
particulaly when I put my revolver in my
pocket and carried it hone again, with the
intention el shooting old Manx it he but ouce
during t he night peered into our sleeping
room from that cat-hole.
It was all folly to
tell|myself, as I did over and over again, that
a cat’s mouth was so formed aualomically
that to suck the breath ot a baby was physically impossible; nor was I at all satisfied
after I had examined old Manx’s mouili and
ascertained that there was no n allormation
in his case. I pictured him, his face transformed Into a hideous mask, and glued by
clammy tentacles to that ot little Sunbeam,
of Willie, of dead Violet.
I smuggled half a grain of morphia into
Molly’s tea, as she sipped her habitual cup
belore putting little Job to bed, and, notwithstanding her maternal solicitude, she
dropped into a deep sleep. Then I shut myselt into the closet, whose glass door commanded the cat-hole and the trundle-bed,
revolver in hand, leaving the dooi a little
ajar,, so that I could slip out in my stocking
teet silently. The tall, old-fashioned clock in
the coiner ot the room, that looked like a
coffin set on er,d, struck nine just as the

the next

morning,

preparations

were

completed

The clock in its upright coffin in the corner, struck ten, wheezing and rattling between the strokes, as if there had been an old
man in it; and as I glanced at the dial.it
was somehow in the candle light like an old
man's face, with figures aud hands doing duly for wrinkled teatures. I grew weary
standing on one foot, and shitted to the other while the methodical old brain in ilie top
of the coffin measuredly ticked off the sec-

onds.

The old clock In ils upright coffin struck
eleven. The minute hand began Us journey
again, overtaking its lazy assis tant a*, the
twelve; and the two, shutting together like a
pair of shears, sheared off'a day, and I fancied I heard it urop into the waste-basket,
while the old man wheezed and set up a kind

of leathery laugh.
Iu other words, the tall old clock, that
looked like a coffin sot on end, struck twelve;
and still I wailed, half angry with myself,
and calling myself a fool at intervals for having entertained the whim at all, particularly

it promised to keep me stauding there all
night, revolver in hand. What would Molly
say, sweet soul, if she should happen to wake

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

BFOt' is the. best ever placed in a*»y
gan. It ia produced by an extra »ct of reeds,
voiced, the'EFFEET Of which is
IO*T CfllABTHNO and BOUb *TIRwhile its BltlBTATIOW of the
nsi\d.
W Al«i SIII’EKB
II Fin AW VOICE
T KKB’fltEWOBCUKSTKAIi.VKSPEK.
BiMiVU Hiid V8ALEBTE 0«CAW», in
Ilisique French Concm, combine PffiSlXW
of VOSCTWIi with great volume of foac;

Keealiarly

WATERS’ MEW SCALE FI AMOS
a Hue siogisag tone with
nil modern improvements, and areihe BEHT

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

have great powt rand

These Urgaua and S*i£*lil VEs*
ni)«N are warr»uted for six years
BCXTICEHEEV I.OVV for cash or part
cash and balance in monthly payments.
BTCOiid-Hituii iiisti'imieuts at great bargains. B*inuos and Organs to n ut until
p id for as p» r contract. ABEN'I'B WAWH^ecial ioducean nts to the trade.
TEb
Teachers. Ministers
A liberal discount to
Churches, Schools. Lodges, etc. ILLUSTRATED,
CA TALOG UES M A [LE D.
HORACE WATERS &: B0W8,
481 Broadway. New Vorh.
P O. Box 3507.
au23d4wt

Leaving

FI A ftO* ITIABIE.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
Daily, nt 7 o’clock P. 111.,
WHARF, BOSTON, daily
(Suctlny, excepted).

night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by I) H. Young'
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for Kile at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
oct1*74
jLW. COVES, J K., General Agent.

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.
SBMMEK

TWO TRIPS

PORTLAND~~&

fast, Scarspnrt, Sandy Point, Bucksport. Winterport

Hampden,
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Port-

land at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond” connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for neighboiing
towns. Connects at Rocklaifd with the Knox &
Lincoln R. K., at Belfast with B. & M. R. R., Banwith E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
are to Rockland $1.00, Camden.$1.50
Bellas', Searsnort and Sandy Point.... 2.00
Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and
Bangor. 2.50

for

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, foot of Stale St., Portland.
Portland, April 17th 1875
dtf

STEAMSHIP
Pour times

for nine
nt
$>r.

—

Montpelier. Vt., July 20, 1874.
Mr. Thomas \V. Lane,—Dear Sir: For nine
years I have been troubled with Neuralgia and Indi
gestion, and have taken every remedy that I could
hear of for the »eliet of my complaints, to no permanent relief, until 1 received a package of your
Condition Pills, tor which I thank God aud yon,
for 1 feel a* well as I ever did in my life, and have
I could not even bear
only taken tight of the Pill
the smell of any kind of food, it would turn my
stomach; but now i can eat anything tlia' any one
God bless the inventor of
can eat. and it relishes,
tlie Condition Pills and their agents all over the

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg aud
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Cark, Agent, 210 Washington St.,

Boston.
To all points of North and South
by Seaboard ami Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. il. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston
And to ad points in the West by Baltimore A Ohio
R. R., C. A. Cbipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

Carolina,

S. J. Wheeler,

Boston.

Through bills
Agents.

Oil.

Use RKNNE’S MAGIC OIL for Headache,
Use RENNE’S MAGIC OIL for Toothache,
Use RENNE’S MAGIC OIL for Sprains,
Use RENNE’S MAGIC OIL for Neuralgia,
Use REN S E’S MAGIC OIL lor Catarrh,
Use RENNE’S MAGIC OIL for Colic and Cram pit.
Use RKNNE’S MAGIC OIL f «r Cholera Morbus,
Use RENNE’S MAGIC OIL lor Kidney

J?Ve.

PORTLAND
PH S LA S>EfLP HI A,
Clyde's

success

MED 0IY6EN TREATMEHT!

pO't

||x

Portland.

WAI. P.

augll

same

p1
5

Connections made at Eastport for Rohbinston,
Sf. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annap
olis. Windsor, Iventville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst. Pic ton, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. 1.
(^’“Freight received on days of sailing untU 4

£*

o’clock, p.m.

IRON

S
P

w

With connection?* to Prince Edward Ih>
land* Cape Breton anri
Jolinit, IV. V.
The favorite Steamship “FALMOUTH” (built expressly fo ithe
route) W, A. Colbv Commander
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot ol
State St., every SATURDAY at
5 30 p.m. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to*- Windsor,
Truro. New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers
or Prince Edward Is and;
also at New Glasgow.
N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Bre.on, and
al Halifax with steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDa YS, at 8.30 p. m.
Excursion tickets to Halifax and return good until
October 1st. §10.00.
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Furnace
without
dangerous joints.
It is made of FOUR
NUMBERS heav-
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WOLLASTON
HEATING AND
VENTILATING
Co., Manufacturers, Proprietors and Wholesale and
Retail Dealers, 59 Blackstone street, Boston, Mass.
Send for Circular.

1
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PATENT

^
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No
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WILL

FIND

0. W.

furnaces this

season

THIS FOR

in

SALE

FULLAM’S,

A

97 Federal St,
Who is authorized by

COMPLETE

us

to

|

give

ahead

INtJERIiOCKING

GUARANTEES

with each Furnace sold.

Please Call ami examine.

gelt3m

Vermont
BEST FOR

Vopperng,

I>YFlNO,
THEI5BN1IWECTAIVT
known.
Clilo.

as

Lime, cheaper and odorless.

HOWE

&

Use

well as best
Better than
in solution.

GOODWIN,

GENERAL AGENTS,
Nos.

It, 12,13 India, and

52

Central SU., Boston.

oYmvooos, nniGo, cocrnNUIL, AftBLINES.
OC25

m it r
A tt Jli

(Jly
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This is to certify
ri
r .that I have been a
great sufferer from
4'ATYttKII tor many years. 1 have tried ail
remedies, and have been treated by several of the
best physicians of New York ,iud also at the hospitals, but all of no avail; tliev said 1 coul l not he
cured and must die. My heail ached continually,
and the discharge from my
heat} was verv protuse
and offensive, the bones w ere corroded and rotting
away, my senses of smell and taste were enlirely
gone, my liearii g badly affected, and my eyesight so
much impaired as to require the use of
glasses: 1
was unable to do anything, and was confined to mv
bed a large portion of the time; when I commenced
using UK. t.ANE'S lilTAIIRII CIH!
ami am to-day a well woman.
The discharge has
entirely ceased, have no headache, the senses of

r

r

FORTUNE erv IT. Every family buys it.
Sold by Agents. Address, G. S. WALKER,

Erie, Pa

se3t4w

Agents

Wanted

torGrSU“’s

NIGHT MCEWKN IN THU KlttLE,
nd a magnificent NEW BOOK just from Press.
Address J. U. lTlcGUBRY & 4)0 Philadelau31d4wf
pdia, l-n.
AGENTS 13 OIL CHROMOS, mounted, size
<>xlf for s*B. IOO for 5§Y. La*gest variety in
the world.
NATIONAL CMB4»iH’» 4)0.,
Philndeiphin Pa.
aug31dlwt

Plea-nut nn<l Profluthle Eniployineut.
“Beautiful!” “Charming!” “Oh, how lovelv!”
“What arc they worth,” etc. Such are the exclamations of those who seethe large, elegant new Chromos
produced by the European and American Chrome
Publishing Co. Everyone will want them. It requires no raiKing to sen me piciures, uiey speas ior
themselves. Canvassers, agents, and ladies and .gentian on out of employment, will find this the best
opening evei offered to make momy. For full particulars semi stamp for confidential circular. Address F. GLEASON & CO.. 7JS Washington Street,
Boston, Mass.

day cf sailing.

LIVE

FOR NEW YORK,

NALAfflAN OKR «BATK HARCOll’V.
These Bars have been used and approved in upwards
of A.tiOO different Furnaces, in Factories, Steamers
and Locomotive", and are superior to all others in
Durability nml Economy in the use «f furl.
Satisfaction guaranteed.Befeiencesin all parts of U.S.
4w Office 192 BROADWAY, N. Yr. P, O. Box 18C9.

AT

a. m. on

^TOSISGTOK
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other*.

This is

Hip Only Inside
Houle
Avoiding: Point Judith.

GRATE
BARS
MANUFACTURED

Portland

received atter 10

oct28Jtf_JOHN
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All who require
and vie uity

freight

For further information apply to J. 6. COYLE.
Jr., Franklin Yvrharf, or
PORTEOUS, Agent.
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ier Plate Iron than
any other Furnace.
It watches i's own
draft. It is sold at
a
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of Wrought Iron,
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ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m connecting at stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
aluayw in advance of- all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little & Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FI LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.fc, New York.
President.

dly

FOR
ff*®****'

taste anil snieh and bearing entirely restored, have
discarded the use of glasses, an I I fee] that I cannot
tepay you tor what yon have done for me
Mbs. Hath Hughs, 427 \Y. 3?d Street N Y.
can be verified by apriiDJj llUiUl plication to Mrs Hughs
HEN.ty UEEI) & CO
L!U1 lillli
C43 Broadway, New Y'ork.
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PROFIT OX $100
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$1,200

JURUBEBA
established itself

and after SEPT. 16, 1875,
*/\Steamer Henrieisn. Cant. G.
.‘V-v-1--'LOW ELL, will leave EIiirpNwe 11 at 8 a. m. touching at €hrOn

lu aaoe, liitllv Clu lM iigiic and

Long Inland.

Returning will leave Portland Her, at 3 p. m touching at the above landings. On Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday will touch at Cousens* Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
dtf
may8

MAINE

STEAMSHIP
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SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

but is

as

810. to 8500.
entitled fWru

1- page Book,
Wall Wired,

a

VEGETABLE TONIC
which assists digestion, and thus stimulates the appetite lor food necessary to invigorate the weakened
or inactive organs, and gi/es strength to all the vital
forces.
9 1’ CAKKfltfN S'J«
OWN
EICI’O:?!OTEN K AVION as the largo and rapidly increasing sales testify. Price One Dollar a bottle. Ask
your druggist tor ii. GEO. C. UOOPWl N & GO.,

Boston, Mass., Wholesale Agents.

A NEW BOOK

reSdlwt

BY~

ItiioniN of

explaining everything.

SENT FREE.

Bankets and Brokers,
**rk.

fj

Just ready for Canvassers. Now then is the lime to
Don’t stop to experiment on other
books. Take mie you know will sell. Prompt action
will give you choice ot field, and Golden Returns.
Get on the course at once and you will win. Outfit
costs nothing, everything furnished. Send in your
names, and town!- you w nt, or for circulars at cnee.

get Territory.
and

Broad nay,

New

jneI9eod&wlj»

YOB 14.

a

Invested in Stock Privileges in Wall St. Books
and Circulars telling, “How ’tts done,” sent free,
ffddriss Baxter & Co., Bankers, 17 Wall St.,
New
se15d4wt

York,_

SEW

TO

perfect regulator and
SURK remedy for disorders of the system arising
from improper action of the Liver and Bowels.
BT 9*» NOT A 9*88 \ NSC’, but by stimulating
the secretive organs, gently and gradually removes
all impurities, and regulates the entire svsfem.
IN RftlT A IDlH’TbBEB Kft’H’TBRS,
I
has

Andress, AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO., HARTFORD, Cx.
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Steamers Sleanora and Franconia
Will until fuilb^r notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at G
P. 1V1., and leave Pier .’8 Fast River, New YorV, every MON DA V and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanor a is anew steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
woth line accommodations tor passengers making
this the nio>t conveni nt and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
Thc-e
sie»imcib will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer mouths on thefr passage 10 and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and fYom Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St *Iohn, and all parts of Maine.
taken ut I he low est rate*.
Shippers aretrtquest«d to p nd their freight to the
Steamers as » arly as t P. M ,. n the d.ivs they leave
Portland, hor further inform tion apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent Purl land.
.1 F AMES, Ag’t. Pier .18, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22

(SJr*Freight8

Exchange Street.

and Mouth west.
J C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

Baggage

—

Wo

Whariag^.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street. Wharf, Philadel phi a, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one halft.be rate of

J^t .aiV;

;XS

SRN*

Petrol, and

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.

Leave each port every Weil’s’y & Sat’d’y
a

to

The Company are not responsible tor baggage ta
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and hat personal) unless notico is given, and paid lor at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Central Manager.
W. J. SPICEB, Superintendent.
Portland, June 21.1875
jne17dtf

PHILADELPHIA

,.

Portland

tion.

B O S T O 1ST
AND

checked trom

tn..nk!nff

Trefethen’s and Joues* landings.
Fare down and
back25cents. Private parties accommodated between the hours of 7 and 10 A. M.. and 3 and 5 P.
AT., and during the evening
augl2dtf

Summer

sailing vessels.

SEPT.

13,

MONDAY,
1375,

AM® UNTIL rimraEB NOriCK,

PiiNHenger

Trains will leave Portland for
Bomioii at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 2.35, 6.00 p. m.,
nt
Koniou at 10.50 a. m., 1.15,7.00,
arriving
10.00 p. in. Rciuruios;. leave ISoMion at 8.30
a. in., 12.30, 3.30, 6 00 i>. m., Hi rivtug at Pcrllauil at 12.45, 5.00, 8 00, 10.00 p. m.
For IjOWcII at 6.15, 9.00 a. ru., 2.35, 6 00 p. in.
For Concord and Mauciieder (via New Mar-

•RAILROADS.

Maine

Arrangement.

AND AFTER

ON

the West by the Penn. K. It., and South
Freight
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE TEE DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. MAItVPMON, Agent,
70 Long Wharf, HoMton.
n23-iy
for

Central

Junction)

ket

at 6.15

a.

m., 2.35 p

in.;

(via

Law-

rence) at 9.00 a. m.
For <«reat Fall* at 6.15, 9 00 a. m., 2.35, 6.00 p.m.
For Porinuiouth (via Dover) at 645 a. m.
For Rochester, Fai-miuslou and Alloa
Bay (via Dover) at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 2.35 p. m.
For Mcarboi-ou^h B« ach, Blue Poiul, Old
Orchard Reach, Nnco, Ilicldeford and
Ilcunebunk at 6.15, 9.00, a. m., 2.35, 5.00, 6.00 p.

RAILROAD.

m.

Train* will leave Old Orchard for Portlaud at 7.52, a. m., 12.12, 4.28, 7.32,9.30 p. m.

Sunday
Commencing June 21, 1875.

Trains

Boston & Maine road connect with all
l>ctweeii Portland and Bangor,
Mt. Desert. Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at ExeteT 10 minutes for refreshments at first-class dining rooms.
Parlor Car* on all through trains between

Night PuEimao Train from Boston leaves
Portland 12.35 a. m. for Bangor. Cilais. St. John,
Houlton, St Stephens and Halifax.
Passenger Trnisi leaves Portland C.15 a.
m for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland and Augusta.
Passenger Train leaves Portland 7.00 a.
m. for Lewiston via Danville Junction.
Leave Portia ad 1.05 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville,
Bangor &c.
L*

ju!9

Portland 1.10 p.

ni.

Rockland,

J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Snpt.
S. II. STEVENS, Gen’J Ag’t, Portland,

for

au5

Arrangement of Trains, commencing
May 3, 1875.
PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. M. for IXocbcMtcr. I\a»hun nud
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine, Roads
at Nanhua with KxpmM Train tor Lowell
and Boston, arriving iu Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer junction with UxpreM
Train for Fitchburg and Hoomqc Tun
uel liiuc, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P,
M.. connecting with trains South and West.
3.3a p. IU, (Miramboat Eanresn) Train with
Drawing kmm f’nr
attaehpil
rurniivto
ut
%% t-nlbrouk Jnnctioa with trains of Maine

Central Road from Bangor, Rockland, Lewiston,
«&e.; at Rochester with down trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads; at Kipping

Eastern Railroad

for Manchester and Concord; at Man bun for
Lowell and Boston: at Warcester with Nigh
train for
New haven and New York
and goes through to New London withea
change of cars, connecting with streamer*
of the Norwich Kino for New York, arriving there early the next morning in time for
the morning trains South and West.
4.00 P. M. for Rochester and Way MinlionA connects at Koehester with trains for
Alton Bay and Wo It boro.
0.40 P. HI. for Gorham.
Mteamboat Kxpress Train leaves New I. ondon iroiu Norwich Line Steamer ats 5 A. HI.,
and from Worcester at » A. HI., connecting
at
Westbrook Junction with afternoon
trains going East over the Maine Central Road,
and arriving in Portland at 1.18 P. M.
Express Train (eaves Worcester at4.33 P,
HI., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albauy at 10 A. M., an I New York at 10.00
A. M. arriving in Portland at 10.45 P. M.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggage
checked through to Nashua, Man Chester 0- ncord,
Lowell, Worcester, New York by Norwich line,
and Springfiekt Route, ai;.l to all important
points South
By Tickets car.
BARNES BROS.,
28 Exchange Street, ana at u» Depot.
J .51. LtJNT, Supt.

Springfield,

“NOTICE.

On and utter

July 2,1871, and

KfgjfgfffffgBfartlicr Notice, the

un

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

BOSTON

OF

THE

—

A: MAINE
Will be taken

RAILROAD,

TiSKOIJGII
—OF

all

on

TRAINS

THE—

EASTERN

RAILROAD.

CHARLES F. HATCH. Gen. Manager.

July 21. 1874.

_dtf

Portland & Rochester R. R.

_dtt

—_,

running

Portland and Boston.

PAYSON TUCKER. Superintendent.

SPECIAL

on

steamers

Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waterville, Skow beDexter
and
Belfast,
gan,
Bangor. A Pullman
Parlor far is run wiih this train to Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.15 p. m. for Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston.
Leave Portland 5.20 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Batli and Augusta.
Passenger Trains will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 8.45 and 8.50 a. m.
From Bangor, Dexter, Belfast, ISkowhegan,
Farmington. Lewiston, Roekland, Ac., at 2.20 and
2.25 p. m, A Pullman Parlor far is run with
this train from Bangor.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath, and Lewiston, at 6 16 p. m.
Night Train from St. John, Bangor, &c.,at
1.45 a. m.
Through Freight Trains daily to all points
on Maine Central, Knox & Lincoln, and European
& North American railroads.
av©

ocldtf

Trains.

ILeave Portland for Bo«toa at 3.00 p. m.
I.earc Boston for Portland at 8.00 a. in.

TIME.

CHANGE_OF

v22tf

PORTL AND & OGDENSBUIiG RR

--

SUMMER AKKiKOEMKlIT.

my3dtf_

Portland & Worcester
JLdXJSTE.3.
and until further notice, Passenger Trains will
Eastern and Maine Central Railroad Station,
land, foot of State Street, as follows:

A Steamboat Express Train with Drawing Room
Car attached leaves Portland at 2.30 p. m. daily,
Sundays excepted, for New London, connecting with
the Steamers of the Norwich Line sauic evening for

leave
Port-

NEW

YORK,

arriving there early the next Burning in ample time
for morning trains South and West.
tyNo change of cars between Portland and New

For Sebngo Lakr. Fryeburg, No.Conwnj
CrnwionpN, Fabynu’M aa<l all interim*

dime Mtmions at 7.10 a. m. and 2.10 p m.
Trniun will leave Fubynu’n at
a. m. and 2 00 p. m.; Xo. 4'ouwny at 9.10 a.
in. 8nd 3 45 p. m.; F ry* burg at 9.35 a. m. and
4,15 p. m,; Rnldwiu at 10.20 a. m. and 4.56 p.
in.; Pebngo Ijnke at 10.55 a. m. and 5.30 p.
m.. arriving in Portland at 11.40 a. m. and
0.15 p. m.

London.
Fare from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
New York and Return, 11 Dollar*
Seats in Drawing Room Ca s and state Rnoma on
the elegant Steamers City ot Boston and
City of
New Yoik. can be secured in
advance, at BARNES
BROS’., 28 Exchange street, from 9 a. m., to 1 p.
m., and at tho Depot, from 2 p.*m until train time,
and of the Conductor on the train.
*
Steamers leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot of Canal St., at 5 p. *n., connecting at New
London with Steamboat train leaving at 5 a. m., and
arriving in Portl md at 1.1s p. iu.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with trains of tho Maine Central Road to and from
the East.
ryTickeTscan be procured of BARNES BROS.
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot
mvJtt
J. M. LUNT. Sunt. P. & R. R. R.

Returning
7.30

STACK CONNECTIONS.

At White Rock daily for North Windham.
At Sebaeo Lake dally for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin dally f r Cornish, Porter, Ivezar Falls
and Fieedom,
At Brownfield daily for Denmark and Bridgton.
At Kryeburg daily for Lovell. Stowe and Chatham.
At Glen Station for Glen House.
MTKA>?I l»OAT CONNECTION
with 7.10 a. m. and 2.10 p. m. lrom Portland at Sebago Lake for Naples, Bridgton, fJo. Bridgton, Harrison, Waterford and Mount Pleasant.
Trains arrive iu Portland in season for trains to
Boston leaving Portland at £.35 and 6.00 p. nr. and
lor Steamers leaving at 7 p. in.
Freight trains will run between Portland and
Fabyau’s daily, leaving Portland at 8.30 a. m. Returning, leave Fayban’s at 7.50 a. m.

HOTELS.
YORK

NEW

It 0 T E L.

W1USLEY /fr CO., Proprietor, of the
New York Hotel, New York City, will reduce
their prices, with the view or turtner
popularizing
this well-known anti favorite House.
Without in any wav retlueinsr tho standard ot the
oid "NEW \ ORK IIOTEI.," the harccs for
tr indent boarders will, on Sept. 1st, 1875, be lixed at
and $4.00 per day in place ot the nre-ent
tarifl of $4.5n and
seHdeotIL’w

Frank

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Aug 9.1875.
b3dtf

EASTERN RAILROAD.

*5,00._

United States
new

tAccommodation Train.
$Fast Express.

r.»„ur>»C54^.LFS F- HATCH, Qea’l Man.
B-AOHEUJEB, Sup’t.

June ^1,1878.

Jne2itf

new

rooms,

dining room, reading room,
tt a capacity

sample rooms and billiard hall, giving
of accommodating :aX) guests, making

It now. with
it Dag
exception. me largest nuiu iu lueniy.
beer newly painted and frescoed, refurni hed, (many
of the rooms w irti black walnut furniture) and newly
carpeted, and Is in all respects a new hotel, clean
and bright, and will he kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located In the business
part of the city, it otters superior advantages to com-

uue

mercial men and pleasure parties.
Its table will sit all times bo supplied with the
choicest that the market affords.
TMIOIHV tVOLCOTT, Proprietor.
endtf
augio_

SUMMER RESORTS.

kitssell
Old Orchard

HO USE,
Beach, Maine.

POPULAR HOUSE has been leased for tho
Tins
of (875 by S H. MANLEY & SON and
will bo
season

Opened June 18 for transient and permanent
boardeis during the summer mouths.
A puli, aliens
for board can lie made at St) » orrratrr Nir<n
Ho.ion. <*r at the
Orchard Bench.
s. II.

1

other points on these roads.
The 8.00 P. >!. Tra n from Boston connects with
North American
Maine Ce» tral and European
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor. fri
and
Halifax
other
John,
points on these
roa< Is.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Port- 1
land with the Maine Central Railroad for Angn*ln, B»ili a-id l.ew imion ; and on MONDAYS. WEDNESDAYS and FRIDAY'S with
the steamer for Knutport nud frit. John. A
Piilininit Pnrhr P»r is run with the train
leaving Boston 8.30 A. M., Portland 1.10 p. m
through to Bangor: also with t aiu leaving Boston 12.30 P. Aft and Portland 5.20 P. M.
through
to Augusta. Returning, leave Augusta 6(H) a
M., Portland 9 00 A M.. Bangor 8.W A. M. ami
and Portland 2J5 P. M for Boston.
•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train.
A" 7?Thts train runs .Sunday but not on Monday.

j&

ME.

Hotel during tho past year has been entirely
THIS
remodeled and enlarged bv tho addition of 24
also

Street,

Portland for Portsmouth ami Boston at
*2.00 A. M.,6.15,19.00 A. M., and $2.35 P. M, Returning lc.ive
Bc«loi> for Pni'Mucu<h nad Portland at
t8.30 A. M., 112.30 P. M„ $6.00 and *8.00 P. M.
Portland for Pape Elizabeth. Ncntboiongh, West fricKrboroiighyfriuco, Mid
deford. Eicuuebuuk, Wel!« north Her.
wick. ~outh Berwick Junction, Ron.
Eliot nud
way junction,
Hilary
1 at
16.15, 19.00 A. M..2.35P M.
for Saco. Ridileford, Kcnnrbunh, Wells
North Berwick, Month Harwich Juuetion, Pc. way Juaction, bliut nud Kitlery at 46 15, 49.00 A. M. and $2.35 P. M.
For Nnco, Riddeiord
Kennebuuk, fen.
wr»y Junction,Kittrry nud Portsmouth
at *2.00 <6.15, to.00 A. M., and $2.35 p. M
For Pane Elizabeth.
Hearborongh, Went
Mcarbornuvh, Maco, nad RidUiford at
5.20 P. M., Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 9.00 A M Train from Portlaud connects at
Conway Jun tion with the 8.00 A. M. train from
ikoHtou lor North (,'ouwny.
Trains leave Portsmouth for Rover at 7.15,
9.G0, 10.20 A. M 3.00. 5.40, 7.00 P. M. Returning
at 6.40. 7.50, 10 15. 10.55 A. M., 4.10. 6 20 P. M.
Tec 2 00, 6.15 A. M., 9.00 A. M. and 2.35 P. M. Trains
from Portland make close connections for New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.30 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars <•!
the Portland & Ogdensbing Railroad, the Grand
Trunk Railway for ifsonircal, 4|u bee. and
all parts of Panada lOaol; and the Maine
Central and Knox & Lincoln Railroads for Angn»ta, Rnugor, Rocklaud, Bilfiihl and

Hotel,

PORTLAND,

Ou and after Monday, June 21st, 1875
Passenger Trains will leave Station, Commeicial,loot
of State

II ARPSWELL,

^

WHEBEVEB IT MAS BE«N TR1 ED,

nml .y nml 7 P

On and after Monday, Aug. 9,1875,

DIRECTI

S-a

Tills is the ONLY
is
Furnace that

1

LIKE TO

Halifax, Fova Scotia,

H

points in tbs

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
is wen equipped with tirst-class
rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
^“PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING P.OOM
AND SLEEPING CARS aro attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and t.20 p. m.

dtf
MAIL

ll

FURNACE.

and all

Northwest, West

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

mar21

IMPROVED

WROUGHT

days.

2.0

PIERCE’S

Rigby

On and after MONDAY, June
the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. 13. Winchester, City ot Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike, and New
Brunswick, Capt. D S. Ball,
will leave Railroad Wharf foot ot State St., every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 6.00 p. m. for
Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

Sh

dtt

DR.

Calnin and Nt. John.
Wiaidnorand Halifax.

14,

o
kH
sr to

P

ujidUCipilUti

THREE TUSPM PER WEEK !

°

they can obtain a copy ot the treatise on "ITS
ACTION ANB> REnIJl.TS.’- free.
Where
also may be seen a large number of testimonials from
residents of this city.
Office hours from 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 5 p. m.

M

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT S.

c"

■T-

aivuuv,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
iluHlport,

gfcj
§n
§

1t I* A

CLYDE & CO., Gen’l Afanagers,
«vi

F?=<

Experience proves it to be a radical cure for the
following diseases:
Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Uumors,'Eruptions, Pimples, Salt Rheum, Scrofula,
Liver Complaints, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dropsy,
Female Complaints, Dyspepsia, &c., Ac.
Persons convalescing from Fevers, Diphtheria, &c.,
will find this a powerful auxiliary.
Persous suffering trout the above complaints will
please call at the office, 3 Cnlioon fit.'ooL, where

Steamers,

Running between Providence
aod Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY cives
dirct comrLunieation to and from
£2*^ Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.'s
and to all the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full iniormation given by D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
29 Devonshire St., BostoD, or J B. COYLE, Jr.,

g
a

of the

Iron Line of
Vv

Astonishing Developments.
Continued

information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
S3 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence. K.

no2dtf

P. S. These Pills are not for sale at any drug
stoie. One person will be appointed as exclusive
ag;nt in each town in the United States with less
than 10,000 inhabitants. Th“ first person applying,
male or female, recommended by the pot master of
the town as respectable and trustworthy, will receive
the appointment.
au31d4wf

an!7_eud& v> 3ra

Excursion Tickets $25.
passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash-

For freight or
ington, or other

Reference as to my responsibility can be made to
the Governor of New Hampshire, oi the cashiers of
anv of tiie banks of Manchester.

Sold by all respectable dealers in Medicine.
WM. RENNE & SONS, Proprie' #rp, Pittsfield, Mass.

lading given by the above named

Passage $15,00.

THOMAS W. LANE,
Manchester. N. H.

Complaint*

of

CaanBa, Drir.ii, Chicag., IHIlnraa*
Il.u. itnwtii. mi,
I,oni., Ouinba,
Ki I'nul, Mall D.abc City,
Dearer. Non Fraip iaee,

—

Alosely.

Rheumatism, also Liver and Kidney Complaints,
ain in the back and hips, often uncausing severe
able for months to stoop to pick up any small article
from the flo r. I have had several doctors, spent a
great deal for medicine, whi h did no good, and finally concluded I must suffer the rest of my life. I
happened ofte day to see your advertisement in the
Cnngregaticnalist. I thought the medicine was just
what I needed, and I sent to you last April for a
package of Pills. Before I had taken eight I felt
like a new person. Can sleep well nights, eat well,
and have no Neuralgia pain, can stoop as well as
ever.
My friends are astonished at the change in
mo, anti think it wf'l not last. My M*ter ha* suffered
from Inflammation of the Bowels, and Constipation, and wishes to try your medicines. 1 intend
still to take them, aud would not ho without them
if money would buy them. I think they must prove
a blessing to thousands who will be induced to try
them. Enclosed you will find $1.00; please send
two packages.
Yours respectfully,
Mrs. B. t. LANE.
The same lady writes again July 30, 1875:—“Your
Pills are doing wonders beie, l am taking the second
package. My son wishes von to send him a package.
Enclosed find fitly cents,** etc
E3T*A package .-cut by mail, postage paid, to any
address, on receipt ot 50 ccuSn. Address,

Used outward or inward it never does harm,
As sure as you’re faithful “It works like a charm,**

ISLANDS!

FOUR trbpm pjsb day.
Tbe*hew and commodious »lea*n Inch! Touri«», Pnjn. C. 11. DC now I ton. leaves Burnham’s
Wharf, every day at 5.45 and 10.15 A. M„ and 2 and
6.10 P.M. Returning leaves Evergreen at 6 30 and

•.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONR.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of tbo Lake and Jano

Liver
Neuralgia and
and Kidney CtmapSaiuf for Swesaly-iivc yesers cusred toy L*r. Qjain’s
Coiidali^s Fail*.
Danvers. Maps., July 19.1875.
Mr. Lane,—Dear Sir: For the last tweuty-live
years I have suffered terribly with Neuralgia and

MEDICAL

AND

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I
»f»a«ioaw,

_

(.INK

week.

a

—

ofccoT vs ro«T or india nt,

T.t

First Class teniUFiuip
JOHNS HOPKINS,
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE A PPOLD.
Front fiSoMteii direct every
Tl'ESkAY
and SATURDAY.

Dyspcp-

relish.

pleton's Journal.

Washington

EXCHANGE ST.,
AND

;
1

Offices

condition,

and

&

74

Line.

For Baneor. touching at Rockland. Camden. Bel-

Norfolk, Baltimore

Hfissenger

THENEW

BANGOR.

The fast Steamer, CITY OF RICHMOND,
CJapt. C. Kilby* leave- Railroad Wharf every
Monday, tVedBCKdny and Friday EreuingN, at VO o’clock.

bad llrat he could riot bear
the smell of food, changed So a

so, tor i near tne voices calling
from the old graveyard under the hill, “Papa!
papa! papa!”—and on» is little Agnes, and
one is Willie, and one Violet.
It is the same
always. The old doctor is never too busy
by day, never too sound asleep by night, not
to hear the three little voices calling Irom the
three little trundle-beds under the grass. I
hear them at this moment, and, beggiug your
pardou, reader, for the interruption, I must
stop just long enough to answer, “Lie still,
little ones, papa’li be there presently.”—Ap-

FOR THE

WVRTC RKDUCED.

sia so

it must De

The roaks* Island Steamboat
Com pan v *s S < earner Gazel (g ,Capt.

fc-.Jfcrfw,--.rr.-■
.i.-’-i,|ny.s«-pt 0,will run as follows:
Leaving the end of Custom House Wharf daily,
(Sundays excepted) Steamer Gazelle will leave for
Evergreen and Jones’s Landing and Cushing’s
Island at 9.00 and 10.30 a. m., 2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning leave Evergreen Landing at 11.30 a m..
and 5.00 p. m.; Jones’s Landing at 11.45 a. in., and
5.15 p. mM and Cushing’s Island at 12 m.. and
5.-50 p. m.
Fare down and back 25 cents.
Ten single passage tickets $1.00.
Arrangements for excursions or private parties
can be made at the office on the wharf.
seldt*’

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

three months ago, and 1 concluded not to give my
testimony until i had given them a fair trial. Over
twenty-tivc years ago 1 bad an attack of Scrotulous
Humor on the glands of my neck; also an ulcer ou
my nose, which discharged daily for over a year.
Since that timql have taken a great deal of medicine; but still I was troubled with Bronchitis in my
throat every time I to« k the least cold; besides I was
very bilious (had oue Bilious Fever); I also had inflammation in my back and kidneys a good deal
of the time, besides habitual Co-tiveness, &c. I
have taken over lifrv boxes ot various kinds of Pill-,
besides several bottles of medical bitters and svruiis
for the blood.
But I am h ippy to state that the
Pills I purchased of you have done wonders. I am
now 47 years of age, and leel as young as I did at
20. My liroat has not Doubled me in the least since
I commence ! taking Dr. Quain’s Condition Pills;
neither am I trouble 1 with Biliousness; the pani
and inflammation in my Kidneys have left; and my
bowels are very regular. Indeed. I must give all the
praise to Dr. Quain’s Condition Pills, for they have
done more for me than all the medicine I ever used.
Therefore, I take pleasure in recommending Dr.
Quain’s Condition Pills to all who may need them;
also I thank yon, Mr. Lane, for their introduction.
I do not intend to bo without them if money will
purchase them. Please semi me another package.
MRS. THOMAS H. JONES.
P. S. Please direct to Amoskeag, N. K.
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Tlie Steamer I.EWI8.TON, in p i. Cbnrlc-.
d Drei-ing, will leave Ratl*7 1!
j
[
*
~T'
road Wharf. loot ol State St.,
-—■
every T l K H D A V
and F B I S> A V EVENINGS. AT IO
O’CMIflK, Fur Rockland, Castiue, l)ecr Isle,
Sedgwick, So. V7. and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,)
Millliridgo, Joncsport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
mid Thursday Morning. at 4 .Hi. touching as
above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with Pullman Train, and earlv morning
Trains lor Boston and the West.
For further particulars impure at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CT11US STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ag’t.
mar20tt
Portland, March 5, 1875.

Goffstown. N. H., Dec. 24,1874.
Mr. Thostas W. Bane:—I purchased a package
or Dr. Quain’s Condition Pills of you about
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ARRANGEMENT.

FARES AND FREIGHT REDUCED.

Rheumatism. Nervousness, Headache. Heaviness,
Heartburn, all flee before it. Talk is cheap. Facts
are stubborn things, and every day we are receiving
voluntary testimonials, complimenting in the highest terms these Pills, and giving accouuts of the
most asionishing cures.
Following are samples:
Scroi'uSou- Humors s? ml EBcrrsfor
livtniy^vc years. Bilious, Sort;
Throat, Sack asul Eikln* ys, and
Cosuvt; sat the §;une linn*. One
pnekugre of £>r. 4£uaa»»’s Omlitianr FISSs makes her tee! as well
aUorty-scveH as wSicia only fiweu-

Neuralgia and indigestion
year* cured ?»y eielsl

For tire Islands.

at

A little more than a year ago I)R. QUAIN’S
MAGIC CONDITION PILLS were brought before
the American public tor the lirst time by an advertisement in a single newspaper published in this
city? The medicine i« purely vegetable and entirely
harmless but its magical power <-ver all diseases to
which flesh is heir i< truly wonderful, if the. result
from bad blood, Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia,

trace his history in my mind, enlightened by
later and more minute observations as to the
physiology ol cats, he was subject to attacks
of epilepsy, and must have wandered far out
of his native neighborhood, as no doubt Kaspar Hauser did during a larval ed spasm of
the disorder. His depraved tastes, his singular electrical properties, and the flame-like
aura that enveloped him at times, were all
sequelae and exponents of his malady.
From the date ol his last audseverest spasm
in my office, so far from really recovering, his
fits were transformed by oDe of these inexplicable turns iucideut to nervous alfections into larvated and nocturnal attacks, and Manx
became a somnambulist.
In these attacks
habit directed him to the trundle-bed; but,
whether the babes were actually smothered,
or died of a process akin to that of mesmerism, in consequence of the peculiar electrical
and nervous properties developed in the
throes of the disorder, ic a question I shall
haye to bequeath to Dr. Needham, jr., who
no doubt will solve the mystery of the universe one of these days—at least he thinks so.
I did not like to begin, I dislike to conclude
my story—it seems so like euding a life. But

81.00.

FARE

Condition Pills,

1 an old man now, and very nervous and
whimsical. Job is studying for the profession, and will continue my hunt after the x.
i ne om sign-board and 1 are waxing aged together, with a strange sympathy, daily
streuglbeniug, that binds the one to the other, and I often fancy, as I stand in the officedoor of a sunshiny day, and listen to the three
little graves calling “papa!” that the weatherworn parallelogram takes the cue and puts on
an expression of sadness in sympathy with its
master. There are Agues, Willie and Violet
over again, youncer than Job, and the grata
is still rank on a little spot by the office-door
where Manx lies buried. As near as I can

5

nt

Passengers by this Line are reminded that they ecomfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston lato

MAGIC

struggle.
Lighting a lantern, I carried the body to
the office, where I dressed my arm and renewed my linen. Molly slept through it all,
and, when I returned, little Job, awakened
by the melee and the repeated reports, bad
cried himself to sleep again.

INDIA
P. JM

and

cure a

“DR. QUAIN’S

my observation, and, I think, wakened me
from a kind of torpor that was gradually
steeping my senses.
vYith a sudden movement I had him by the
neck, and dragged him from the truodle-bed.
With a queer hiss, hut no scream, and eyes
like two living balls, the creature turned and
buried his claws in my arm, tearing the flesh
as if it had beeu paper.
Maddened with the
laceration and tbe savage struggle of the desperate animal, I walked deliberately to tbe
door, opened it with the hand holding the revolver, passed into the adjoining room, put
the muzzle of the pistol against his hear t as
uear as I could under the circumstances, and
pulled the triggger once, twice, thrice. It
was dark save a little moonlight struggled
through the crevices in the curtains, and that
Manx was a ball of flame enveloping my arm
and hand, that died out as he ceased to

Grand Trunk R. B. of Canada.

VIA FALL
ai.teration im TnA1HI)i
R1VERANDNEWPORT)
To New York and all points South and West.
Bag- ! 8UMMKI!,
AUhan GEMKNT1
to destination.
The world-renowned j
gage checked
Steamers, fifirinlnl nml Proridcucf.
Traits leave Old Colony Depot, comer Kneeland ;
*» 2,st-i8Tsand South streets daily at 4 30 and 5.30 1*. M.
(Sundays, June 27th to August 20th. inclusive, at 6.30 p.
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Midi
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stations to Island Porn!,)* connecting witn night
Tickets. State-rooms and Berths secured at the all
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office of the line. No. 3 Old State House, corner ot
l. 30 p. r.j.
Washington and State streets, and ot Old Colony
Express traiu for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10
Boston, and in Portland at depots ot Boston
Depot,
m.
*p.
& Maine and Eastern railroads, ar.d at Hollins \s
Accommodation for South Paris at 6 p. m.
Adams, 22Exchange St,, and W. i>. Little & Co.,
Trains
will arrive as follows:
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Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.30.
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5.40 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 6.45.
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and saw the two marsh-light eyes of
peering from the cat-hole into the room.
Expectation on tiptoe, I stood stiil, holding
my breath until the muffled thump of my
heart drowned the ticking of the clock.
Manx crawled slowly into the room. I did
not hear him, I only saw him as a moving
flame, with a lighted cat in the centre. He
was ten minutes creeping from the cat-hole
to the truud'e-bed, possibly six feet, so imperceptible was his progress.
I was so situated that my eyes commanded
the trundle-bed as he crawled into it with a
movement so like that of a swaying, luminous mist, that 1 only knew lie was there by
seeing him. A drowsy purr stirred tbe atmospbtte of tbe room, and, by the flicker of the
unsntifl'ed candle, I bad just an instant to notice him lying exactly across the throat of
little Job, bis face bent forward, and laterally
so as to rest purrirsg upon tlie very faceot Dr.
Needham, jr. Then a baby-moan interrupted
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STEAMERS^ FALL RIVER
LINE,

BOSTON

Or-

Manx

J. w. fr.ntum & €o„
General Aleuts, Portland,
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WATERS’ CONCERTO PARLOR ORGANS
are the most beautiful in style and perfect
The CONfKBl'O
in lone ever made.

night,
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up and miss me?
I had listened to the tick-tack, tick-tack, of
the old clock for fifteen minutes, perhaps,
when I began to dose a little, wondering,
after all, as I dozed, whether it was not the
old man in the upright coffin in the corner
who had slipped out of his receptacle during
the night and smothered the babies in the
trundle-bed. From this dose I started suddenly, with the same premonition which had
broken in upon m? drowse on the previous

Renne’s

STEAMERS.

MISCELLANEOUS

as

MANLEY A- SON.

jneiatr

Manager*.

re

wTttiioisii,

LEWI STOW, ME.,
Corner Pine anti Park Street*,
U.

II.

VT8N<«,

Proprietor

first-class Hclel lu every respect, arranged especially with a view to ihe wants
of the commercial and pleasure seeking
public.
marl3-dtf
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Nofic«*.
undersigned respectfully informs the Public
that be has opened an office for tbo sale or trans-
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l
fer of Real Estate, and all kinds of meictmwdi
have on bai d n«w several lots and houses for sale in
1 have also it- finest
tho ni^st desirable location.
Barites in
and tor building or nl titering purpose*.
need of the same w ill please call on
K. PONCE.
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and Exchange,
dtimlvi*
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